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Tuesday, 30 April 2019
The PRESIDENT (Hon. SL Leane) took the chair at 12.04 p.m. and read the prayer.
Announcements
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
The PRESIDENT (12:04): On behalf of the Victorian state Parliament I acknowledge the
Aboriginal peoples, the traditional custodians of this land which has served as a significant meeting
place of the First People of Victoria. I acknowledge and pay respect to the elders of the Aboriginal
nations in Victoria past and present and welcome any elders and members of the Aboriginal
communities who may visit or participate in the events or proceedings of the Parliament this week.
Condolences
GIOVANNI ANTONIO SGRO
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan—Leader of the Government, Special Minister of
State, Minister for Priority Precincts, Minister for Aboriginal Affairs) (12:05): I move:
That this house expresses its sincere sorrow at the death on 18 March 2019 of Mr Giovanni Antonio Sgro and
places on record its acknowledgement of the valuable services rendered by him to the Parliament and the
people of Victoria as a member of the Legislative Council for the Melbourne North Province from 1979 to
1992 and as Deputy President from 1984 to 1988.

I had the privilege to attend the funeral service of the Honourable Giovanni Sgro at the Melbourne
Unitarian Peace Memorial Church on Friday, 22 March 2019, and I joined Mr Sgro’s family—his
wife, Anne, and daughters Carla, Silvana and Luisa and their families—to celebrate the life of a
remarkable Australian, who came to this country from Calabria in the 1950s. Not only did he make a
lasting contribution to his community here but internationally he maintained his connections. He was
an activist for peace and an activist for justice, and he made, as his family said, a huge difference to
the lives of many people that he came in contact with.
There are many ways in which you can mark the significance and the value system that can be
associated with somebody who represents the Victorian community as a participant in this Parliament.
My colleague the Premier in the other place will currently be referring in his condolence contribution
to a comment that was made in Il Globo newspaper, which describes Giovanni Sgro as a man who
needed no microphone. Indeed while he was a small man in stature he spoke at great volume and with
words of great moment. He was in fact a huge representative of his community, and he was determined
to use that voice to speak up on behalf of those who could not. He also went on when he arrived in
this place to be the first person on the public record to speak in a language other than English in an
Australian parliament.
I want to draw attention to a number of things he said in what was then described as his maiden speech
on 18 July 1979 to give a sense of who this remarkable man was and the values that he brought to this
place. He never swerved from his determination to uphold them. In his inaugural speech he referred
to the fact that three years earlier he had attended the Parliament in slightly different circumstances
from being an MP. He came as an activist supporting his local community in Brunswick, who had
been made promises for the best part of a decade in relation to a secondary school that was required
in that community. He attended with the principal of the school, June English. They unleashed a banner
in the Parliament and then were summarily escorted from the premises. Giovanni actually made it very
clear that in fact he did not intend to be extremely provocative or disruptive in the Parliament, apart
from just stridently and determinedly pointing out that his community had been ignored in promises
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that had been made and justice that had not been delivered. In his maiden speech he did indicate that
he was dragged away by the guards but said he would have done the same thing. He said:
I am not ashamed of the action I took then. I hope I do not have to do it again, but if I have to do it, I will …

I think that is pretty indicative of the attitude he had to most aspects of his community and political life.
He then went on to thank not only the Labor Party for its recognition of what its commitment to
multiculturalism demanded of it and its connection with the labour movement but also the people who
built this chamber—the artisans and the craftsmen that actually worked to create the Parliament of
Victoria. He made particular comment that those very workers left this site and went to Trades Hall in
their activism to pursue the 8-hour day—an issue that was actually very important to him. In fact later
on in his parliamentary life he reflected on the fact that Moomba had not perhaps lived up to the
expectations of what you might have expected to be a recognition of the 8-hour day.
Seeking the permission of the Chair—I do not really know whether the Chair actually gave him
permission or not—he then proceeded to speak in Italian. He said:
It is easy for me because it is my mother tongue.

Well, it is not easy for me because it is not my mother tongue. I do not want to bastardise the language.
If anybody wants to look at it, it is in the Hansard extract on page 2152 of 18 July 1979. There are
four paragraphs there that are very significant. They are very significant because it was the first time
a language other than English was spoken in this Parliament and, as I understand it, in other
parliaments across Australia.
After these paragraphs he talked about his arrival in this country, when the government of the day sent
him to the Bonegilla camp:
I went to a job at Cobram in northern Victoria. I spent six months there and my best friends were the
Aboriginal people, the true Australians.

He went on in his very first speech in this place to say:
What have we done for them? It makes me sick to hear people talk about giving the Aborigines hand-outs
and giving them land. The land should not be given to them; it belongs to them. We have taken it away from
them and I dedicate myself to their just cause.

Here we are 40 years later, and the Parliament of Victoria is still facing up to its obligations to set that
record right and to do something about it. I hope that during the life of this Parliament we will actually
make giant strides towards a treaty with the First Peoples of this country.
He then went on to describe his commitment to the cultural diversity of this place and of his electorate
by saying that he did not have any difficulty in finding a common connection and common cause and
working across language barriers:
I do not have any difficulty in speaking with Greeks, Aborigines, Dutch, Russians, or Chinese because we all
understand each other and we all suffer the same conflicts.

He went on to describe the hope and optimism that he has for young people in terms of the education
opportunities that will be afforded to them and the hope that prejudice can be overcome by providing
a quality education and a proper grounding for members of the community. He actually understood
our obligations to people at the end of their lives, so he made a special call-out to the needs of
pensioners. He actually made a call that he wanted to see prejudice, hate and racism destroyed, and he
saw that young people are the hope of the side.
This was a man who had to endure a great struggle to become a citizen of this country. He was a man
who applied for citizenship on seven separate occasions and was only granted it in 1973. He fought
for many years to understand the reason why his applications for citizenship had been denied. Some
18 years later FOI releases showed that confidential files were kept about his political activism. He
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was a leading figure in the Italian Federation of Migrant Workers and their Families, FILEF, and that
was deemed to be slightly too radical for the government of the day in relation to allowing participation
in the fullness of community life and receiving citizenship. But Giovanni overcame those struggles
and that degree of resistance by this nation, and he was then ultimately embraced by this nation as
being a member of this Parliament and then rising to the status of Deputy President during his tenure
in his term.
Despite the triumph of that story and the huge achievements that he had obtained, he still, as late as
1986, paid out on not only the Parliament but paid out on his party and paid out on others in relation
to the fact that they still—more than 35 years after he arrived—referred to him as a wog. In fact he
was offended by that, quite rightly, and he paid out on anybody that needed to be paid out on in relation
to that. I am certain that we would have supported him in that endeavour.
Indeed there are articles in the clippings that were provided by Parliamentary Services which quite
rightly say that he was a man who maintained his rage for the ethnic cause. But he also maintained his
rage in relation to issues such as privatisation, workers rights and those that I referred to in his inaugural
speech.
It is very, very clear that this man of somewhat small stature had a huge impact, a huge personality, a
huge political life and made a lasting contribution to our community, and we in the labour movement
thank him for his contribution. The government and the Parliament recognise extraordinary
determination, activism and great achievement in his life. To Anne, Carla, Silvana, Luisa and their
families, the government extends our condolences and our best wishes. We join you in our pride of
what was a great life.
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (12:16): I desire to join the Liberal
and National parties with this motion and to mark the life of Giovanni Sgro and to convey our
condolence to his family and his friends. He was, as Mr Jennings outlined, a member of this chamber
between 1979 and 1992 and was Deputy President of this chamber.
It is a very important migrant story of coming to Australia in 1950 and of his role as an activist on a
number of levels. I did indeed meet him once I think, but I cannot claim to have known him personally.
He was clearly a person with very strong links across the Italian, particularly the Calabrian,
community, and he was a strong activist for his many causes. It is a story that is very much a story of
Victoria and Australia: a migrant story—of a person coming after the war from southern Europe and
making a very good and significant life in this community in Victoria. That has enriched our
community greatly. His contribution was a significant one, as Mr Jennings outlined, from the time he
became a citizen in 1973. He has clearly made a significant contribution to the Labor Party and the
labour movement, but I think it is a fair to say a wider contribution to the Victorian community, and I
want to mark that on behalf of the coalition.
The PRESIDENT: The question is that this house expresses its sincere sorrow at the passing of
Mr Giovanni Antonio Sgro. I ask members to signify their assent to the motion by rising in their places
for 1 minute.
Motion agreed to in silence, members showing unanimous agreement by standing in their places.
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SRI LANKA TERRORIST ATTACKS
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan—Leader of the Government, Special Minister of
State, Minister for Priority Precincts, Minister for Aboriginal Affairs) (12:19): I move, by leave:
That this house:
(1) offers its deep and sincere condolences to the families, friends and loved ones of the innocent victims
whose lives were tragically taken in the Sri Lankan bombings on Easter Sunday, 21 April 2019;
(2) extends its sympathy and support to the families, friends and loved ones of the Victorian victims;
(3) sends a message of solidarity to Victoria’s Sri Lankan community, and communities around the world;
(4) condemns all forms of violence and terrorism; and
(5) reaffirms its unwavering commitment to a strong multicultural and multifaith Victoria.

All too tragically, six weeks ago we gathered in this place, at about the same time, to mark the tragic
circumstances of the events in Christchurch, where the global community experienced a tragedy of
great significance in terms of the terrorist activities at the mosques. Here we are today, the next time
the Parliament meets, and we have had similar experiences on the most holy of days on the Christian
calendar, Good Friday, Easter, in Sri Lanka—
Ms Shing: Easter Sunday.
Mr JENNINGS: Easter Sunday, yes. My apologies—Easter Sunday, on 21 April 2019. The
significance of those events can be seen in terms of our commitment to the global community, our
commitment to peace and our commitment to the ability of people to express their religious beliefs
and their practices of worship, which should be protected at every turn, and in terms of our ability to
keep people safe on the most holy of occasions and in places of worship. This is something that strikes
a chord in a civilised world that recognises the value of humanity and decency. These events are
rejected by anyone who thinks about acts of terrorism terminating the life of any individual, and this
is exacerbated by the circumstances of those deaths.
We are also mindful, as we have commented on with regard to the events in relation to New Zealand’s
situation, about the proximity and the close connection between our communities. In the case of the
Sri Lankan community in Victoria, those connections are deep and they are profound. The hurt and
stress that has been experienced in the Sri Lankan community in Victoria is deep-seated, and they have
been embraced by the Victorian and Australian communities. In the days following this event we have
seen great solidarity and support, which has been generated in this community in moments of worship,
of quiet reflection and of public gatherings. We have actually seen a great outpouring of community
solidarity and support. You would expect this of our community in terms of its multifaith basis and its
respect for the cultural diversity of this place, but you would also expect it as a recognition of the
significant contribution that members of the Sri Lankan community have made to our state and our
country.
In that context, there can be no more powerful expression of the intimacy and the immediateness of
that situation and of our connection with Sri Lanka than the fact that two of the tragic victims, among
the 253 people who died in those acts of terrorism in Sri Lanka, called this place home for a significant
part of their lives. Indeed they intended to come back to our shores to call this place their home, but
they had in fact travelled back to Sri Lanka in 2014 in the name of building a peaceful community
base for their lives and to explore employment opportunities and cultural immersion opportunities
within their original homeland of Sri Lanka.
Those two people who tragically died were Manik Suriaaratchi and her daughter, Alexendria. They,
as I have indicated, had travelled with Manik’s husband, Sudesh, to Sri Lanka, and they had
established a very successful life in that community. Indeed Manik’s skills and her professional
acumen had led her to great achievements in terms of her working life. Alexendria, as you would
expect, was an enthusiastic and vibrant girl who has tragically lost her life.
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The Sri Lankan community in Victoria has been resilient and determined in terms of reasserting their
commitment to peace and to peaceful assembly. Sri Lanka, as we know, has had a history of
turbulence, conflict and civil war, but in fact many signs of the restoration of peace had been evident
in that community. Indeed there were many reasons for optimism, and we hope that they have not lost
sight of that optimism and the opportunity for optimism to abound in relation to peace being
established and maintained in Sri Lanka, but these acts of terrorism have actually come in terms of an
international movement that is particularly driven to find conflict and to generate fear. It can be given
no comfort and no reassurance, and great determination has to be undertaken right across the global
community to make sure that it does not prevail and that in fact we find ways to stay connected.
My colleague the Premier in the other place, who will be speaking on a motion similar to the one
considered by our chamber today, has received a communication from a member of the Sri Lankan
community now resident in Victoria, a man by the name of Amal. He has written to the Premier to say:
I am new to Victoria—I live alone … with all my family back in Sri Lanka. I just wanted to let you know that
last night, after seeing …

so many messages of support and solidarity from every corner of our state—
I felt I wasn’t actually alone with this extreme sadness … that the Victorian people are with me.

We actually hope that Amal’s sense of that connection and support is palpable and is real, and that we
can give life to it every day in Victoria as we build a better life for our Sri Lankan community and all
members of our community, regardless of their cultural diversity and regardless of their religious
affiliations. We hope that we can actually provide that support and that comfort and that we can see
our way through this in terms of our community and in terms of the harmony that we want to bring
and maintain here. Our determination is to give no comfort to terrorism, and we have great
determination to prevent acts of terrorism here and abroad and to play our role in the global community
in terms of restoring peace and harmony to Sri Lanka.
On behalf of the Victorian government, we stand together with our community to deliver on those
outcomes.
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) (12:29): President, peace be with you, and peace be
upon this house. Ayabowan, vanakuum, asalum alukuum. I rise with my coalition colleagues to
support Mr Jennings’s motion today. As I commence, can I acknowledge my parliamentary colleague
Dr Ratnam.
One of the most melodic sounds one can ever hear is that of children laughing. I woke to that on Easter
Sunday morning as my grandchildren, who were holidaying with us at a beachside resort, were on
their Easter egg hunt. I walked out to see them laughing as they chased the offerings of the Easter
Bunny. They turned to me on Easter Sunday and gave Grandpa the biggest hugs he could ever get.
We celebrated the Resurrection together, spent some time at church and returned home.
At about 1.45 p.m. on Easter Sunday my mobile phone started to flash, not unlike a strobe light at a
1980s disco; it just kept going on and on and on. Being on holidays, I thought, ‘Well, I’ll just leave it’,
but it had a sense of urgency about it—it needed to talk to me. And the news arrived, coinciding with
about 8.45 a.m. in Colombo, that suicide bombers had killed more than 250 people and injured more
than 500 at church services and also at hotels across Sri Lanka. Six nearly simultaneous bombs went
off at hotels and in churches as Christians were celebrating the Resurrection at Easter Mass. They
struck St Sebastian’s Church in Negombo, Zion Church in Batticaloa, St Anthony’s Church in
Colombo—where people known to us are still missing—the Cinnamon Grand Hotel, the Shangri-La
Hotel and the Kingsbury Hotel. Five hours after that initial attack, another blast was reported at the
zoo in Dehiwala, southern Colombo. An eighth explosion was reported in Colombo during a police
raid that killed three police officers.
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Most of the victims were Sri Lankans, but there were foreigners among the dead, including British,
Indian, Australian and US citizens. The confirmed international casualties are from the United
Kingdom, Denmark, Portugal, India, Turkey, Australia, the Netherlands, Japan, Switzerland, Spain,
Bangladesh, the US and China.
The Sri Lankan government went into action reasonably quickly and declared an island-wide curfew
from 6.00 p.m. local time to 6.00 a.m. the following morning. The following day a homemade bomb,
very close to the main airport in Colombo, was found and made safe. Police also recovered in Colombo
in ensuing times 87 low-explosive detonators from a private bus station in Pettah. On Monday another
blast rocked a street near a church in the capital while the police were attempting to defuse explosives
used by those attackers. According to some sources, an attack on a fourth hotel failed and led police
to the Islamist group now blamed, allegedly, for the assault.
It seemingly was an attack on Christians and innocent people. Buddhism is Sri Lanka’s biggest
religion, accounting for about 70 per cent of the population; Hindus and Muslims make up around
12 per cent and 10 per cent respectively; Christianity about 7 per cent.
These attacks are the deadliest acts of violence that Sri Lanka has seen since 2009, the end of the civil
war that lasted for 25 years. It is in my view the worst terrorist attack across our globe since 9/11.
Whilst Sri Lanka’s recent history of violence ended with that civil war in 2009, these bombings still
came as a shock to the 21 million people in Sri Lanka and to Sri Lankans across the globe. There are
still lots of fears, as I talk to friends in Sri Lanka, that it is not over yet. In just a few weeks Sri Lanka
is due to acknowledge and mark 10 years since the end of the civil war between the government forces
and the separatist Tamil militants. It has been a very sad nine days.
As Mr Jennings rightly said, Manik and her 10-year-old daughter passed away, and Manik’s husband,
Sudesh, had just left the church to rearrange where the car was parked when the bomb went off. There
were five members of the same family in Negombo; Rangana Fernando and his wife, Danadiri, and
their three children all died in the attack on St Sebastian’s Church in Negombo. Four Sri Lankans who
were just workers at the Cinnamon Grand Hotel—where I stay—passed away at the Taprobane
restaurant, including my friend, Mr BADN Shantha. Ramesh, a Sri Lankan who helped at Zion Church
and stopped the terrorist walking inside with a large bag and forced him out, died as that explosive
went off, and he saved dozens of lives.
Tyronne Gulding and his wife, Gayani, and his mother-in-law, Mrs Silva—and Tyronne was a rickshaw
driver—died, just people going about their business innocently and going to church. An entire young
family of five, Mr Joseph and his wife and three young sons—Bevon, nine, Cleavon, six, and Avon,
an 11-month-old—passed away. Next Sunday would have been Avon’s first birthday. A man and four
young children—Sampath, who is 35 years old, and his two daughters, eight and 10, and two nephews,
six and 10—had gone to St Sebastian’s church in Negombo just to celebrate Easter mass.
Eight British nationals were killed. Daniel and Amelie Linsey, 19 and 15, who were at college in
London, died while on holiday. Former firefighter Bill Harrop and his wife, Dr Bradley, from
Manchester, who had been living in Australia but were holidaying in Sri Lanka and who were
described as soulmates, passed away. Lorraine Campbell, who is a director in the IT industry, from
Greater Manchester, and was staying at Colombo’s Cinnamon Grand Hotel, passed away when the
bomb went off in the Taprobane restaurant.
Eleven Indians, seven of whom were political party workers from Bangalore, were having a break in
Sri Lanka after the Indian elections and were killed. Serhan Narici and Yigit Cavus, Turkish engineers,
who were working at the time in Sri Lanka, also passed away. Eight-year-old Zayan Chowdhary, the
grandson of Bangladeshi MP Sheikh Karim Selim passed away in these attacks. A Portuguese
electrical engineer, Rui Lucas, who was working there and then had a holiday with his new wife,
passed away. Dutch national Monique Allen, who was on holiday with her three sons and her husband,
Lewis, at the Cinnamon Grand Hotel, having breakfast at the Taprobane restaurant—where my wife
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and I had breakfast on Easter Sunday in 2017—passed away. A Japanese national and mother of two,
Kaori Takahashi, was just having a holiday and passed away.
From the US state of Colorado, Dieter Kowalski, 40 years of age, was there on a work trip, and he
posted on Facebook on the Friday before how much he loved these work trips and how beautiful Sri
Lanka was and how he was enjoying his time there. Two days later he had passed away. A fifth-grade
student at the Sidwell Friends School in Washington, Kieran Shafritz de Zoysa, was another American
that passed away on the day. Two members of Saudi Arabian airlines who were there—one a cabin
manager, one a steward—as you would expect, in changeover, passed away. Maria Vicente and her
boyfriend, Alberto Chaves, two Spaniards from Galicia having a holiday, passed away. And it is
reported that one Chinese national died as well.
Many dozens of children were killed in these Easter Sunday attacks. It has been a very sad nine days.
There are some challenges ahead. There are concerns about panic attacks, sleep disturbances,
disfigurements and potential fatalities due to injuries still ahead of us. Father Nalaka Silva, who led
the evening interfaith memorial service in New York after the Easter terrorist attacks, summed it up
well when he said that all Sri Lankans are going through one of the saddest and most devastating
periods in their history.
Sadness and anger are things that I have felt amongst our own Sri Lankan community since the
bombings. People are still angry. I personally am still struggling with the transition from anger to
sadness. Talking to a Muslim doctor last night, she reflected to me, ‘That’s part of the process, Craig’.
We will make the transition, but it is okay to be angry right now, and many of us remain angry.
There are community gatherings; there have been religious services. We have all been touched by
this—someone we know, someone we are connected to or some location that reminds us of something
about this attack that makes a personal difference to all of us in some way. We know someone
connected.
I refuse to acknowledge the terrorists or their alleged organisation today. They are a failure, they are
evil and they are not worthy of any recognition.
Sri Lankan people are beautiful people. They are full of hope and love. We have demonstrated here in
Victoria and across the globe over the last week, and certainly in Sri Lanka, that we stand together.
Evil will not divide us. Evil will never take away our hospitality. Evil will never take away our
compassion. It will not take away our friendliness. It will not take away our love for all peoples. Evil
will not take away our generosity. It will not take away our kindness. Today as a Victorian Parliament,
as we stand together as one, we send a message to Australia and to the world that we stand up for
multiculturalism and we stand up in support of those affected by these Sri Lankan tragedies.
Victorians have always been good to Sri Lankans. I recall fondly the work of Victorians in supporting
Sri Lanka after the tsunami, and that continues today. I want to just take a moment to thank those many
members who have reached out to me and members of the Sri Lankan community since the tragedy
on Easter Sunday, and particularly can I acknowledge Mr Jennings for reaching out to me on
Sunday—thank you.
There are people right now across Australia and across the globe that are contemplating their muchdesired holiday to Sri Lanka and asking, ‘Should we go? Is it a good time to go? Should we ever go
to Sri Lanka?’. Tourism is a central pillar of the Sri Lankan economy. The hotel industry employs
about 200 000 people, but millions more rely on tourism for their income, including tuk tuk drivers,
guides, and owners of cafes, restaurants and guest houses. Tourism employs about
170 000 Sri Lankans directly, with about another 260 000 employed indirectly in the informal sector
and in complementary industries. The tourism industry in Sri Lanka was poised for a really good 2019.
People have flocked to the jewel in the Indian Ocean, the pearl of the Indian Ocean, since the end of
the civil war a decade ago, with arrivals increasing fivefold to over 2.3 million people in 2018 from
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447 000 in 2009. This is the time to support the Sri Lankan economy. Let us not let those evil people
get at it twice, because Sri Lankans are reliant on the tourism dollar for jobs and for their welfare.
Sri Lanka is a great place. It is beautiful. It is serene.
President, the love and prayers of the Ondarchie family and of this Parliament are sent to our Sri
Lankan community in Victoria, to Sri Lankans across the globe and to all our families and friends. We
support Mr Jennings’s motion.
Dr RATNAM (Northern Metropolitan) (12:44): I join with Mr Jennings and Mr Ondarchie in this
motion of condolence for the Sri Lankan community, and I thank them both for their words of peace
and comfort. On Easter Sunday 2019 Sri Lanka suffered a devastating terrorist attack. The death toll
has steadily and sadly risen to over 250, with hundreds of others very badly injured, so many of them
children. The attacks occurred in multiple places simultaneously across the island, with churches and
hotels affected. All these places are spaces that hold the melting pot of Sri Lanka’s diversity. Tamils
and Sinhalese congregate in churches across the country. Muslims, Hindus, Buddhists and Christians
and our international visitors frequent those hotels, because those hotels are not just places that guests
of hotels attend. In Sri Lanka they are frequently the meeting spots for a coffee or a spot of lunch—
places of my childhood and adult life too. These attacks were an attack on all of us.
On behalf of the Victorian Greens I offer our deepest condolences to those who have lost loved ones,
those injured, their families and friends and their communities. We cannot begin to comprehend the
loss and pain you are feeling, and our hearts are with you. I know that the world has wrapped its arms
around our tiny island nation, and for that I say thank you. To those on the ground treating the
wounded, supporting their loved ones and contributing to their care, we thank you deeply.
There have been a number of vigils and gatherings at churches, mosques, temples and public spaces
in Melbourne over the last few days to mourn with the community. Thank you to all those who have
helped coordinate them and all those who have attended. I attended a very special gathering at the
Islamic Council of Victoria, organised by the Muslim Sri Lankan community in Victoria, and was
moved by the united voices of compassion from faith leaders across the spectrum—Buddhist, Hindu,
Christian, Muslim, Jewish and Baha’i—who expressed their desire for compassion and love at a time
when anger and division can otherwise take hold.
Perhaps what cannot be fully fathomed as a consequence of what happened is the deep pain felt
through this dark reminder of the country’s troubled past. A fragile, 10-year peace after a 30-year civil
war feels like it is at risk of being shattered, but I am hopeful that this will not be so. I have heard my
friends recount the hours post the attack, when curfews were imposed, rumours began to fly and
tensions began to mount as people searched for who to blame. All these things were like deja vu to a
time when the country sat on edge—when without a moment’s notice bomb scares, explosions and
gunfire could reign throughout the island and innocent civilians were left scared, uncertain and unsure
about their futures. So the impact of this attack is deep. It evokes the fear, panic and distress of what
people lived through for decades. With the uncertainty still continuing across the island, I feel for all
those who have to live with it daily. As one friend put it, ‘I’m safe, but I’m not sound’.
Within weeks, Sri Lanka will be marking 10 years since the end of the war—a war that ended with
thousands of lives lost and human rights abuses which are still to be properly investigated. The Tamil
community, of which I am a part, continue their calls for a just and proper peace, true reconciliation
with our past and the need to forge a future that is built on equality and free from discrimination. Now
is the time that we must talk about peace, about what it takes to build a robust and long-lasting peace
and about what it takes to stamp out the exclusion and isolation that we know sow the seeds of distrust
and hatred. We need to talk about what it takes to make sure that we are not pitted against each other
ever again. True peace takes work from the top down and from the bottom up. It needs our leaders to
listen and to care. It takes integrity and good democracy. It takes every one of us across the world—
in Sri Lanka and beyond—to do everything that we can to create a more just and peaceful world.
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Ms VAGHELA (Western Metropolitan) (12:48): I too rise to share my sincere condolences with
the people of Sri Lanka and the Christian community all around the world. On Easter Sunday, 21 April
2019, many people had gathered for Easter services in Sri Lanka’s churches. Easter Sunday is a holy
day, and billions of people across the planet celebrate the Resurrection of Jesus Christ on this day.
Tragically, this day has been marked with the horrific deaths of many children, men and women, with
250 people dead. Those who commit such horrendous acts seek to destroy the diversity that we all hold
dear. These attackers show us time and time again that terrorism has no religion, no faith and no race.
The memory of the tragedy that happened in New Zealand is still fresh in my mind, and now this
barbaric attack has brought more suffering and pain. I cannot imagine the anguish of the families who
have been impacted. Victorians have come together strongly to show solidarity and support for the
people. As Australians, we are the best example of successful multiculturalism and strong diversity.
Extremist views have no place in any society, regardless of where they are derived from.
I extend my deepest condolences to the victims in Sri Lanka, their families and the people of Sri Lanka.
It is a beautiful country which has been home to secular values. I hope that we can unite as a strong
community against these barbaric events. Many of my friends from Sri Lanka feel scared and unsafe.
I want to say to all in Australia and in Sri Lanka: I stand with you and my prayers are with you. Fear
and hate have no place in any society. We must stand together. We must make sure that no-one feels
fear when they practise their faith. We must hold the victims of these attacks in our hearts and fight
against future atrocities occurring.
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) (12:51): I rise this afternoon to offer my heartfelt sympathy to
the families of the victims of this dreadful attack and to the Sri Lankan community, both in Sri Lanka
and here in Australia. I also express my horror at this appalling act of terrorism that has caused so
much death, so much destruction.
Peacefully praying in church on Easter Sunday should be the safest place in the world. Not so in Sri
Lanka this year. The hundreds of people slaughtered on Easter Sunday died not for what they had done
or who they are; they were killed because of their beliefs. They were killed because they were
Christians. The most persecuted people on earth are Christians. Christians suffer death on a daily basis
because they believe in Jesus Christ. Just yesterday we saw another slaughter of Christians in Nigeria,
although I anticipate few here in Australia would have heard about that. Coptic Christians in Egypt
have grown to fear Christmas because of the terrorist acts that occur in and around their churches at
that time of great celebration. Christians in the Philippines, Indonesia and many other parts of the
world suffer terrorism and death because of their faith.
What happened in Sri Lanka on Easter Sunday was a part of the ongoing war against Christians by
extreme Islam. I note a number of Islamic leaders have publicly condemned this evil act, and I thank
them and indeed congratulate them for that. I take this opportunity to declare my solidarity with
Christians under threat, wherever they may be. My prayer is that extremist Islamists will see the error
of their ways and adopt tolerance as a part of their lives and that the world will speak out against this evil.
My message to the families of those lost in this outrage is simple: we are with you; we wish you peace.
Mr DALIDAKIS (Southern Metropolitan) (12:53): At times there is no need to say very much
about the horrors which we are disseminating, talking about or reflecting upon. I wish to echo the
comments of the Leader of the Government, Minister Jennings, and add to them that Victoria has
75 per cent of Australia’s Sri Lankan population within its jurisdiction.
I pay my respects to both Mr Ondarchie and Dr Ratnam, and also to members of the Sri Lankan
community here in Victoria that have had to deal with the tragedy and try to rationalise it in a way that
makes it difficult when you are so far from home and loved ones at the same time.
Last year I was very fortunate to represent Victoria in Sri Lanka on a trade mission. I can say genuinely
that never in my travels on behalf of this state have I come across a people that have afforded a greater
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level of hospitality and love and affection towards me as an Australian than that which I received
whilst I was in Sri Lanka. The depth of the feelings and the relationship that we share dates back not
just to the way that Australia attempted to support the country once the civil war had ended but also,
as Mr Ondarchie noted in his contribution, to our response to assisting Sri Lanka after the tragedy of
the tsunami. These are events that have sadly brought our countries together, but in bringing our
countries together they have forevermore left a relationship of longevity and love which otherwise
would not have been able to be formed. In my travels—and I have often remarked on this both publicly
and privately—there have been very few times that I have left a country and said that I wished to come
back and bring my family. Sri Lanka was one of only two countries that as a result of my travels on
behalf of this state I had already expressed a desire with my wife to take our family back to.
Not to suggest that Mr Ondarchie and I have gotten together and worked our comments in harmony,
but I echo those comments again about supporting Sri Lanka when we get the opportunity to visit and
to provide support financially as tourists to the country. They continued to rebuild after the civil war.
They still continued to rebuild after the tragedy of the tsunami. They will continue to rebuild after this
latest tragedy that has befallen them. I can tell you with great confidence, President, that my family
will very happily support the rebuilding of their tourism industry and we will do so at the appropriate
time to give confidence to Sri Lankans at home, to friends and family of Sri Lankans abroad and to
people who wish to support a country that is in need of our support and our love.
Religion was used to perpetrate this attack, but religion was abused to perpetrate this attack. There
should be no clear identification of these people that perpetrated the terrorism beyond the fact that they
are terrorists. They are not freedom fighters for religion. They are people abusing religion to further
their agenda. Most recently we saw on the weekend that a white supremacist tried to do this in a
synagogue in San Diego which my sister and her family frequent—again, somebody attempting to
instil fear into the hearts of other people practising and worshipping their religion, which is not
equivalent either with religion and what it preaches and practises or with anything that anybody in this
chamber, as Mr Jennings eloquently articulated in the aftermath of the Christchurch massacre, believes
as well.
I, in keeping with Jewish tradition, extend my wishes of long life to those affected: those families and
friends, the first responders, the people that have been left to pick up the pieces, the Christian
community in Sri Lanka, Christian communities around the world and people who wish to just go
about their business without fear of persecution or fear of attack. May I end with noting that at this
point I give thanks for living in a community that expresses harmony, that attempts to work together
and that decides that there is a better way than that which we are sadly underlining and underscoring
as a result of what happened to Sri Lanka. I give thanks that in Victoria and indeed in Australia, as we
go through a federal election, we have relative peace in our democracy and hopefully goodwill to
people of all religions, all races and all backgrounds.
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) (13:00): I just rise to make a very short contribution today. I
would like to express my sincere condolences to the people of Sri Lanka, particularly to the family
and friends of those who were killed, including the family and friends of the two Australians, Manik
Suriaaratchi and her 10-year-old daughter, Alexendria.
I would also like to take this opportunity to express my support for the roughly 500 people injured.
Again this group included two Australians. I wish all of those who were injured a speedy recovery.
However, the reality is that while the wounds will heal, the impact of this senseless act will be felt for
many years to come. It is a sad reflection on the modern world that in the past few weeks we have
seen two horrific incidents of terrorist activity that have attacked innocent victims as they engaged in
peaceful prayer—the first attacks in Christchurch against a Muslim community and the second attacks
at multiple sites in Sri Lanka against Christians at Easter Sunday services, which is one of the holiest
times on the Christian calendar. As a Christian I am repulsed by both. Everyone, no matter what their
religion, should have the right to worship in peace without fear.
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I often speak with pride of my home town of Shepparton and the way we embrace our multicultural
community. I would like to share with the house today a reflection on the Easter weekend in
Shepparton that shows a stark contrast between Easter in Shepparton and Easter in Sri Lanka. On
17 April, the Wednesday before Easter, Nina Sali, an esteemed member of our Albanian community
and a personal friend of my family, very sadly passed away. Nina’s funeral was held on Easter
Saturday. It was a Muslim funeral conducted by Imam Bardi, and it was attended by hundreds of
Shepparton residents.
Halfway through the service the Sali family invited Monsignor Peter Jeffrey from our Catholic
community to speak at the funeral and to lead the Lord’s Prayer. Monsignor was a personal friend to
Nina, and his contribution was moving. While many people around the world might be surprised at a
Catholic priest participating in, or the Lord’s Prayer being recited at, a Muslim funeral service, not one
person at that service in Shepparton so much as raised an eyebrow, because this is how we do it in
Shepparton. We have had a mosque in Shepparton since the 1960s, and we currently boast four
mosques and a Sikh temple. Together with our Christian, Buddhist and other communities, we all
respect each other’s right to culture and religion. I believe the world could benefit by following
Shepparton’s lead.
Again I express my deepest condolences to the people of Sri Lanka, along with the families and friends
of the victims of this senseless attack, and wish those injured a speedy recovery.
Ms GARRETT (Eastern Victoria) (13:03): Thank you to all the previous speakers who have
contributed in such a heartfelt and sensitive way, particularly Mr Ondarchie and Dr Ratnam. We in
this house know that this is particularly and deeply personal for you and your families, and our
thoughts are with you both.
This was a dreadful, devastating, tragic and—I wish I could say—unthinkable crime, but it seems that
with relentless regularity another seemingly ordinary day dawns and yet another senseless attack
occurs, with innocent people going about their business, their recreation, their education and their
worship and having their lives brutally extinguished or damaged irreversibly. It is easy to feel
exhausted by it all. It is easy to feel powerless from it. But we must not. In fact we must feel the
opposite. We must come together like we have today and loudly and clearly express our unending
support and love to those affected. We must come here together like we have today and loudly express
our absolute condemnation of the monsters who are responsible. And we must come together and say
in the strongest possible terms that there is no place for violence anywhere or in any circumstances—
and certainly not in our places of worship.
We know that at least 253 people were murdered and hundreds wounded across multiple coordinated
attacks—people spending Easter praying in their churches, communing with their God, and people
spending time with their families and friends in hotels, enjoying breakfast, sharing a laugh, being
served by those going about their daily duties. The lives of more than 250 people were ended in the
most shocking and cruel of ways. Hundreds more were injured, many horrifically, and thousands upon
thousands of people’s lives will never be the same. Terrorism does not discriminate when it comes to
who dies. There are no boundaries. It cuts down babies, children and the elderly. It spares no-one. I
would like to reinforce the comments of Mr Dalidakis earlier. These people are not religious freedom
fighters; they are brutal murderers.
All our hearts go out to all the families of those who are victims of these cowardly, base attacks, and
our hearts go out to the people of Sri Lanka, who will live with the trauma, heartbreak and fear in the
coming years. Former US President Barack Obama expressed it, as he does, so very well when he
tweeted on 21 April:
The attacks on tourists and Easter worshippers in Sri Lanka are an attack on humanity. On a day devoted to
love, redemption, and renewal, we pray for the victims and stand with the people of Sri Lanka.
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I trust that those people and the families of those who were murdered or injured can hear the voices
from around the world, all sending our love at this time, and I hope that these voices of love drown
out the voices of hate and destruction. Know that today and every day we are standing with you.
Mr GRIMLEY (Western Victoria) (13:07): I join with other members in the chamber in speaking
on this motion of sympathy on behalf of Derryn Hinch’s Justice Party. We express our sincere
condolences to the victims and their families and to the Sri Lankan people following the horrendous
attacks across Sri Lanka on Easter Sunday. The horrific nature of these attacks is an attack not only on
Sri Lanka but on all who advocate and live for freedom around the world. Though I fear how fruitless
my words may be in easing the pain of those affected by these atrocities, I know I stand with all
Victorians in expressing my deepest sadness and sincerest condolences to the Sri Lankan people in
this time of grief.
Despite this horrific event, on top of the appalling incident in recent times in New Zealand, a clear
message must be sent to all of those people driven to divide our society through carnage and the killing
of innocent people. That message is that you will never win, you will never divide us and we, as a
strong, inclusive and compassionate community, will always prevail with our own strength in unity.
Mr MELHEM (Western Metropolitan) (13:08): I also rise to offer my condolences to the families
and friends of the victims of the Easter Sunday attack in Sri Lanka, especially my deepest condolences
to Mr Ondarchie and Dr Ratnam, my colleagues in this chamber, because of their connections with
Sri Lanka and their Sri Lankan ancestry. Probably more than anyone in this room they have a bit more
of an appreciation of what actually happened because of their links. My deepest condolences to them
as well.
On Sunday, 21 April, a series of coordinated, cowardly attacks struck three cities in Sri Lanka,
including the country’s capital, Colombo, when nine suspected suicide bombers linked to an Islamic
terrorist group targeted three Christian churches during Easter Sunday sermons and four luxury hotels.
The attack killed approximately 253 people, including at least 42 foreigners—two Australians, a
mother and her 10-year-old daughter. We heard from Mr Ondarchie about how the father escaped
from being killed as well. Many others were seriously wounded.
These bombings targeted the Christian minority of Sri Lanka—just 7.4 per cent of the country of
21 million people. These attacks took place on the holiest day of the year for these Christians—a day
the attackers knew they would find families and communities gathered in a peaceful manner or
peaceful prayer. The attackers are part of a small number of extremists that seek to spread terror and
fear. They do not reflect the roughly 2 million Muslims that live in Sri Lanka peacefully, and they are
a small part of the nearly 2 billion Muslims across the world.
One month ago, many of us stood in this place to speak to a similar cowardly act that occurred in New
Zealand and targeted their Muslim population. Today my message is the same: there is no justification
for any human being to take another human being’s life; there is no place for extremism like this in
any society. All religions and groups, including Islam, Buddhism, Tamils and Christians, encourage
peace and harmony as a central tenet. Anyone who attempts to use their religion to support acts of
terror is betraying their religion and its teachings. That is my message. They are cowardly terrorists. If
you commit a crime in the name of your religion, whether you are Muslim, Christian, white or black,
it is not the teachings of Islam and it is not the teachings of Christianity. Those religions I mentioned
teach peace, love and harmony. They all believe in one God. It is the same God. There is no difference.
We can call them different factions, but it is one God. They use the name of God to kill other human
beings. The one place for these people is hell. They are taught that if they commit these crimes,
paradise is waiting for them. Well, let me give you the mail: paradise is not going to be there for you;
you will be going to hell.
Our global community cannot let these terrorists win in their goals of creating division and disunity.
We must come together in mourning and use all our efforts to stamp out this extremism in our society.
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To the Christian population of Sri Lanka: may you have the strength to continue your faith without
fear. My thoughts are with the families and loved ones of those who lost their lives and those who
survived these terrible events.
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (13:12): It is a very sober day again today in Parliament, and on
behalf of The Nationals I wish to pay my respects and express my profound sorrow for the recent
attacks that occurred in Sri Lanka on Easter Sunday. Christians were gathering faithfully to celebrate
the Resurrection. Families—again, in a different location—were sharing prayers, hymns and
communal worship. Their peace was destroyed as coordinated bomb attacks rained down on the cities.
Churches and hotels were targeted to create a maximum effect. What a horrendous thing to create a
maximum effect. Peace was destroyed. Witnesses talked about seeing people run into the areas of
devastation, not knowing whether or not another bomb would go off—what courage and
determination to help their fellow man, woman and child.
I wish to also express my sympathy to colleagues in here who are very much closer to Sri Lanka than
I am. Today I think we all stand in solidarity for and support of the Sri Lankan communities across
the world and indeed Australia.
A wonderful mother and daughter from Victoria were lost—Manik Suriaaratchi and her daughter
Alexendria. Alexendria was born here in Melbourne and had a beautiful early life. They wanted to go
home, back to Sri Lanka, and create a really positive environment there. One can only imagine what
that is like for Manik’s husband.
We in this place have sometimes had very violent occurrences in our families—whether it be through
a car accident or, shockingly, through family violence—where somebody has been removed from our
family without us being able to say goodbye. We have to re-knit our families around that. So we can
only imagine that those 253 families—and many of the victims were actually multiple members of
families—now have a huge gaping hole in their hearts. We collectively want to embrace them from a
distance and show our kindness and love across the airways and through our energy.
Again we see—and it happened in the response to the tragedy in Christchurch—that the first
responders and the medical teams really are magicians and miracle workers. They go in and tend to
the wounds—both the physical wounds and, in the long term, the psychological wounds—and the
trauma of overcoming these terrible, terrible occurrences.
Sri Lanka is rebuilding itself after 10 years of civil war. We do again collectively denounce these
terrorist attacks. I concur with other members here that this is not religion; this is just evil. We push it
aside and we stand firm that we, on a regular basis, need to be respectful and tolerant and show
understanding. Even if we do not fully comprehend our fellow person, we need to show that tolerance
and understanding.
To the members of the community in Gippsland and Eastern Victoria Region: we also wrap our arms
around you and know that you feel that terrible sorrow for your homeland. We also acknowledge that
in the eastern region there has been a tremendous outpouring and combination of spiritual leaders
coming together to denounce this and show their kindness and solidarity. Again, please acknowledge
my deepest sympathies on behalf of The Nationals. We will continue to denounce terrorism and evil,
and we will continue to support our afflicted and our victims across the world.
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) (13:17): I too rise to join this motion to offer my
condolences, and specifically I would also like to acknowledge Dr Ratnam and Mr Ondarchie and the
very deep and close connection that this has to them.
Like so many across the world and in this chamber, I was appalled and so incredibly saddened upon
hearing the news of the awful terror attacks in Sri Lanka. The brutal murder of so many innocent
people—meeting, worshipping and celebrating in churches and hotels. The fact that this attack
followed so closely on the Christchurch tragedy makes it all the more heartbreaking and compounds
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that grief, and leaves us yet again wondering, ‘How does this happen?’, and more importantly, ‘What
can we do to stop it?’.
I join in mourning for the victims, the survivors and the community which this attack has so deeply
affected. To the people of Sri Lanka and to the many Sri Lankans in my electorate and in Victoria:
you are in our hearts and our minds, and we send our love.
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) (13:18): I wish to associate myself with this motion, and I
thank the Leader of the Government for moving this motion and for the respectful debate in which the
house has acknowledged this absolute tragedy, and like other members I acknowledge Mr Ondarchie
and Dr Ratnam for their very close personal links and family association with Sri Lanka.
As the Leader of the Government said in his contribution, just a matter of weeks ago the house came
together in condolence for the horrific Christchurch massacre—an act of hate and evil, at a time of
significance for the Friday worshippers at those mosques. Today we mourn the loss of over 250 lives
in Sri Lanka, targeted mainly at Christians at worship on Easter Sunday, the holiest day of the Christian
calendar. There is no lower place that a person can go, no more evil place that a person can go, than
an attack on worshippers at a place of religious significance—at a church or a mosque—at a time of
prayer and reflection.
The scale of the loss from Sri Lanka I think has shocked all of us and shocked the world. Like other
members who have spoken, and I am sure like all of us whether we speak or we do not, I wish to
extend our sympathies, our love and our condolences to those that have been lost and to those that
have survived but suffered enormous, intolerable pain. We will be with them through the period going
forward. I am lucky to count many Sri Lankans or people of Sri Lankan heritage as friends. One of
the great joys in this role has been getting to know members of the Sri Lankan community in Eastern
Victoria Region, which continues happily to grow as the south-east of Melbourne also grows, so I
think of them in particular.
As Mr Dalidakis mentioned, very sadly these events of varying scale continue to happen. As
Mr Dalidakis mentioned, at a Californian synagogue there was a shooting and a fatality just a few days
ago, and but for the courage of some of those present, the trauma and death could have been much,
much worse. And just reported by the New York Times overnight was ‘6 killed in attack on church in
Burkina Faso’. Six people, including a priest, were killed in an attack on a church, according to a
government spokesman.
It does appear that Christians in large parts of the world are under attack, in places like Egypt, in parts
of the Middle East, in Pakistan, in Indonesia and elsewhere. But people of all religions regrettably are
being targeted for their faith and targeted at times when they are most vulnerable and should be at
peace and have peace.
We as a chamber condemn these horrible, horrible acts in Sri Lanka. We extend our sympathies to
those impacted and to all Sri Lankan communities. But we think of all those people who are suffering
for no other reason than the fact that they seek to practise their faith. We must work together to address
these attacks that continue to happen throughout the world.
Ms TAYLOR (Southern Metropolitan) (13:23): I attended a Sri Lankan memorial service at
St Paul’s Cathedral on Sunday night, along with various other state and federal parliamentarians,
Sri Lankan consular officials, interfaith leaders and other members of the Sri Lankan community. On
a personal level it gave me an opportunity to connect with how this tragedy has impacted the
Sri Lankan community, and simultaneously to pay my respects. On that note I want to acknowledge
the very personal nature of this for Mr Ondarchie and Dr Ratnam.
As we moved through each of the speakers in the service, I felt that I was being transported to
Sri Lanka, grasping the magnitude of this disaster and also appreciating the many regular community
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connections continuing in Sri Lanka today—across faiths, unified regardless of this extremist position
of those who seek to threaten democracy.
The domino impact on one family, let alone the hundreds of people connected to any one individual,
is profound and will have a lifelong effect on those involved. The fact is a life cannot be replicated or
replaced, once brutally removed.
I am incredibly sorry for the people of Sri Lanka and their relatives and friends locally and across the
world. Their suffering would be immense and unquantifiable. It is impossible to grasp how anyone
can feel such hatred and see no other viable alternative to slaughter than to slaughter. Fundamentally
I would contend that there is a connectivity between all human beings, which can be realised by that
willing component within all of us to prioritise that which we have in common over division. I was
humbled by the repetition of the theme at the service—to resist the temptation to return the hate, to
retaliate or, ultimately, to seek revenge for wrongs committed. Speakers strongly discouraged further
violence in response as it would only propel the suffering of Sri Lankans and solidify a continuation
of bloody conflict. On the contrary, it was intimated that the encouragement and support of peaceful
resolution and forgiveness would empower a more expeditious resumption of Sri Lanka’s delicate
road to harmony.
No one person can resolve extreme solutions without each of us doing our bit as human beings to see
ourselves in each other. It is not ‘us and them’. We may be many faiths or no faith, but we are one
humankind.
Mr ATKINSON (Eastern Metropolitan) (13:26): I do not wish to cover the same ground that other
speakers have covered in this very respectful debate today, but I do endorse the comments of each of
them in respect of the observations and condolences and matters that they have raised in the course of
their contributions to this debate.
Their Excellencies the High Commissioner of Sri Lanka and the Consul General of Sri Lanka, that I
have known and had as personal friends, have both completed their assignments here in Victoria and
Australia and indeed are returning home to Sri Lanka. No doubt they return home with a great deal of
sorrow and sadness in their hearts, but I trust that they do return home with the knowledge that
Australians, and particularly Victorians, stand very firmly beside them and share their sadness and are
prayerful in our hope that Sri Lanka continues its progress towards a community that has a harmony
and peace that escaped it for much of a period of civil war.
Perhaps I have a slightly different view on this attack to most people, and that is that the target of this
attack was not those Catholic churches or the hotels or the people within them on that bloody Sunday.
The target in fact or the objective was to spread disharmony and discord and havoc throughout
communities around the world. It was about inciting hatred, it was about creating fear, it was about—
as Ms Taylor touched on—an attack not on religion but on democracy and on peace and harmony and
our humanity as people, from many countries, from many faiths, from many walks of life.
As leaders in our community what this atrocity requires us to do is to accept a responsibility—a
responsibility obviously to protect our community, to be vigilant and to undertake the sorts of
initiatives that are going to ensure that we are able to prevent some of these atrocities in the future. But
it is also a responsibility for us to ensure that we nourish our young people, that we nurture our young
people and that we reach out to those people who are disaffected, those people in our community who
are alienated, because they are becoming the soldiers—the foot soldiers—of these tyrants, of these
murderers, as has been said by a number of speakers. The people who are perpetrating these crimes—
crimes against humanity—are not people of faith. Those who use the cloak of any religion to perpetrate
these sorts of atrocities live in a special category of infamy. Some of them, in a warped sense, clearly
feel that if they can tear down the structures of the world, if they can tear down democracy and the
opportunity of people to govern their own lives through a ballot box, to live their own lives through
the spirituality and the strength that they gain from their faith—if they can tear that down—then in
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some warped way out of that anarchy they can establish their own power and they can assume a
position where they can subjugate the human rights of people around the world.
Sadly what happened on Easter Sunday was not an isolated event, and we are reminded of
Christchurch just weeks before. We acknowledge what happened in the synagogue in California and
in some of the other incidents that have been touched on by other speakers, and as I said, I do not want
to cover that ground again. But what we need to do out of this is become stronger because, whilst
Victoria is a great multicultural state and in many ways it is the exemplar for the world, the reality is
that some of these incidents start to fray, even in our community, some of that multicultural strength
that we have, because the seeds of hatred are actually nurtured by these activities in people who are
unsure, who are uncertain and who perhaps are not strong of faith and certainly in those who are, as I
said, disaffected or who feel alienated in our communities.
We have a really important responsibility going forward, in my view. We need to double down on our
support for people in the community and particularly in our multicultural communities. We need to
recognise, particularly in Victoria, that those people who are of the Islamic faith are not the same
people who are perpetrating these crimes, these atrocities. They are not extreme Islamists because they
are not Islamists at all; they do not subscribe to the Islamic teachings. We need to stand solid in
particular with those people of the Islamic faith today just as much as we need to stand strong with
those people of the Catholic and Christian faiths and the Jewish faith.
Dr KIEU (South Eastern Metropolitan) (13:33): President, and in particular Mr Ondarchie and
Dr Ratnam, I rise today to state my sincerest condolences for the people of Sri Lanka, particularly the
local minority Christian population, which was targeted by this heinous and cowardly attack on Easter
Sunday. These coordinated attacks, which killed 253 people and injured hundreds more, echoed the
wicked ideology that we saw in Christchurch and in the Poway synagogue shooting. This ideology is
one of division, hatred and, above all else, the total rejection of concord.
Sri Lanka is no stranger to violence and despair, having largely become known to the world as the
subject of a vicious colonial conquest and in recent chapters as a country that suffered under civil war.
Even so, the Sri Lankan people have shown resilience, courage and determination throughout their
existence. This spirit of Sri Lanka has culminated in concerted efforts to further achieve harmony and
peace. During this time of reconciliation thousands of Christian worshippers and supporters made their
way into a church on Easter Sunday, one of the holiest days in the Christian calendar. There many of
them met a sudden and brutal fate; families were torn apart and loved ones were separated forever.
There are many Sri Lankan Australians in my electorate of South Eastern Metropolitan Region. Last
Sunday I attended a multifaith vigil for the victims at St Paul’s Cathedral, where I witnessed firsthand
the pain rippling through their community. There was a feeling of despair and a feeling of
senselessness. How could innocent and earnest worshippers suffer such cruelty? Unfortunately we are
not even halfway through 2019 and yet we find ourselves again mourning for those targeted in a house
of worship. We cannot let this go unanswered. We must rally together and denounce, condemn and
reject this plague on the world for the sake of humanity.
My heart goes to the Sri Lankan community. I offer my deepest condolences and sympathy to all those
affected by this terror. Together with the other members I offer my solidarity and support to all the
people of Sri Lanka. I believe that with the resilience, courage and determination that the Sri Lankan
people have shown in the past, the people will rise again and overcome all.
Whether it be Islamic extremism, white nationalism or any other vicious ideology of such stock, their
core belief is hatred. We cannot give in to it and allow them to divide us.
The PRESIDENT: I ask members to signify their assent to the motion by rising in their places for
1 minute.
Motion agreed to in silence, members showing unanimous agreement by standing in their places.
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ROSS POWELL AND ANDREW POWELL
The PRESIDENT: I now invite statements by leave on the death of two Victorian lifesavers in
Port Campbell, Ross and Andrew Powell.
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria—Minister for Roads, Minister for Road Safety and the TAC,
Minister for Fishing and Boating) (13:39): (By leave) Easter is a time of reflection, a few days to pause
and a time for so many of us to spend time with family and friends. It is a time when many people
have a break from work or school and a time when many are able to travel a little further than they
usually do, eat and sleep a little more than they usually do or indulge in a favourite pastime a little
more than they usually do. Almost all of us go home safely, happy in the knowledge that whether we
are on the roads, at a camp site, in the backyard or by the water, it is a time for enjoyment and creating
memories.
On the Thursday before the Easter weekend Lisa Neville and I met with volunteers from Victoria’s
SES and the Lions Club, who were preparing, as they do each year, to do their community work
keeping the rest of us safe. Like other groups of volunteers across the state, they were preparing for
what can be a busy weekend for emergency services and for their scores of volunteers. This Easter
was unseasonably warm for one so late in the year. It was warmer than is often the case, and many
people were drawn to our beautiful coastal communities. In western Victoria on Easter Sunday an
unspeakable tragedy occurred. It just makes me so sad to think of two families broken and a close
community devastated.
The deaths of Ross Powell and Andrew Powell on Sunday, 21 April, are a story of extraordinary
generosity and a type of courage that I can only imagine. These two men died in the course of saving
a tourist at Sherbrook River, near Port Campbell. People who willingly put themselves in harm’s way
to protect others that they know and live among, or indeed total strangers, are remarkable people.
There is a selflessness about them and a type of courage that leaves me in a state of silent wonderment.
Ross and Andy were both lifelong volunteers. They were experienced, skilled lifesavers. Indeed Ross
was a bravery medal recipient for his role in another Easter Sunday rescue many, many years earlier.
They were a team of three that day, along with Phillip Younis, who sustained serious injuries and to
whom I also extend my admiration, gratitude and wishes for the strength required for a long and hard
road ahead.
The Powell family was and remains a family in transition. Ross and his wife, Val, had just moved into
their new home. Andy and his partner, Amber, were preparing for the arrival of their first child, a
daughter. Ross, who everyone called ‘Po’, was not only a community leader but also an industry
leader. It was Ross who transitioned the farm from sheep to dairy and Ross who established one of the
first rotary dairies in the region. His approach to his work was methodical and thoughtful. Ross was a
founding member of a discussion group of farmers, one of the nation’s oldest, and a group committed
to innovation and excellence.
Like his father, Andy was a leader in the Port Campbell Surf Life Saving Club, in the town and in the
dairy industry. His talents were recognised in a number of ways. He was a recent recipient of the Great
South West Dairy Young Farm Leader of the Year award and, perhaps even more telling, had
demonstrated such capability that Po had prepared to move on and allow his life’s work to be taken
up by the next generation. Both the industry and the region have lost two of their finest dairy farmers.
In their community work and in dairy Ross and Andy supported many and inspired others. They were
both true leaders.
To Val and Amber; Marea, Brett, Natalie, Dale and Kerryn; the Port Campbell and Timboon
communities; Victoria’s surf lifesaving community; the south-west Victorian dairy community;
‘Fuzz’ Younis; Neil Trotter; and a baby girl yet to be named and yet to learn about what amazing men
her dad and her grandfather were, I extend my heartfelt condolences.
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Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (13:44): (By leave) I rise to make a statement on the
tragedy that occurred on Easter Sunday in Port Campbell and to acknowledge and send my
condolences, along with those of my colleagues—all in this chamber—to the families of Ross and
Andrew Powell.
As Ms Pulford has described, Ross and Andrew were very large characters within their community.
They were known to many. I know that my colleagues the member for Polwarth, Richard Riordan;
the member for South-West Coast, Roma Britnell; and Mrs McArthur, who is not here with us today,
have had considerable dealings with the family, who have led the way not only in what they have
achieved in their farming community but also in what they have done in their local communities.
Ms Pulford touched on some of that acknowledgement and recognition of Ross, who was known as
‘Po’—but also his family members, who were very much part of the spirit of the community—and
Andrew and what they have achieved together, as I said, in relation to giving back to the community.
These two men, along with Phillip Younis, were doing something—sacrificing their time and
ultimately sacrificing their lives to save a visitor, a tourist, who was in deep peril as he found himself
in trouble at the mouth of Port Campbell.
Now, I do know this area. I have spent some time at Peterborough, which is another wonderful little
hamlet on the south-west coast. It is a very beautiful part of the world—Port Campbell and
Peterborough. The entire area is, as we know, a very large tourist destination. That area is beautiful,
but it is treacherous. It is not called treacherous and dangerous for any other reason than that it is
known for some of the difficulties that people have come to in the past. It is known as the Shipwreck
Coast, and many locals will know that, as did these men.
It is my understanding that Ross was an extraordinary volunteer. He gave so much to his local
community, as did Andy. Ross was well-known. He was given the Centenary Medal in 2001 for his
volunteering contributions. He was a founding member of the Apex club in Timboon. He was also a
founding member of the Port Campbell Surf Life Saving Club and a driving force behind its
redevelopment in 2000. There is a lot to say about this family and these two men, who were so
tragically taken on Easter Sunday.
But again can I also acknowledge, as Ms Pulford has, the family of Mr Younis, who is recovering
from the injuries he sustained during that rescue mission on the day.
These two men who tragically lost their lives were wonderful individuals who were dedicated to their
local community, but they also epitomised the spirit of our volunteers. Many of us have got surf
lifesaving clubs within our electorates or other emergency services, whether it be the SES or the CFA.
Well, these men were known not only to the surf lifesaving club but also to the SES and the CFA.
They really were outstanding contributors to their communities in volunteering and in giving and
acknowledging the spirit of what volunteers do for their local communities.
So it has been a tragedy that has affected the local community. I was speaking to the local police officer
this morning, who said the community is still in shock. They are still feeling what happened on Easter
Sunday to their community, and it has extended to the wider community, not only to those family
members of those that have lost their lives and that are recovering but to those emergency service
workers who were in attendance on the day—the park rangers, the police offices and all who were
involved in the recovery. It is still deeply felt, but importantly I think that we need to send our
condolences and deep sympathies to the family members of Ross and Andrew—to Val, wife of Ross;
to Amber, partner to Andrew; to their brothers and sisters; and to the young baby who is soon to come
into this world, who as Ms Pulford acknowledged, will come to understand the true contributions of
her father and her grandfather, and she should be very proud of those two men as individuals.
To the community as a whole I, together with members on this side of the house and all members of
the house, extend my condolences to the families of Ross and Andrew Powell.
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Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria—Minister for Training and Skills, Minister for Higher
Education) (13:49): (By leave) I rise to pay tribute to two valued and very much loved members of the
Victorian community in western Victoria, Ross and Andrew Powell—a father and son who recently
lost their lives while attempting to rescue a person in dangerous conditions near Port Campbell. I also
wish to mention Phillip Younis, a long-serving CFA and lifesaving volunteer who was also very
seriously injured during the rescue attempt, and I wish Phillip a speedy recovery from the injuries that
he sustained.
Andy and Ross were doing what lifesaving volunteers do all the time, using their time and their skills
to help others, and while we often speak about the great work that volunteers do we do not often have
such a stark reminder of the biggest risk for volunteers in the emergency services—that is, the risk to
their very own lives. Sometimes, despite the best skills and equipment, tragedy strikes and volunteers
like Andy and Ross die whilst trying to help others. As previous speakers have indicated, Andy and
Ross were lifelong members of the Port Campbell Surf Life Saving Club and were also involved in
the CFA and the SES. Dedication to helping others was second nature to them, and I think there would
be lots of people that would argue it was first nature to them.
They were both very innovative dairy farmers, working constantly to improve their farm business
through best practice pasture management and using new technology to monitor the health of their
herd. Andy also was passionate about sharing information with other farmers through the Port
Campbell discussion group, where experienced farmers could impart their knowledge to new farmers,
and he was a great believer in not reinventing the wheel. He also was very much attuned to wanting
to teach the next generation of farmers by mentoring young trainees, but he also was heavily involved
in TAP, which is the Timboon Agriculture Project, and that is run by the Timboon P–12 School, and
I have on a number of occasions gone out to the school oval, where they have been able to demonstrate
the various TAP projects that the children, local farmers and local industry and agriculture businesses
have worked on in collaboration. Also of course, as we have heard from Ms Pulford, Andy was named
Young Farm Leader of the Year at the Great South West Dairy Awards in 2017 for his extensive
community involvement.
The loss of these two outstanding men will be sorely felt in the Port Campbell and the Timboon
communities, as well as in the wider Western District. We can never underestimate the enormous
strength that is woven into local community organisations and the community more broadly when we
have two great local people who have walked tall within those communities and have worked tirelessly
amongst us. The impact of the massive loss of Ross and Andy will be felt in indescribable ways by
their families and friends. It will leave a gaping hole in the fabric of these communities for decades to
come, but I believe that their spirit will definitely live on, and I am optimistic that their can-do approach
will be taken up with vigour by others, and already over 1000 people in the Western District have
shown their high regard for these men and their sacrifice by donating to the GoFundMe appeal set up
by their friend Emma Halloran. The funds will support Andy’s partner, Amber Griffiths, who is
expecting their first child soon. I would like to express my sincere condolences to Amber Griffiths and
to Val Powell, wife of Ross, and to the extended Powell family on their tragic losses.
Mr MEDDICK (Western Victoria) (13:54): (By leave) I thank my colleagues here who have
spoken about these two men with such feeling and detail, describing their lives, because it shines a
light on the fact that these people were dedicated to their communities. Volunteers are the lifeblood of
our communities. They fulfil roles in our society that, if they were paid for as private enterprise or by
governments, would cost billions of dollars. In coastal communities there are none more obvious and
perhaps none more valued than those who give up their spare time to patrol our beaches and oceans
and who literally save lives: our lifesavers. When tragedy strikes these selfless individuals, we feel it
very keenly because these people are an integral part of their community. They live and work alongside
their community, and their loss hits hard.
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So it is with Ross and Andy Powell and the communities of Port Campbell and Timboon—father and
son, two selfless people. Two lives were lost in a courageous act that they did not hesitate to commit
to. Andy was just 32 years old, with a loving partner; he was a father himself. That is the long-lasting
effect of such a tragic event. Families are left to grieve the tremendous hole in their lives, and the
community is poorer for their eternal absence. I send my heartfelt sympathy to the family and to the
communities of Port Campbell and Timboon.
Mr GRIMLEY (Western Victoria) (13:56): (By leave) We express our sincerest condolences to
the family and friends of Ross and Andrew Powell, father and son, who both tragically drowned as a
result of surf lifesaving in the rough waters off Port Campbell last week. Together we mourn and
reflect on these two selfless, brave and noble men who made the ultimate sacrifice whilst volunteering
on Easter Sunday. While most spend time with family eating chocolate and catching up with relatives
over Easter, let us all remember that there are Victorians who gift their time for the safety and
wellbeing of complete strangers—people like Ross and Andy.
I give praise to our first responders, including the other surf lifesavers, police and firefighters who
rescued two others involved in the incident and who did their best in their attempts to save the Powells.
I would also like to thank the surf lifesaving clubs around the state that took the initiative to run
fundraisers last weekend for the families of Ross and Andy, who demonstrated their commitment to
everything surf lifesaving stands for. Many funds have been raised to care for Andy’s unborn daughter
and his partner. I know the supportive and tight-knit community of Port Campbell will offer whatever
assistance they can to the Powell family. I know it will be an extremely tough road ahead, but I hope
the Powell family can find some solace in their selfless sacrifice.
Victorians are an amazing people. We come together through adversity, and we spend countless hours
volunteering in many capacities to ensure we keep our communities and neighbourhoods safe. In their
lives and in their deaths Ross and Andy epitomised all that makes a great Australian. May you both
rest in peace.
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Minister for Regional Development, Minister for Agriculture,
Minister for Resources) (13:58): (By leave) I would like to make a contribution to this motion by leave.
There are some events and tragedies that you hear about and they are just so devastatingly sad that you
know you will never forget them, and the loss of Ross and Andy Powell is one such tragedy. I want to
pay my respects and recognise the contribution that these two hardworking, community-driven people
made. These were really top blokes. It is really great that we are celebrating their contribution to our
state today.
Ross and Andy were lifelong farmers. The south-west Victorian dairy industry together with the Port
Campbell Surf Life Saving club, SES, CFA and the wider Port Campbell community are rightly
devastated. I did not have the pleasure of personally knowing these two men, but I know they were
very highly regarded, as we have heard other members go through today. We know that the father and
son died on Easter Sunday doing what they had done countless times before: performing the selfless
work of a volunteer lifesaver. I extend my deepest condolences to Ross’s wife, Val, to Andy’s partner,
Amber, and their unborn daughter and to the Powells’ extended family and friends.
The pair’s innovative on-farm dairy management was amazing. They embraced new ideas and
encouraged others to improve. Andy was awarded Young Farm Leader in 2017 at the Great South
West Dairy Awards. Like his father, he worked tirelessly for the benefit of others. When receiving the
award he is quoted to have said:
Everything I do, I do because I enjoy it. I don’t look for recognition … It’s nice to be nominated, but that is
not the reason I do it.

I think that sums up what a ripper of a bloke Andy was.
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Ross and Andy have had a long association with the Port Campbell Dairy Discussion Group. It is
believed to be the longest running farmer group in Australia. Ross was a founding member, and Andy
was group leader until recently. I am told they believed deeply in developing the group, which has
remained a constant source of information and assisted generations of farmers and service providers
to adapt to changing conditions and new technologies. Members of the south-west dairy community
have been deeply saddened by the loss of Ross and Andy. Agriculture Victoria dairy services regional
manager, Alex Goudy, who has worked with Ross and Andy for more than 20 years, told me: ‘Ross
and Andy were true leaders in agriculture and community who have inspired many with their passion,
positivity and generosity’.
It is truly heartbreaking. Ross and Andy, thank you. You are a massive loss to your families,
community and agriculture. Thank you for who you were, and you will not be forgotten.
Dr RATNAM (Northern Metropolitan) (14:01): (By leave) I rise to offer condolences on behalf of
the Victorian Greens to the families of Ross and Andrew Powell. In tragic circumstances these men,
father and son, lost their lives trying to save another.
As an island nation Australia knows all too well both the beauty and the danger of the ocean. Locals
and tourists alike flock to our beaches and coastal areas to explore our natural environment, swim and
surf. Victoria’s southern coast draws people to it with its dramatic landscapes and wonderful coastline,
but for the inexperienced in particular it is a place of danger, and we rely on our volunteer lifesavers
to keep us safe. The volunteer lifesaving service is an institution all Australians should be proud of. It
epitomises how, as a community, we can come together to care for each other and support each other.
In this case, volunteers paid the ultimate price in the service of others.
Ross and Andrew Powell were clearly beloved members of their community, and we offer our
sincerest and deepest condolences to their families and the community of Port Campbell.
The PRESIDENT: Members, as a further mark of respect to Mr Giovanni Sgro, to all those
affected by the terrorist attacks in Sri Lanka and to Ross and Andrew Powell, the sitting will be
suspended for 1 hour and the chair will be resumed at 3 o’clock.
Sitting suspended 2.03 p.m. until 3.04 p.m.
Bills
ENERGY LEGISLATION AMENDMENT (VICTORIAN DEFAULT OFFER) BILL 2019
TRANSPORT LEGISLATION AMENDMENT (BETTER ROADS VICTORIA AND
OTHER AMENDMENTS) BILL 2018
WEST GATE TUNNEL (TRUCK BANS AND TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT) BILL 2019
Royal assent
The PRESIDENT (15:04): I have a message from the Governor:
The Governor informs the Legislative Council that she has, on this day, given the Royal Assent to the
undermentioned Acts of the present Session presented to her by the Clerk of the Parliaments:
6/2019 Energy Legislation Amendment (Victorian Default Offer) Act 2019
7/2019 Transport Legislation Amendment (Better Roads Victoria and Other Amendments) Act 2019
8/2019 West Gate Tunnel (Truck Bans and Traffic Management) Act 2019.

The message was signed by the Governor on 26 March.
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GOVERNMENT ADVERTISING
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (15:05): My question is to the
Special Minister of State, Mr Jennings. Minister, as the minister responsible for integrity, did you
authorise or direct departmental secretaries to release funds for the state government’s advertising
campaign designed to influence the outcome of the federal election, and if you did not, who did?
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan—Leader of the Government, Special Minister of
State, Minister for Priority Precincts, Minister for Aboriginal Affairs) (15:05): I thank Mr Davis for
his interesting construction of a question where he clearly wants me to either assume responsibility for
something single-handedly or abrogate my responsibility for it and shift blame to somebody else, and
I am not going to do either. What I am going to say is that the government is very happy to protect the
interests of Victorians. We are protecting the interests of Victorians with great vigour and great
determination by having an advertising campaign that has been running during the course of the last
week or so and will run for the next week or so in the name of trying to secure better outcomes—better
financial outcomes—for the citizens of Victoria so that we can deliver better services in cooperation
with the commonwealth government.
The day on which we achieve that will be a very, very desirable outcome. For virtually all the time
that I have actually been in the Parliament—whether I have been in government, which has been for
the vast majority of time, or in fact in opposition, in which I have unfortunately been in for one term—
I have been critical of the commonwealth government in terms of ignoring the needs of Victorian
citizens time and time again when they have an opportunity to reach the level of funding that should
be required in either national partnership agreements or national infrastructure funding. Whether it has
been a coalition government, as it currently is in Canberra, or whether it has been a Labor government
in Canberra, often over the history of federation Victoria has not received its fair share. The state of
Victoria is standing up for that at this moment by drawing the attention of the Victorian community to
that fact by placing advertisements that actually say that Victoria has been ripped off by
commonwealth funding in relation to education, it has been ripped off in relation to funding for health
care and it has been ripped off over the last decade and going forward in terms of the current promises
in relation to funding arrangements that have been provided by the commonwealth for important
transport infrastructure programs.
The authorising environment, Mr Davis, for your edification, is totally appropriate across government.
I did not issue any edict to any departmental secretary. They were actually asked to verify whether the
advertisements that have been placed in the interests of Victorian citizens are in accordance with the
law. The answer that those secretaries independently determined was yes. They then saw no
impediment to the advertising being raised in the interests of protecting Victorian patients, road users,
rail users, students and parents and to provide opportunities for Victorians into the future. It is totally
appropriate for the state of Victoria to protect its interests going forward.
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (15:09): So the minister did at
least part of that. He said that it was not him, but he did not say who it was. I therefore ask the minister:
Labor’s taxpayer-funded partisan election ads likely breach the Public Administration Act 2004,
which states at section 97C, point 2, that a communication should not be designed or intended to
directly or indirectly influence public sentiment for or against the current government of the
commonwealth. What steps will you take to ensure that those who ordered the airing of these illegal
and politically corrupt ads cooperate in full with any investigation of the matter, including by IBAC?
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan—Leader of the Government, Special Minister of
State, Minister for Priority Precincts, Minister for Aboriginal Affairs) (15:10): The independent
appraisal of the departmental secretaries is at odds with Mr Davis’s description. They do not actually
believe the allegations that Mr Davis has made about the inappropriate nature of this advertising
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campaign. Indeed they have assessed it, as is their prerogative and their responsibility, as to whether
it complies with legislation, and in fact whether it is protecting the interests of Victoria. They have
independently determined that that is the case. They are quite within their rights as frank and fearless
advisers to government, in terms of the custodians of public service and the interests of Victoria, to
advise the government otherwise. They have not done so. They do not agree with your assertion. They
do not agree that it is a partisan ad. They do not agree with your description, and in fact their interests
are to ensure that the state receives its fair share from the commonwealth and the commonwealth lives
up to its obligations in relation to national partnership agreements.
MURRAY-DARLING BASIN
Mr BOURMAN (Eastern Victoria) (15:11): My question is for the minister representing the
Minister for Water, Minister Tierney. With much of Victoria and Australia in the midst of drought,
the way we manage water, the state’s most precious resource, has never been more important. In 2007
the Murray-Darling Basin Authority was established as a response to the drought. They are charged
with the management of the Murray-Darling Basin plan and holding the five states and territories
within the basin accountable for their use, storage and management of the basin’s water. In one of the
most extreme cases, Murray-Goulburn water irrigators, currently on 90 to 100 per cent allocation, have
now been told to expect an allocation of between 0 and 4 per cent next season. The Department of
Environment, Land, Water and Planning have assured me that Victoria has consistently lived up to its
end of the plan. Therefore I ask the minister: why are Victorian irrigators being burdened with the
responsibility of all the other states, who are either not living up to their end of the deal or have been
blessed with an unfair advantage?
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria—Minister for Training and Skills, Minister for Higher
Education) (15:12): I thank Mr Bourman for his interest in the Murray-Darling and in particular water
storage and water use. This is a matter for the Minister for Water, Minister Neville, and I will refer
that matter to her.
Mr BOURMAN (Eastern Victoria) (15:12): I thank the minister for her answer. The
supplementary is: can the minister outline what we are doing to protect the water allocations of
Victorian farmers?
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria—Minister for Training and Skills, Minister for Higher
Education) (15:12): Consistent with the answer to the substantive, I will refer this matter to the
Minister for Water.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: STROKE TELEMEDICINE SERVICE
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services)
(15:12): I am pleased to update the house that more than 5000 stroke patients have now benefitted
from cutting-edge stroke telemedicine technology thanks to funding provided by the Andrews Labor
government. It was my great pleasure earlier this month to visit the Royal Melbourne Hospital, the
nerve centre of the Victorian stroke telemedicine service, to mark this important milestone. Thanks to
this service that is run by Ambulance Victoria, 94 per cent of Victorians are now within an hour’s
reach of world-class life-saving stroke care. This is crucial because, when it comes to stroke, time
saved equals brain saved, and every second counts. This stroke service means patients in 17 regional
hospitals across Victoria can be assessed remotely by leading expert neurologists who can diagnose
stroke fast and begin treatment immediately. Stroke is one of Australia’s biggest killers and the leading
cause of disability. In 2017 there were more than 56 000 new and recurrent strokes—that is, one every
9 minutes. In Australia one in six people suffer a stroke in their lifetime.
It was a great honour for me to see how this particular service operates in real time and to have Frank,
a patient, who had the benefit of this amazing technology sitting with his doctor in Ballarat Base
Hospital talking to me and one of the neurologists at the Royal Melbourne Hospital, and having a
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recount effectively of what happened, what transpired, that made a huge difference for this gentleman
in accessing this life-saving technology.
I want to particularly acknowledge the important work also of the Florey Institute of Neuroscience
and Mental Health that has helped coordinate the program in its initial pilot stages. This stroke
telemedicine service now allows specialist stroke experts to talk to patients and local medical staff via
a secure video link and review brain scans in real time. A specialist can then advise on whether clotbusting drug treatments should be used. Stroke telemedicine means patients can access clot-busting
drugs at an average of 40 minutes earlier than before. (Time expired)
SENTENCING REFORM
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) (15:15): My question is to the Leader of the Government.
Last Friday, in response to the Borce Ristevski sentence, Chief Commissioner of Police Graham
Ashton said that a number of police are upset about the jail sentence and also flagged the need for
changes to sentencing laws to toughen penalties for criminals. In September last year in the other place
the Premier said that:
We in fact give to the chief commissioner … the statute book that he needs.

Minister, when will the Premier act on the chief commissioner’s plea for change?
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan—Leader of the Government, Special Minister of
State, Minister for Priority Precincts, Minister for Aboriginal Affairs) (15:15): In the course of the last
term the government did respond to many of the issues that the police commissioner and other
commentators, sometimes even including the opposition, raised in relation to the statute book in
relation to sentencing matters, the way in which we deal with parole and the way we deal with bail
conditions. There were any number of reforms introduced during the last Parliament, which in fact
have cumulatively added to an increased presence in the corrections system and an increase in the
sentencing regime across Victoria.
As Mr O’Donohue actually would understand, as a former minister who had aspects of this
responsibility himself, whilst the Parliament and the community may through the Parliament express
their clear expectations in relation to the sentencing regime, there continues to be the ways in which
the courts take various matters into account, and sometimes the courts seem to be out of kilter with
what might be the community standard that applies outside of the proceedings in the court, and the
court of public opinion may derive a different outcome, and all of us as individuals may form a
response to that and form a view about that. But ultimately, at the end of the day, it is a considered
position by the appropriate sentencing advisory processes within government, the appropriate
consideration of the government and indeed the Parliament that should determine these matters, and
whilst any number of individuals may make a comment around their personal response to individual
outcomes, I am not going to necessarily join those apart from what I have acknowledged in what I
have already said in relation to this particular sentence, which seemed to fall outside the community’s
expectations and community standards. But it complied with an interpretation of the court about a
sentencing option that was available to the court. But there are different sentencing options that are
available to the court, and clearly some of those are quite onerous and it is the court’s determination
around that matter.
The government will always listen to the advice, recommendations and view of the police
commissioner. It will always listen to Parliament’s concerns. It will always listen to the community’s
concerns in relation to the standards. We will consider those and act accordingly in a considered way
rather than in a knee-jerk way in relation to any particular individual case.
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) (15:18): I thank the minister for his answer acknowledging
the significant community concern about that decision in particular but more broadly about elements
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of the sentencing regime and his acknowledgement of the calls by the chief commissioner for change
in this regard.
Minister, I also note that your colleague, the former minister, Mr Dalidakis, who unfortunately is not
here—he has not turned up to question time today—described the Ristevski sentence publicly as
‘manifestly inadequate’. Minister, noting your answer that you will listen to the concerns of the
community and you will listen to the concerns of the chief commissioner, will you now listen to calls
from your own backbenchers in the government to act following this decision and implement the
necessary changes to Victoria’s sentencing laws?
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan—Leader of the Government, Special Minister of
State, Minister for Priority Precincts, Minister for Aboriginal Affairs) (15:19): In my substantive
answer I actually outlined to Mr O’Donohue and to the chamber my view and the government’s
response to those issues that I represent in this chamber in relation to listening to the voices of members
of the Parliament, members of the community and stakeholders who expressed a view. I stand by my
substantive answer, and I will not be adding to my commentary about individual cases or individual
commentary by anybody in this community.
YOUTH CRIME PREVENTION
Mr GRIMLEY (Western Victoria) (15:20): My question is to the minister representing the
Minister for Youth Justice, the Honourable Jaclyn Symes. Currently in Victoria we face a very real
and significant problem of instances in which some youths are choosing to engage in antisocial and
criminal behaviour rather than attending our schools. From my experience in working with the
Victorian police I can personally attest to the seriousness of this growing problem in our communities.
Statistics show that teenagers who end up in jail are far more likely to commit serious offences and to
be incarcerated as adults. Derryn Hinch’s Justice Party is committed to ensuring that justice is a priority
in our communities and to making Australia a safer place. It is an aim of the party to make sure that
young people are attending school and are not partaking in antisocial and illegal behaviour that will
lead to continued offending throughout adulthood, as is currently happening in Victorian communities.
The party is committed to keeping Australian teens in school and out of prison. My question to the
minister is: what steps is the Andrews government taking to ensure that instances of youth crime in
Victoria are decreasing in frequency rather than increasing?
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Minister for Regional Development, Minister for Agriculture,
Minister for Resources) (15:21): I thank Mr Grimley for his question. Of course there will be a detailed
answer provided by the relevant minister, but I would like to respond to some of the points you made.
As a government we have had a real focus on reforming youth justice. We have made significant
investments—more than $1 billion—to strengthen the youth justice system since 2014. In relation to
the crime rate, the trajectory of crime in Victoria is going down. That also includes youth crime. So
the latest release of quarterly crime statistics shows a 4.6 per cent decrease in the number of recorded
offences by young people in 2018. Of course there is more work to be done. There are lots of
educational programs, to connect back to the education element of your question. The Navigator
program, flexible learning centres and free TAFE all play a role in providing opportunities and
pathways for our young people, but I will let the relevant minister respond in more detail. I thank you
for your question.
Mr GRIMLEY (Western Victoria) (15:22): I appreciate your answer, and I think you touched on
a bit of the supplementary question, which is: is the minister able to provide any insight into how the
government is making sure that Victorian kids are attending our schools and not engaging in antisocial
behaviour in our communities?
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Minister for Regional Development, Minister for Agriculture,
Minister for Resources) (15:22): Thank you, Mr Grimley, for your supplementary. I will pass it on to
the relevant minister.
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MINISTERS STATEMENTS: TAFE FUNDING
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria—Minister for Training and Skills, Minister for Higher
Education) (15:23): On Saturday, 13 April, I was pleased to present trade papers to three competitors
at the WorldSkills Australia Global Skills Challenge competition held at Holmesglen Institute at
Chadstone. The competitors and recently qualified apprentices were Paul Coon, a bricklayer from
Federation University in Ballarat; Patrick Keating, a plumber from Kangan Institute of TAFE,
Bendigo campus; and Tom Neave, a joiner from the Gordon Institute of TAFE in Geelong.
The Andrews Labor government announced the reintroduction of trade papers through our
$43.8 million investment in last year’s budget. The trade papers are a separate certificate awarded to
those who successfully complete their apprenticeship. They show employers that a prospective
employee has completed the work, has a high level of skill and is able to apply their skills to the job.
This was until the previous Liberal government scrapped them, ripping them away from apprentices
who had done the hard yards and completed their training. Under the Andrews Labor government they
are back.
Under the $43.8 million investment we are also funding the development of independent assessments
to ensure apprentices and trainees have the skills that employers require for the job, and we are
investing in up-to-date learning materials so that apprenticeship and traineeship training reflects
current technology and modern workplace practices. Also thanks to this government there has never
been a better time to get a trade. Victoria has a huge pipeline of infrastructure projects. We are working
with industry to ensure the demand for skilled workers can be met, and the reintroduction of trade
papers is just one of the ways we are doing this. It assists in restoring value and restoring trust.
As for the fate of the three competitors I presented trade papers to, they all rank within the top three in
their fields. They will head to Russia as team members of the Skillaroos, which will compete in the
WorldSkills championships, the Olympics of skills and training. I wish them and the rest of the
Australian team well.
HOSPITAL WAITING LISTS
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (15:25): My question is to the Minister for Health.
Minister, Deanne is a 46-year-old mother who lives in Frankston. She was told by her specialist last
November that she required a category 2 urgent procedure. It is now May, 180 days since she was told
her category 2 surgical procedure would be done within 90 days. What do you say to Deanne, who
was first told in February and then again in March that her surgical procedure would be pushed out for
a further three months?
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services)
(15:25): I thank the member for her question. It is really interesting that she would be asking me this
question at a time when what we are seeing from the current government in Canberra is a retrospective
cut to hospital funding that has had a huge impact on our health system—$305 million retrospectively
cut and clawed back from Victoria’s health system. This is the focus of the Our Fair Share campaign.
We will continue to advocate for a fair share of funding from Canberra, regardless of who wins at the
coming federal election, because we need to ensure that Canberra is making an appropriate
contribution to Victoria’s hospitals.
What we have seen from those opposite is absolutely no interest in these matters. They have no
interest. They have not made a single phone call to their mates in Canberra around this $305 million
ripped out of our Victorian hospitals, nor do they care about the fact that they have put a dud hospital
funding agreement on the table—a dud deal offering only 45 per cent funding growth—ignoring the
2011 funding agreement which we want to go back to to ensure that Victorian hospitals get a 50 per
cent contribution to growth from the government in Canberra. We are experiencing the most
population growth in the country, and what we are seeing is the government in Canberra penalising
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Victoria for its success—penalising Victorian patients for the fact that people want to come and live
and work in this state.
What I would say to those opposite is that since we have been in government we have actually put in
31 per cent more funding than the last coalition government’s funding, which Ms Crozier was a part
of as Parliamentary Secretary for Health. There is 31 per cent more funding to our hospitals from our
government compared to the last coalition budget in 2014–15.
When it comes to elective surgery, what I would say is that the latest performance data shows that the
median wait for elective surgery was 27 days. Do you know what it was under the previous
government? It reached a 42-day wait when the coalition were in government. Performance is in fact
improving under our government. That is what I would say.
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (15:28): Minister, you did not mention Deanne’s name
once in your answer. Minister, she used to coach netball; she can now barely attend a match. She feels
trapped in her house because she is constantly bleeding. She is spending a fortune on sanitary products
and medication. It is not only a worrying and debilitating health issue for Deanne and her family; it is
becoming a cost-of-living issue because of the cost of her sanitary products and medication. Minister,
Victorians are sick and tired of your excuses, especially when they are on the waiting list, and you are
spending their money—their funds—on attacking the federal government. So I ask: when are you
going to fix the waitlists and the hidden waitlists so that people like Deanne and thousands of others
can be seen and operated on when they are told they are going to be?
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services)
(15:29): What I would say to Deanne is I would encourage her to make contact with the relevant
hospital. There are processes that are in place. I cannot respond to the specifics of matters that
Ms Crozier is coming in here and talking about, but what I would say is that we are making the
investments to ensure that people are getting access to elective surgery. Performance has in fact
improved considerably since we have been in government, and we will continue to undertake the
advocacy—
Members interjecting.
Ms MIKAKOS: From those opposite—
Ms Crozier interjected.
Ms MIKAKOS: That really is quite disgraceful and unnecessary, Ms Crozier—really disgraceful
on your part. What I would say is that we will continue to undertake the advocacy necessary, regardless
of who wins in the coming federal election, because we want to make sure that patients get access to
the care they need.
PLANNING POLICY
Mr HAYES (Southern Metropolitan) (15:31): My question without notice is to the minister
representing the Minister for Planning. Does the minister concede that the disregard of local planning
policies, both in refusals to implement mandatory height controls as requested by local councils and
in directions in the planning scheme, which instruct VCAT to favour state policy over local policy,
delivers planning decisions which greatly favour property developers at the expense of local
communities and residential amenity?
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Minister for Regional Development, Minister for Agriculture,
Minister for Resources) (15:31): Thank you, Mr Hayes, for your question for Mr Wynne. I will pass
your question on and respond in the appropriate time.
Mr HAYES (Southern Metropolitan) (15:31): This is also to the Minister for Planning. Will the
government support the right of communities, through their democratically elected councils, to set
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mandatory height controls for buildings in their neighbourhoods, or will it continue to give property
developers open slather?
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Minister for Regional Development, Minister for Agriculture,
Minister for Resources) (15:32): Thank you, Mr Hayes, for your supplementary. I will also pass that
on to the minister.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: YARCK SPEED LIMIT
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria—Minister for Roads, Minister for Road Safety and the TAC,
Minister for Fishing and Boating) (15:32): I am delighted to today announce that our government is
introducing a new 60-kilometre-per-hour speed limit through the town of Yarck and that this will
happen by the end of May. The speed zone will be introduced on a 1-kilometre stretch of the
Maroondah Highway, 500 metres either side of Wrights Road. The reduction from 80 kilometres per
hour to 60 through Yarck reflects calls from the community for a safer environment for pedestrians,
people on bikes and drivers using this busy stretch of road.
I would like to thank the Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Regional Development and Minister
for Resources for her advocacy and her sensational work on behalf of the Yarck community, as well
as all the other things that she does so fabulously well, and of course the communities across her
region. I would also like to take the opportunity to thank the team from Regional Roads Victoria for
their work in consulting with the residents of Yarck and for undertaking a comprehensive speed
review. RRV has been a great success story since being launched in September last year. It is a
dedicated roads agency run by regional Victorians for regional Victorians.
In a further boost to safety, new road markings and eye-catching signage will be installed at Yarck’s
town entrances to make sure drivers are aware that they are entering a township, improving compliance
with the posted speed limit. Similar community gateway works have proven to reduce crashes by up
to 35 per cent where they have been used in other jurisdictions. Yarck residents can expect to see the
new road markings and signage happening over the coming weeks in advance of the speed limit
reduction. If you are going through Yarck—and you will now be going a little slower—I would
encourage all members to take the opportunity to check out the excellent food that can be enjoyed at
the bakery. I thank Ms Symes for her recommendation, as she is now the Minister for Bakeries in
Regional Victoria.
SHEPPARTON BYPASS
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) (15:34): I direct my question without notice to the Minister for
Roads. Stage 1 of the Shepparton bypass is a priority project for Greater Shepparton as it will remove
significant traffic from the Shepparton CBD and also provide a much-needed second river crossing.
In their 2019–20 budget the federal government committed $208 million towards stage 1 of the
Shepparton bypass. This project is estimated to cost $260 million and now needs the Andrews
government to commit the state’s share of funding, which is at least $52 million. Minister, will you
commit to funding the state’s share of funding for stage 1 of the Shepparton bypass in the 2019–20
state budget?
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria—Minister for Roads, Minister for Road Safety and the TAC,
Minister for Fishing and Boating) (15:35): I thank Ms Lovell for her attempt to introduce into the
Parliament the federal election campaign and—what were some of those outrageous descriptions
Mr Davis had earlier in the day?—for her advocacy on behalf of the federal government in what I
personally hope are its last few weeks. I do welcome the opportunity to respond, because of course the
Morrison government—and all the previous names it has been known by, which are so many I cannot
quite remember them all at this second—has consistently short-changed Victoria on infrastructure
spending. That is the very reason why our government has consistently called for a greater share from
the commonwealth to Victoria, and this is the case for road projects and for rail projects.
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I note Ms Lovell’s particular interest in the Shepparton bypass. This is one of many things that the
federal government has said, 5 minutes before an election, that they now suddenly have an interest in.
Well, I think the results really remain to be seen. This is a government that does not have a great record
delivering a reasonable share of infrastructure spending to Victoria. This is a government that has only
discovered Victoria in the lead-up to the election—and we are seeing that on a very, very regular
basis—and so I think that Victorians are right to be sceptical of all of the things that are now being
promised willy-nilly all over the state and indeed that appeared in the federal budget papers, many of
which were so far on the never-never that Victorians are all going to be a hell of a lot older if those
things are ever delivered by that government.
I thank Ms Lovell for her support of the local Liberal Party and National Party candidates in the federal
election. That is excellent, and I guess that is her right. We will be continuing to deliver on record
funding and infrastructure in regional Victoria and communities right across the state and of course
here in Melbourne as well.
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) (15:37): I take that answer as a no, Minister, and I am
disappointed that you prefer to play politics instead of addressing the needs of the Shepparton
community. Minister, this project has been in the planning stages for over 20 years, and in response to
my earlier representation the former state roads minister, Luke Donnellan, has predicated state funding
being dependent on a contribution from the federal government. We now have that commitment.
Minister, why are you still dragging the chain when it comes to progressing this vital project for the
Shepparton community?
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria—Minister for Roads, Minister for Road Safety and the TAC,
Minister for Fishing and Boating) (15:38): I thank Ms Lovell for her supplementary question. Our
government takes far more seriously than the federal government does our commitment to proper
planning and delivery of critical infrastructure projects across the state.
Ms Lovell: Twenty years in the planning—20 years!
Ms PULFORD: And how long have you been the member representing Shepparton, Ms Lovell?
About 20 years, and how is that going? We will work with any federal government that wants to take
seriously and, with credibility, commit to a greater share of funding for infrastructure for Victoria.
DRUG DRIVING
Mr LIMBRICK (South Eastern Metropolitan) (15:39): My question is for the Minister for Road
Safety and the TAC. On the weekend I went to the cinema, and before the movie there was an
advertisement from the Transport Accident Commission. It was a short story about a man at a family
gathering on a Sunday afternoon. He refused wine at lunchtime because he was taking his grandma
home in the car. On the way home he was stopped by police, and then he was arrested for driving with
illicit drugs in his system, despite showing no signs of impaired driving. His poor grandma looked
very confused. When I heard the tagline ‘Drugs can remain in your system long after the night’s over’,
I felt very confused also. My question for the minister is this: how does charging people who are not
impaired by drugs but merely have some in their system from previous use help improve road safety?
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria—Minister for Roads, Minister for Road Safety and the TAC,
Minister for Fishing and Boating) (15:40): I thank the member for his question and for his interest in
road safety. We have had an incredibly challenging start to the year, with many lives lost on Victoria’s
roads—now 106 people. The factors that contribute to road trauma are well known to all of us. They
are impaired driving, distracted driving and excessive speed, and drugs and alcohol are a major factor.
So we have underway a strategy called Towards Zero that has many elements to it, including some
very significant funding for resources. Those campaigns, though, that we all see when we go to the
cinema and all manner of other places are also a really, really important part of changing behaviour in
the community.
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The drug and alcohol testing regime is an important part of the broad toolkit that is part of ensuring
that people are not driving when impaired. The visible presence of enforcement through Victoria
Police is also an important part of the work that is undertaken, for while our Victoria Police officers
in undertaking their duties are able to test a certain number of people, for every other person who
knows that that testing is occurring or who might drive past that testing, the message is very clear: that
if people are doing the wrong thing, they will be caught. That is what that campaign is about. It is
about making sure that people understand that if they are driving impaired, they are putting themselves
and other members of the community at risk, and we are asking people to not do that.
Mr LIMBRICK (South Eastern Metropolitan) (15:42): I thank the minister for her answer. When
this ad in question was posted on the Premier’s Facebook page on 21 April 2017, several people raised
concerns very similar to my own. The response from the page itself—this is from Premier Andrews’s
page—was to state, and I quote:
Police are trained to test for drugs by doing an impairment assessment if they feel a driver may have drugs in
their system.

Could the minister inform the chamber how many police members have received training in this and
how many impairment assessments have been conducted?
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria—Minister for Roads, Minister for Road Safety and the TAC,
Minister for Fishing and Boating) (15:42): I am happy to seek some further advice and provide a
response to the member. As I touched on in my answer to the substantive question, I will need the
second day to confer with the Minister for Police and Emergency Services and the people who support
the enforcement part of our road safety measures, and I look forward to being able to provide that
information at the earliest opportunity.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: TIMBER INDUSTRY
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Minister for Regional Development, Minister for Agriculture,
Minister for Resources) (15:43): It is my pleasure to provide an update to the house that the Andrews
Labor government has acted to provide certainty for Victoria’s timber industry and the jobs it supports
with the development of around 550 hectares of new timber plantation sites in Gippsland. These sites
are the first to be developed as part of our $110 million investment in native plantation timber.
Members interjecting.
Ms SYMES: I am going to take up that interjection, because when you are continually feeding
misinformation in your own community, it is pretty poor, Ms Bath. These are former plantation sites
which had pine trees on them. The private entity has rehabilitated the land. The Crown took it back,
and we are planting trees on it. If we were not planting trees on it, no-one else would be. So to say—
Members interjecting.
Ms SYMES: Yes, it is—
The PRESIDENT: Order! This is not an answer to a question; this is a ministers statement.
Ms SYMES: Unlike those opposite, I will not talk down the Gippsland community and try and
convince them that this is not a significant investment and a significant future for the timber industry.
The first 550 hectares will be planted with blue gum this winter on Crown land close to Maryvale and
Yallourn North. I visited the region last week with Ms Shing and the CEO of the Latrobe Valley
Authority to have a firsthand look at the site, soon to be populated with gorgeous baby trees. I thought
they were just wonderful. But this is just the beginning. We will be working with industry over the
next year to identify further sites for planting. Maybe it will be former plantation sites; maybe it will
be more Crown land; maybe we will purchase land. I am happy to plant trees wherever I can find a
suitable place to plant them. Labor is the only party to offer a long-term vision for the timber industry
which balances protecting jobs with protecting our environment.
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WRITTEN RESPONSES
The PRESIDENT (15:45): As far as today’s questions are concerned, I thank Minister Tierney for
getting a written response from the Minister for Water for both of Mr Bourman’s questions; Minister
Symes for getting written responses, as per the standing orders, for both Mr Grimley’s questions to
the Minister for Youth; and also Minister Symes for getting written responses from the Minister for
Planning for both of the questions from Mr Hayes. I also thank Minister Pulford, who will chase up
more detail from the Minister for Police and Emergency Services, as per the standing orders, for
Mr Limbrick’s supplementary question.
Questions on notice
ANSWERS
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan—Leader of the Government, Special Minister of
State, Minister for Priority Precincts, Minister for Aboriginal Affairs) (15:46): There are 67 written
responses to questions on notice: 38, 81–2, 91–7, 99, 101, 103–5, 107–26, 147–53, 190–1, 194–9,
226–30, 233–4, 245–6, 249, 270–4, 302–3, 305.
The PRESIDENT (15:46): Before we go to constituency questions, I have had a couple of letters
from members regarding answers to questions.
Ms Maxwell: On a point of order, President, I would like to ask whether you could please order a
further written response to both a question without notice and a supplementary question without notice
that I asked of Minister Symes and that were then referred by her to Minister Carroll on 21 March.
The PRESIDENT: You have received the written response?
Ms Maxwell: Yes.
The PRESIDENT: I will view that and give you a ruling later today.
With regard to letters that I have had requesting reinstatement of questions, I have received a written
request from Mr Davis seeking the reinstatement of a question on notice directed to the Minister for
Transport Infrastructure. I determine that question on notice 40 be reinstated in full.
I have also received correspondence from Ms Wooldridge about a number of questions on notice
directed to the Minister for Jobs, Innovation and Trade. I have received the responses and viewed
them. I order that question on notice 64 be reinstated in full and that parts (3) and (4) of question on
notice 66 be reinstated. In relation to question on notice 67(1), I am of the opinion that the minister
has answered the question in full.
Constituency questions
EASTERN VICTORIA REGION
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) (15:48): My constituency question is to the Minister for
Roads and Minister for Road Safety and the TAC, and the question I have is: will the government
match the funding from the federal government to install noise barriers on the southern part of the
Mornington Peninsula Freeway? This has been an enormous issue for the local community for many,
many years, and despite the Labor Party being in government at a state level for 16 of 20 years, the
calls for the installation of noise barriers have been ignored. It is terrific that the federal government
has stepped in to assist in an area that really is the sole domain of the state. With that olive branch, that
goodwill, those resources on the table, I ask the minister to match the funding so that the people of the
southern peninsula who abut and live near the Mornington Peninsula Freeway can have the noise
protection from that freeway that they deserve.
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EASTERN METROPOLITAN REGION
Mr BARTON (Eastern Metropolitan) (15:49): My constituency question is to the Minister for the
Prevention of Family Violence, Minister Williams, in the other place. I wrote to Minister Williams
earlier this month to share my concerns for the future of a fantastic program in the Eastern Metropolitan
Region called Speaking Out, and I asked if she could commit to ongoing support for this program.
Speaking Out trains and supports women who have experienced family violence or sexual assault.
These women are able to share their stories with the public through media interviews, community
engagements and involvement through other committees. The program has a current group of
30 women actively taking their messages out into the community. These incredibly brave women are
frontline fighters for awareness and, as a group, take on two or three engagements each week. I ask
the minister: what is her office doing to support this valuable program in eastern metropolitan
Melbourne to ensure it can continue to raise awareness through first-hand accounts of the effects of
family violence and sexual assault?
NORTHERN VICTORIA REGION
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) (15:50): My question is for the Minister for Public Transport. I
was recently contacted by a constituent who regularly travels on the 5.04 p.m. V/Line train from
Southern Cross to Clarkefield on the Bendigo line. My constituent informs me that he is forced to
stand throughout the 50-minute journey because of daily overcrowding on this service. The
overcrowding on the carriages is due to suburban commuters preferring to use the V/Line service to
Sunbury instead of the corresponding Metro Trains Melbourne service. This occurs for a number of
reasons, including the V/Line service being faster and more comfortable than the Metro services—so
who could blame them for wanting to access the V/Line service? Will the minister ensure additional
V/Line services are added on the Bendigo line during peak times in order to alleviate overcrowding
and ensure genuine V/Line passengers travelling long distances are able to obtain a seat?
NORTHERN METROPOLITAN REGION
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) (15:51): My constituency question is for the Minister for
Health and concerns the need for a transplant centre of excellence. I recently met with Gordon Jenkins.
His wife is a lung transplant recipient—one of the many in Victoria due to the success of our transplant
schemes here and the great work that our doctors do. He is absolutely immersed in making sure that
she gets the best possible care.
Every lung transplant patient will probably come into the health system between 20 and 80 times a
year for clinic visits that range from the chronic to the acute. They are going back and forth, and this
is ever-increasing. In fact we have seen an increase in clinic visits of transplant patients of 35 per cent
since 2014. Mr Jenkins was asking me about the Lungitude Foundation, which is trying to set up a
feasibility study for the creation of a transplant centre of excellence that would create structures to
integrate health services into a concentrated ecosystem to benefit post-transplant patients—not just
lung recipients but across all organ types. My question for the minister is: will the government commit
to funding a feasibility study by the Lungitude Foundation for a transplant centre of excellence?
WESTERN METROPOLITAN REGION
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) (15:52): My question this afternoon is for the Minister for
Education. I have received a letter from Geoff Davis, president of the Saltwater P–9 College school
council. His letter on behalf of the school council reads in part:
We are currently fielding a large number of questions from concerned parents of the school with children
currently enrolled, and from the broader community. The main concern is that Grade 7 will not be ready to
commence in 2020.
…
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There are currently 35 students enrolled in Grade 6 at Saltwater P–9 College, who will be caused unnecessary
hardship if forced to move to another school—their 3rd in as many years. Parents of our Grade 6 students are
becoming increasingly anxious, without certainty and stability for their children in 2020.
…
We have recently (in the last day or two) received verbal notice from the Department of Education, that Year 7
is unlikely to proceed.

This, as you could imagine, has caused a great deal of distress and anxiety for parents in the
community. Minister, will you intervene to alleviate the previously mentioned anxiety in the Saltwater
P–9 College community and ensure that grade 7 goes ahead in 2020?
SOUTHERN METROPOLITAN REGION
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (15:53): My question is to the Minister for Roads,
Minister Pulford, and it relates to a disused gantry adjacent to 136 Punt Road, Windsor, southbound
near the corner of Andrew Street. It is damaged and it has been there for quite some time. In recent
months we have seen a number of gantries unfortunately falling on the Tullamarine Freeway. We had
one fall in January and another one in February. Thankfully nobody was seriously hurt, but they are
terrifying situations when those gantries fall on such busy roads. This gantry, which as I said is
damaged, has been in situ and not in use for quite some time. It serves no purpose. The question I ask
is: will the minister ask VicRoads to investigate and ask that the gantry that is no longer being used be
removed?
SOUTHERN METROPOLITAN REGION
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (15:55): My question is for the
Minister for Transport Infrastructure and relates to the Toorak Road level crossing removal. On
24 April in the evening at the Malvern town hall there was a huge public meeting. Well over 200,
nearly 300—
Ms Crozier interjected.
Mr DAVIS: You think it was more than that? I do not know. It was a very large meeting in any
event. You were there, Ms Crozier, and so was the Leader of the Opposition and the Kooyong
underground people led by Marni Morrow. I was pleased also to attend. The meeting unanimously
passed a resolution that said it ‘supports in principle the removal of the rail crossing at Toorak Road,
Kooyong, but rejects the current Andrews Labor government plan to build an elevated rail and insists
upon a rail-under-road solution’. That was a large public meeting, and it was a clear message to the
government. I ask the minister: will she reconsider her proposed model and examine a rail-under-road
solution as asked for by hundreds of local residents?
WESTERN VICTORIA REGION
Mr GRIMLEY (Western Victoria) (15:56): My constituency question is for the health minister,
the Honourable Jenny Mikakos. Recently my office met with the Victorian Oral Health Alliance.
Access to affordable dental care determines the overall health of communities; however, the Western
Victoria Region currently hosts some of the longest waiting times for public dental care. There are
currently over 36 000 adults and children awaiting urgent and preventative dental care in western
Victoria. My question is: is the health minister able to highlight the steps that the Andrews government
is taking in order to reduce waiting times for public dental care in western Victoria?
Ms Lovell: On a point of order, President, I just wanted to raise a point of order around a
constituency question that I raised with the Minister for Public Transport on 6 March. It was to do with
a specific railway crossing in my electorate that is dangerous. The response that I received from the
minister was just referring me to a website about a statewide program that that particular crossing is
not part of. Constituency questions have to be about an issue that is specific to an electorate, and they
cannot be about a statewide program. Presiding Officers have been explicit about this before.
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Therefore I consider that the answers ought to be the same—they should be specific to the matter
raised and not about a statewide program.
President, in conversations with you, you indicated that perhaps you do not have the power to
encourage ministers to be responsive to questions. If you do not have that power to encourage ministers
to be responsive, perhaps we could refer this to the Procedure Committee for a change to standing
orders to require the answers to meet the same criteria as a constituency question.
The PRESIDENT: Thank you, Ms Lovell. You are correct. There is nothing in the standing orders
that says I can determine that an answer to a constituency question be redone by that particular
minister. We do have a Procedure Committee meeting I think tomorrow or Thursday, and you being
a member, we will have general business time, and I am happy for you to bring that up then.
Petitions
Following petition presented to house:
BILLS STREET, HAWTHORN, REDEVELOPMENT
To the Honourable the President and members of the Legislative Council assembled in Parliament:
We, the undersigned Citizens of Victoria, call on the Legislative Council of Victoria to note:
•

The Victorian Government is intending to intensely redevelop the Bills Street public housing estate
and likely allow redevelopment of surrounding areas including the University of Melbourne
campus site with high rise, high density buildings that would not be in keeping with the area.

We therefore call upon the Andrews Labor Government to rethink its approach and instead ensure that:
•

Boroondara City Council remains the responsible authority for planning decisions relating to both
the Bills Street public housing estate and neighbouring University of Melbourne sites;

•

a two to three storey height limit applies to both sites; and

•

both sites are redeveloped incorporating a sensible component of new public housing, not sold off
to private developers to realise super profits from the sale of public land for the State Government
and University of Melbourne.

By Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) (128 signatures)
Laid on table.
Committees
PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES COMMITTEE
Report on the Appointment of a Person to Conduct the Financial Audit of the Victorian
Auditor-General’s Office
Mr DALIDAKIS (Southern Metropolitan) (15:59): Pursuant to section 35 of the Parliamentary
Committees Act 2003, I lay on the table the report on the appointment of a person to conduct the
financial audit of the Victorian Auditor-General’s Office from the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee, including an appendix. I move:
That the report be published.

Motion agreed to.
Mr DALIDAKIS: I move:
That the Council take note of the report.

The report is relatively perfunctory. I will not take up time in relation to this in the chamber other than
to say that of course this is a process that PAEC has undertaken to enable the committee to perform
its duties in relation to the oversight of the Auditor-General’s office. This is nothing more than simply,
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as I outlined at the beginning, the appointment of a person to conduct a financial audit of the Victorian
Auditor-General’s Office. There is nothing more, nothing less. With that, I will be brief.
Motion agreed to.
SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND REGULATIONS COMMITTEE
Alert Digest No. 5
Mr GEPP (Northern Victoria) (16:01): Pursuant to section 35 of the Parliamentary Committees
Act 2003, I lay on the table Alert Digest No. 5 of 2019 from the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee, including appendices. I move:
That the report be published.

Motion agreed to.
Papers
PARLIAMENTARY BUDGET OFFICE
Report of PBO Operations for the 2018 Victorian General Election
Mr DALIDAKIS (Southern Metropolitan) (16:01): Pursuant to section 27 of the Parliamentary
Budget Officer Act 2017, I lay on the table the Report of PBO Operations for the 2018 Victorian
General Election from the Parliamentary Budget Office. I move:
That the report be published.

Motion agreed to.
OMBUDSMAN
Fines Victoria Complaints
The Clerk: Pursuant to section 25AA(4)(c) of the Ombudsman Act 1973, I lay on the table a copy
of the Ombudsman’s report titled Fines Victoria Complaints of April 2019.
PAPERS
Tabled by Clerk:
Land Acquisition and Compensation Act 1986—Certification pursuant to section 7(1)(c) of the Act to not
require the service of a notice of intention to acquire land.
Planning and Environment Act 1987—Notices of Approval of the following amendments to planning
schemes—
Ararat, Ballarat, Golden Plains, Hepburn, Hindmarsh, Horsham, Moorabool, Northern Grampians,
Pyrenees, West Wimmera and Yarriambiack Planning Schemes—Amendment GC122.
Bayside Planning Scheme—Amendment C150.
Boroondara Planning Scheme—Amendment C309.
Brimbank Planning Scheme—Amendment C205.
Casey and Hume Planning Schemes—Amendment GC120.
Casey Planning Scheme—Amendment C204.
Knox Planning Scheme—Amendments C164 and 172.
Melbourne Planning Scheme—Amendments C298, C347 and C351.
Mildura Planning Scheme—Amendment C100 (Part 2).
Mitchell Planning Scheme—Amendment C123.
Mornington Peninsula Planning Scheme—Amendments C216 and C251.
Southern Grampians Planning Scheme—Amendment C51.
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Stonnington Planning Scheme—Amendment C283.
Surf Coast Planning Scheme—Amendment C120.
Victoria Planning Provisions—Amendments VC156 and VC157.
Whittlesea Planning Scheme—Amendments C217 and C223.
Wodonga Planning Scheme—Amendment C121.
Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament—
Corrections Act 1986—No. 27.
County Court Act 1958—Nos. 28 and 29.
Electricity Safety Act 1998—No. 17.
Fines Reform Act 2014—No. 16.
Freedom of Information Act 1982—No. 25.
Magistrates’ Court Act 1989—No. 24.
Members of Parliament (Standards) Act 1978—No. 23.
Supreme Court Act 1986—Nos. 19 to 21.
Transport (Compliance and Miscellaneous) Act 1983—No. 22.
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 1998—No. 18.
Victorian Independent Remuneration Tribunal and Improving Parliamentary Standards Act 2019—
No. 26.
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994—
Documents under section 15 in respect of Statutory Rules Nos. 2, 15 to 25, 28 and 29.
Legislative Instruments and related documents under section 16B in respect of—
Gambling Regulation Act 2003—Notice of 21 March 2019 fixing the value of gaming machine
supervision charge for venue operators for 2017–18 under section 3.6.5A of the Act.
National Electricity (Victoria) Act 2005—
Ministerial Order of 8 October 2018 for the modification of new Chapter 7—Metering
installation components.
Ministerial Order of 17 February 2019 for the modification of Chapter 7 of the National
Electricity Rules.

Proclamations of the Governor in Council fixing operative dates in respect of the following Acts:
Justice Legislation Amendment (Access to Justice) Act 2018—Remaining Provisions of Part 6—12 April
2019 (Gazette No. S135, 9 April 2019).
Justice Legislation Amendment (Family Violence Protection and Other Matters) Act 2018—Sections 15, 19,
23, 32 to 34, Parts 2 and 5 (other than sections 72 to 75) and Division 1 of Part 4—29 March 2019 (Gazette
No. S114, 26 March 2019).
Residential Tenancies Amendment Act 2018—Part 1, Sections 5(6), 123, 124 and 235 and Division 1 of
Part 17—3 April 2019 (Gazette No. S128, 2 April 2019).

Proclamation of the Lieutenant-Governor in Council fixing an operative date in respect of the
following Act:
Domestic Animals Amendment (Puppy Farms and Pet Shops) Act 2017—Section 109—1 May 2019—
Sections 100, 104 and 108—3 June 2019 (Gazette No. S145, 16 April 2019).

Business of the house
NOTICES OF MOTION
Notices given.
NOTICES OF INTENTION TO MAKE STATEMENTS
Notices given.
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Committees
ECONOMY AND INFRASTRUCTURE COMMITTEE
Membership
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (16:11): I move, by leave:
That Ms Bath be a participating member of the Standing Committee on the Economy and Infrastructure.

Motion agreed to.
Business of the house
GENERAL BUSINESS
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (16:11): I move, by leave:
That precedence be given to the following general business on Wednesday, 1 May 2019:
(1) notice of motion 61 standing in the name of Ms Bath referring a matter to the Economy and
Infrastructure Committee relating to on-farm animal activist activity;
(2) the notice of motion given this day by Mr Davis relating to the production of certain documents relating
to GJK Facility Services;
(3) the notice of motion given this day by Mr Hayes in relation to a local planning policy framework; and
(4) the notice of motion given this day by Mr Grimley in relation to a presumptive compensation scheme
for emergency service workers.

Motion agreed to.
Committees
ELECTORAL MATTERS COMMITTEE
Membership
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan—Leader of the Government, Special Minister of
State, Minister for Priority Precincts, Minister for Aboriginal Affairs) (16:12): I move, by leave:
That Mr Atkinson, Mrs McArthur, Mr Meddick, Mr Melhem, Ms Lovell and Mr Quilty be members of the
Electoral Matters Committee.

Motion agreed to.
Members statements
JENI MATHIESON
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) (16:13): I wish to acknowledge the sad passing of one of
Cardinia shire’s most remarkable community workers, Ms Jeni Mathieson. Jeni worked tirelessly for
many years with the amazing organisation 4Cs, established by the four Christian churches many years
ago. A former Cardinia shire Citizen of the Year in 2012, Jeni was acknowledged in the local media
by another well-known local, Mr Jack Mitchell, who described her as a totally selfless community
worker, a terrific provider for the community and a very down-to-earth Christian woman. Jeni was a
remarkable person who always opened her door for people in need and who always had food, clothing
and shelter for anyone in the Cardinia shire who was in need of those essentials. She was a wonderful
person. She will be greatly missed, and I pass on my condolences to her family and friends.
GOVERNMENT ADVERTISING
Mr O’DONOHUE: For the Andrews government to spend $1 million or possibly more to
advertise in the lead-up to the federal election about obtaining federal government grants is an absolute
disgrace, and it can only be concluded that it is blatant political advertising. The fact that the
government advertised on Good Friday and Easter Sunday, when there was a campaign blackout,
shows absolute contempt for Victorians and taxpayers.
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FALL OF SAIGON COMMEMORATION
Dr KIEU (South Eastern Metropolitan) (16:14): On this day, 30 April, exactly 44 years ago in
1975, the world witnessed the fall of Saigon, ending the Vietnam War, which caused the deaths of
more than 1.3 million Vietnamese soldiers, both north and south. Two million civilians also perished in
the conflict. Altogether the casualties represented 12 per cent of the entire population of Vietnam at the
time. The sacrifice of the allied troops was also significant, including the casualties of 521 Australians.
That day in April 1975 also marked the beginning of one of the darkest chapters in Vietnam’s
4000-year history. One million people were sent to re-education camps for years, among whom
165 000 detainees perished by way of hunger, disease and hard labour. Their families at home were
not spared either. Their basic rights were denied and their houses taken away. Out of despair and
desperation 1.5 million Vietnamese tried to flee the country by whatever means they could. ‘If the
lampposts could walk, they would have left’, observed a heartbreaking saying. Hundreds of thousands
of boat people did not survive, as their leaky wooden ships were ill-prepared for the high seas, ill-prepared
for the stormy weather and defenceless against the murderous pirates. In their most distressed and
hopeless moments humanity somehow prevailed. The boat people were accepted into some countries.
That was the cause for and origin of 300 000 Vietnamese Australians around the country today, of
which about one-third call Victoria home. Australia has given us so much but asked for so little in
return. For that we are eternally grateful. In Vietnamese:
Người Việt tỵ nạn chúng tôi mang ơn nước Úc.

ADANI COALMINE
Dr RATNAM (Northern Metropolitan) (16:16): I had the great privilege during the Easter break
to join the incredible convoy of people journeying from Hobart to Queensland to raise awareness and
stop the Adani coalmine from going ahead. The Stop Adani convoy is being led by former Greens
leader and chief inspirer Bob Brown.
What began as a convoy of approximately 80 cars leaving Hobart steadily grew as the convoy made
its way up the east coast. From Melbourne to Mullumbimby, Coffs Harbour to Clermont, the numbers
and resolve of those on the convoy just keep getting stronger. People from all walks of life—people
who were not members of political parties and many who had never participated in a protest like this
before—ordinary people put their lives on hold to take part in the convoy because they did not feel
like they could be bystanders anymore. That is because they are on the mission of a lifetime. These
good, peace-loving folks are giving up their time and energy to help save the planet from a climate
catastrophe. In the context of a rapidly warming climate—a climate emergency—this coalmine just
cannot go ahead. Opening up the Galilee Basin to coalmining and fracking northern Australia for gas
condemn our future generations and life on this planet as we know it to irreversible devastation.
Weeks ago hundreds of thousands of students went on strike for stronger climate action around the
world. They do so every Friday and will be gathering again this Friday to make their voices heard.
Hundreds of convoyers are now making their way to a big rally in Canberra on Sunday. These people
are the heroes of the future. This is a powerful journey and one that is not over yet, because we will
not stop until we stop that big Adani coalmine.
FEDERAL ELECTION
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) (16:18): I know the Labor Party has little support in regional
Victoria, but a recent email request I received from the Labor candidate for Nicholls took things a bit
far. The candidate’s campaign worker emailed me asking for my help manning pre-poll and a booth
on polling day. We know that the Labor Party will do anything to win government, including
attempting to recruit Liberal MPs to help their cause. Instead I will be assisting our Liberal candidate
in Indi, Steve Martin, to see him elected to the federal Parliament and also our Liberal candidate in
McEwen, Phil Fusco, to unseat Labor’s Rob Mitchell.
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BARMAH NATIONAL PARK BRUMBIES
Ms LOVELL: I stand with the Barmah Brumby Preservation Group and animal lovers everywhere
in condemning in the strongest possible way the plans of Parks Victoria to eradicate the wild brumbies
from the Barmah National Park. The Andrews Labor government and Parks Victoria mistakenly
believe there are more than 500 brumbies currently occupying the park, when the locals estimate the
correct number to be around 150 horses. The government should immediately abandon plans to
destroy the national treasure that is the Barmah brumby.
NORTHERN VICTORIA REGION CRIME
Ms LOVELL: We all know the crime rate has risen dramatically since the election of the Andrews
Labor government, and this past Easter period saw an example of another brazen crime in my
electorate of Northern Victoria Region. Offenders broke into the CFA district 18 headquarters in Swan
Hill and stole two CFA vehicles, a disgusting theft from a great organisation that protects communities.
Here’s hoping for a quick arrest by local police and for an appropriate punishment for this offensive
crime.
HOLI FESTIVAL
Ms VAGHELA (Western Metropolitan) (16:19): As most of you would know, Holi was celebrated
all across the world this April. Holi is a festival of colours which is as old as time. It originated in the
Indian subcontinent. In India Holi marks the arrival of spring and colours; however, in our beautiful
country of Australia we welcomed autumn. This did not stop thousands of people attending Holi
celebrations in Victoria and keeping the positive spirits alive.
I saw the picture of the President on Facebook, and it looked like he also enjoyed his time at the Holi
festival. I had the pleasure of taking part in many Holi celebrations across the state including many in
my electorate of Western Metropolitan Region. At the Sri Durga Temple Holi I shared the stage with
Minister Marlene Kairouz; our parliamentary colleague Steve McGhie, the member for Melton; and
Cr Bob Turner, the mayor of Melton; as well as other local councillors. At Shri Shiva Vishnu Temple
Holi celebrations I was joined by our Premier Daniel Andrews and Minister Luke Donnellan, together
with my parliamentary colleagues Sonia Kilkenny and Pauline Richards. I also had a chance to attend
the Holi celebrations in Tarneit, Point Cook and Williams Landing.
These celebrations are an excellent example of Victoria’s rich diversity and they are a great way of
bringing our community together to embrace our multiculturalism. To all who participated, I
commend you all for participating in such events wholeheartedly. I hope that Holi brings positive
energy into your lives and the lives of our residents in Western Metropolitan Region.
MARK WEST FOUNDATION
Mr GRIMLEY (Western Victoria) (16:21): I rise today to congratulate and encourage a local
Geelong charity, the Mark West Foundation. Over 100 kids annually are given an opportunity to play
sport in circumstances where they otherwise may not have been able to. They may be struggling
financially, they may have had parents or family members pass away or they may have been through
horrible incidents which have left them unmotivated and disinterested.
I had the pleasure of meeting Mark’s brother Paul and Mark’s childhood best friend and now
foundation board member Tom Harriott. Their enthusiasm for creating equality in Geelong is
incredible. The motivation behind the five-year-old charity is not just to give a pair of brand-new footy
boots to and pay registration for each child, but to encourage kids to be part of the community,
surrounded by support, and to play sport, which we all know has endless positive effects on us,
especially young people.
Paul is carrying on his brother’s legacy after a freak on-field footy accident on Anzac Day 1998, which
killed him instantly in a tackle whilst playing for the Newtown and Chilwell Football Club. Over
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25 per cent of the sponsorship recipients are now female—a testament to the great work being done
by community sports leaders to encourage young ladies to give footy a go. Last year three of the best
and fairest winners in junior sides in the Geelong region were sponsorship recipients.
Congratulations to Paul, Tom and Mark’s family and friends. I look forward to being updated on your
next milestones and to doing whatever I can to ensure the continuation of the thriving Mark West
Foundation.
FEDERAL ELECTION
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) (16:22): Wherever I have gone over recent weeks people have
asked me the same question: just how arrogant and how corrupt is the Andrews government? I have
to tell them that I am not at all sure. Every time this government reaches what I regard as the peak of
either, it goes out of its way to reach new heights.
It should not surprise anyone that a government which came to office by ripping off the taxpayer and
blowing over $1 million in public money in arguably the most outrageous cover-up attempt in this
state’s history is at it again. We knew Daniel Andrews owed Bill Shorten big time after the Premier’s
ham-fisted attempts to bully volunteer firefighters cost Labor government at the last federal election,
but little did anyone think the poor old Victorian taxpayer would be forced to foot the bill.
There is general disgust across this state at the unprincipled, indeed corrupt, decision of the
government to run a multimillion-dollar campaign supporting the federal ALP in the lead-up to
18 May—all paid for by the Victorian people. It is an act of a despotic government that has no respect
for the taxpayers of Victoria. In fact it is the act of a government that has no shame. Add to that the
further unprecedented decision to postpone the state budget until after the federal election. What
enormous contempt for the people who gave Daniel Andrews the high honour of being Premier of
Victoria. As far as this government is concerned, Bill Shorten’s electoral prospects are far more
important than the welfare of Victorian families. Victorians deserve better.
NORTHERN HOSPITAL
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) (16:24): As a result of an adjournment matter I raised,
on the morning of 27 March I attended with Minister Mikakos the opening of the new intensive care
unit at the Northern Hospital in Epping. Also in attendance were several of my parliamentary
colleagues. Later we were treated to a tour of the new facility. It was evident that this is a great addition
to our northern suburbs hospital, and it will no doubt be utilised by patients for many years to come.
EGYPTIAN CULTURAL ASSOCIATION OF VICTORIA
Mr ELASMAR: On another matter, it was with great pleasure that I attended on 3 April a unique
event on behalf of Minister Richard Wynne at Northcote town hall in my electorate. The occasion was
the 10th anniversary of the Egyptian Cultural Association of Victoria. I was very impressed by the
energy and professionalism of the wonderful dance troupe and musicians who entertained us and
performed traditional Arabic music for the invited guests.
SHEIKH AMINE GEMAYEL
Mr ELASMAR: On another matter, on 7 April I was proud to represent our Premier, the
Honourable Daniel Andrews, and the Minister for Multicultural Affairs, the Honourable Richard
Wynne, at a special event held in honour of the visit to Australia of the former President of Lebanon,
His Excellency Sheikh Amine Gemayel, and his wife, Joyce. It was an extremely enjoyable evening,
and I was fortunate and very happy to meet and talk to such a distinguished and intellectual son of
Lebanon.
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BARANDUDA FIELDS
Mr QUILTY (Northern Victoria) (16:26): Something is rotten in Wodonga. Last week the
Nationals’ federal Minister for Sport, Bridget McKenzie, announced $10 million in federal funding
for the new Baranduda Fields sporting complex, south-east of Wodonga. Most of the area surrounding
the proposed sporting ground is undeveloped farmland. The project is being started many years ahead
of schedule and ahead of need. So I am left wondering: who benefits?
Well, I have an idea. The land surrounding the project is owned by property developers—developers
who are supporting the campaign of former Wodonga mayor and now Nationals candidate, Mark
Byatt, including with significant financial contributions. If you do not know who Mark Byatt is, you
can find his photo plastered across Wodonga on land owned by these same property developers. He is
tied closely to Wodonga council’s past misdeeds. The current mayor, by her own admission, has been
lobbying long and hard for this project, without telling councillors and without it being a Wodonga
council priority. This is Wodonga business as usual—benefits for the insiders.
Baranduda Fields will be a great thing for Wodonga 15 years down the track, when it is needed.
However, building the complex now benefits property developers at the expense of ratepayers and
taxpayers. Like so many things Wodonga council touches, this stinks.
GLENFERRIE ROAD, KOOYONG, LEVEL CROSSING
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (16:27): My statement today
relates to the level crossing at Glenferrie Road. I was pleased to join Josh Frydenberg there for an
announcement of $260 million of federal money—money to put a rail-under-road crossing at that
point in Kooyong, in stark contrast to the state government’s plan to put a sky rail at a nearby crossing
at Toorak Road. I think the state government should rethink that option and look to do rail-under-road
to match the Glenferrie Road commitment of the federal government. Let us be quite clear here too:
this also included money for the Madden Grove study or business case, and a focus on Tooronga Road
as well. All of these crossings will in time need to be done. I also make the point that the Public
Transport Users Association has pointed out that this is a high crossing cost, but the minister thought
fit to try and support her bizarre federal colleagues by putting out a release saying that it was not
properly costed, despite it being amongst—
Members interjecting.
Mr DAVIS: She will not release any of these costings for these level crossings. She has hidden
them all, including before the last state election. But let us go further. We also had input from Kristina
Keneally—famous with Eddie Obeid and Joe Tripodi and co. We do not need interventions and
commentary from interstate about crossings in Victoria. What we would rather see— (Time expired)
PILL TESTING
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) (16:29): On Saturday I had the privilege to travel to
Canberra to take a tour of the second pill testing facility run by Pill Testing Australia at Groovin the
Moo festival. It was again overwhelmingly successful by any measure. More than 230 festival goers
used the pill testing service, and seven people, after being told that their drugs contained the dangerous
substance ethylpentalone, dumped their pills in amnesty bins provided.
But most importantly they had a health intervention and they had health professionals talking to them
about the risks of drug use at a time when these young people were about to take a drug.
Gino Vumbuca and Dr David Caldicott from Pill Testing Australia said the trial achieved everything
it set out to do. Mr Vumbuca said:
We helped reduce drug-related harm by giving young people access to a medical service they would not have
had otherwise … it’s our responsibility to do everything possible to keep our kids safe.
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And he is right. The simple truth is that it is just time to take practical evidence-based steps to make
parties and festivals safer for young people—and pill testing does that.
This is the second time this trial has been conducted at the festival and I pay tribute to ACT Chief
Minister Andrew Barr and his government for allowing the trial to happen. In fact—and this is
something the Premier and this government should know, and I suspect they do—the ACT pill testing
trial did not require legislation for it to happen. (Time expired)
DOUG PHILLIPS
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria—Minister for Training and Skills, Minister for Higher
Education) (16:30): I rise today to acknowledge with great sadness the recent passing of Doug Phillips
of Portland and offer my condolences to Doug’s wife Helen and children, Lachlan and Brianna.
Doug devoted untold hours, over decades, to environmental activism, protecting forests, waterways
and natural areas of south-west Victoria. As campaign officer with the Portland Field Naturalists Club,
Doug helped to ensure biodiversity protection within the western regional forest agreement, and
played a pivotal role in establishing the Cobboboonee National Park and its adjoining forest park.
Doug spent much of his time ensuring that significant natural values of south-west forests were known
and recognised, involving many day and night hours surveying native birds and animals, including
owls and bats and other nocturnal fauna. He also established effective alliances with broader-based
environmental groups such as Environment Victoria, the Wilderness Society, Friends of the Earth, and
the Gunditj Mirring traditional owners.
Doug’s extensive lobbying for south-west forests brought him to the attention of then Premier Bracks
and environment minister Thwaites, and it was a highlight of his endeavours that the Premier and
minister chose the Surrey River picnic ground in 2006 to announce their environment policy, including
the establishment of the Cobboboonee National Park. Doug served as director of the Glenelg Hopkins
Catchment Management Authority and for 18 years as a field officer with Greening Australia. During
that time Doug was personally responsible for planting 4 million indigenous trees, shrubs and grasses
in his beloved south-west landscape. Doug received the Pride of Australia Medal in 2008 for his
outstanding contribution to the environment. Although Doug’s life has ended, his legacy of an
improved, better-protected forest conservation network in south-west Victoria will be appreciated
forever. Vale, Doug Phillips.
Business of the house
ORDERS OF THE DAY
Ms STITT (Western Metropolitan) (16:32): I move:
That the consideration of order of the day 1, for the resumption of debate on the motion for the address-inreply to the speech of the Governor, be postponed until later this day.

Motion agreed to.
NOTICES OF MOTION
Ms STITT (Western Metropolitan) (16:33): I move:
That the consideration of notices of motion, government business, 10 to 31, be postponed until later this day.

Motion agreed to.
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PARLIAMENTARY INTEGRITY ADVISER
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan—Leader of the Government, Special Minister of
State, Minister for Priority Precincts, Minister for Aboriginal Affairs) (16:33): I move:
That this house establishes the position of Parliamentary Integrity Adviser in accordance with the following
terms:
(1) Provision of advice
(a) The Parliamentary Integrity Adviser is to advise any member of Parliament, including former
members of Parliament, when asked to do so by that member, on ethical issues and integrity matters
concerning the exercise of his or her role as a member of Parliament.
(b) The Parliamentary Integrity Adviser’s advice may be sought on a range of parliamentary matters
including, but not limited to, the application of any legislation or other guidelines adopted by
Parliament that are relevant to members in their capacity as members of Parliament, the use of
members’ entitlements and declaration of potential conflicts of interest.
(c) Any advice given by the Parliamentary Integrity Adviser should be consistent with legislation,
regulations and any other rules or guidelines adopted by Parliament, but must not constitute legal
advice.
(2) Education and training
(a) The Parliamentary Integrity Adviser is to provide periodic education and training to members of
Parliament about ethical issues and integrity matters concerning, but not limited to, the functions,
roles, powers, and responsibilities of members of Parliament.
(b) The Parliamentary Integrity Adviser must provide—
(i)

training to new members of Parliament at the start of each Parliament;

(ii) training to new members of Parliament who are elected at a by-election or appointed to fill a
casual vacancy; and
(iii) training on any amendments or changes to the parliamentary standards and integrity system.
(3) Records
(a) The Parliamentary Integrity Adviser is required to keep, for the duration of his or her tenure, a
record of all advice given, including any supporting material and information upon which the
advice is based.
(b) Subject to (3)(e)(ii), the Parliamentary Integrity Adviser must not divulge, to any person, entity or
committee of either house, other than the person who requested the advice—
(i)

any information provided to him or her in the course of his or her duties under this resolution;

(ii) the content or details of any advice given in accordance with this resolution;
—unless the person who requested the advice has given express permission for such information
and/or advice to be made public.
(c) The Parliamentary Integrity Adviser must not comply with any order for the production of records
by either house relating to advice given by the Parliamentary Integrity Adviser unless the person
who requested the advice—
(i)

is a member or former member of the house that made the order; and

(ii) in the case of advice given under (1)(a)–(c), has sought to rely on the advice for any reason;
and
(iii) has given express permission for the records to be released to the relevant house.
(d) Subject to 3(e), if the Parliamentary Integrity Adviser considers that the confidential advice
provided to a member or former member has been publicly misrepresented, the Parliamentary
Integrity Adviser may release a statement to correct the misrepresentation.
(e) In releasing a statement under (3)(d), the Parliamentary Integrity Adviser—
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must not publicise the advice provided unless the person who requested the advice has given
express permission for it to be made public; or

(ii) if the person who requested the advice refuses permission for it to be made public, may release
the advice to the Privileges Committee of the relevant house if that committee makes a request
as part of a related inquiry connected to that person.
(4) Reporting
(a) At least once every 12 months, the Parliamentary Integrity Adviser will meet jointly with the
privileges committees of the Assembly and the Council to discuss matters relevant to and issues
arising from the operation and application of the parliamentary standards framework.
(b) The Parliamentary Integrity Adviser must, every 12 months, report to the Parliament on—
(i)

advisory functions including—
(A) the number of ethical matters raised during the reporting period;
(B) the number of members and former members who sought advice during the reporting
period;
(C) the number of times advice was given during the reporting period; and
(D) the amount of time spent in the course of performing duties under the terms of this
resolution during the reporting period; and

(ii) education functions including—
(A) the number of training sessions provided during the reporting period, and the number of
members who attended each training session; and
(B) a brief description of the content of training sessions and any other training provided
during the reporting period.
(c) The Parliamentary Integrity Adviser may, at his or her discretion, report to the Parliament from
time to time on—
(i)

any issues with the parliamentary standards framework arising from requests for ethics or
integrity advice, including suggested proposals to address such issues;

(ii) the provision of guidance to members of Parliament on particular issues, including publication
of de-identified case studies in order to educate members on their obligations;
(iii) any other matter the Parliamentary Integrity Adviser considers appropriate.
(d) A report of the Parliamentary Integrity Adviser under (4)(b) or (4)(c)—
(i)

will be tabled in each house; and

(ii) must not divulge or cause to be divulged the identity of any person who has requested advice
in accordance with this resolution.
(e) A house or committee of the Parliament cannot—
(i)

refer a matter to the Parliamentary Integrity Adviser;

(ii) require the Parliamentary Integrity Adviser to report on the conduct of a specific member or
former member, or a specified group of members and/or former members, of Parliament; or
(iii) require the Parliamentary Integrity Adviser to investigate any allegations of misconduct.
(5) Appointment, resignation and removal
(a) A person will be appointed by resolution of the Council and the Assembly, on the joint
recommendation of the privileges committees of the Council and the Assembly in accordance with
(5)(c), as Parliamentary Integrity Adviser.
(b) An appointment under (5)(a) must—
(i)

subject to (5)(b)(iii), be made whenever the position becomes vacant; and

(ii) be for a period that terminates on the day that is four months after the general election that is
held immediately following the Parliament during which the appointment is made; and
(iii) in the case of the first appointment of the Parliamentary Integrity Adviser, be made within
four months after this resolution has been agreed to by both houses.
(c) Prior to a resolution under (5)(a), a joint report of the privileges committees of the Council and the
Assembly will be tabled in each house specifying—
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a person recommended for appointment as Parliamentary Integrity Adviser; and

(ii) the terms and conditions of appointment of the Parliamentary Integrity Adviser, including any
remuneration, as agreed in consultation with the Speaker and the President.
(d) If, within three months of the position becoming vacant, the privileges committees of the Council
and the Assembly fail to report under (5)(c), a joint sitting of Parliament in accordance with JSO 22
will be held to appoint a person as Parliamentary Integrity Adviser on the terms and conditions,
including any remuneration, agreed by the Speaker and the President.
(e) The Parliamentary Integrity Adviser may engage in any outside employment that does not conflict
with his or her role as Parliamentary Integrity Adviser.
(f)

The Parliamentary Integrity Adviser may resign in writing to the President and the Speaker.

(g) The Parliamentary Integrity Adviser may be removed from office by resolution of the Council and
the Assembly for—
(i)

insolvency; or

(ii) proven misbehaviour; or
(iii) mental incapacity.
(h) Prior to a resolution under (5)(g), the privileges committees of the Council and the Assembly must
meet and confer jointly on the alleged grounds for removal and, if the grounds are found to be
valid, make a joint recommendation to Parliament that the Parliamentary Integrity Adviser be
removed from office.
(i)

A joint recommendation under (5)(h) will—
(i)

be tabled in each house; and

(ii) include the reasons for the recommendation unless the privileges committees agree that it
would be contrary to the public interest to do so.
(j)

The Parliamentary Integrity Adviser may be suspended from office whilst any alleged grounds for
removal from office are dealt with under the terms of this resolution.

(6) Review
The privileges committees of the Council and the Assembly must, in the final year of each Parliament—
(a) cause a joint review to be made of the operation of this resolution; and
(b) table a report of the review in each house before the expiration of the Assembly under section 38
of the Constitution Act 1975.
(7) Privileges Committee
(a) The Privileges Committee of this house is authorised and required to meet and confer jointly with
the Privileges Committee of the other house for the purposes of exercising its role, functions and
powers in accordance with the terms of this resolution.
(b) The provisions relating to the role, functions and powers of the Privileges Committee under the
terms of this resolution constitute a standing reference to the committee for the Parliament during
which its members are appointed until the dissolution or other lawful determination of the
Assembly.
(c) For the purposes of joint meetings of the privileges committees of the Council and the Assembly
under the terms of this resolution—
(i)

the chair of the Assembly Privileges Committee and the chair of the Council Privileges
Committee are joint chairs; and

(ii) meetings shall be chaired by the joint chairs on an alternating basis; and
(iii) a joint chair shall take the chair whenever the other joint chair is not present; and
(iv) every committee member shall have a deliberative vote only; and
(v) the standing orders of the Assembly shall otherwise apply insofar as they are not inconsistent
with the terms of this resolution.
This resolution shall continue in force unless and until it is amended or rescinded by a resolution of the Council
and the Assembly in this or a subsequent Parliament.
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For Hansard, the permanent record, and indeed for the benefit of the chamber at this minute, I wish to
draw to the attention of the house that I am moving notice of motion 57 in my name, which establishes
the position of the Parliamentary Integrity Adviser and goes on to outline a number of provisions and
ways in which the Parliamentary Integrity Adviser would acquit their responsibility and how this
would relate to the Parliament.
I will not mount an argument or relate the history of why this is before the Parliament today, save to
say that this is a matter that I have been very keen for the Parliament to deal with for the last two years,
and now that we have passed the remuneration tribunal piece of legislation and the provisions of that
act, there are a number of enforcement provisions and standards that will be assessed and complied
with by the Parliamentary Integrity Adviser, so we now have a statutory basis on which we can assess
the effectiveness of this role. I commend the motion to the house.
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) (16:34): I thank Minister Jennings for that very brief
summary. As he alluded to, there is quite some history to the debating of this motion and it is grounded
in the remuneration tribunal legislation that passed this house some time ago. Clearly the appointment
of a Parliamentary Integrity Adviser is a very important step for the Parliament to make. The motion,
with the forbearance of the house and the Presiding Officer, does go into considerable detail about the
role of the Parliamentary Integrity Adviser, about how that adviser can provide advice, education and
training to members, details of the record keeping that is required, the confidentiality in seeking advice
and the reporting requirements that at least once every 12 months the adviser must meet jointly with
the privileges committees of the Assembly and the Council to discuss matters relevant to and issues
arising from the operation and application of the standards framework and once every 12 months also
report to the Parliament. Section 5 of Mr Jennings’s motion deals with the appointment, resignation
and removal of that adviser. The motion also details the review process that must be undertaken by
the privileges committees of the Council and the Assembly.
The opposition supports this motion. As Mr Jennings said, given that the relevant legislation has now
passed it is appropriate and timely that we consider and, the opposition hopes, pass this motion.
Dr RATNAM (Northern Metropolitan) (16:36): I rise to speak on the motion to establish a
Parliamentary Integrity Adviser. The Greens will be supporting this motion. We see it as another piece
of much-needed reform to improve the integrity of this Parliament—reform that has been a long time
coming and reform that is sorely needed. I will not go over the numerous entitlement scandals the
Parliament saw in the last term. Suffice to say they seemed to be enough to get the government to act
and to implement a number of important changes that the Greens have supported. The independent
remuneration tribunal bringing the code of conduct for MPs into the 21st century and establishing a
compliance officer to oversee MP entitlements are all welcome reforms.
While we will be supporting this motion and will welcome the Parliamentary Integrity Adviser when
they start, the Special Minister of State and I have already agreed to disagree in this chamber on the
best way forward. The Greens continue to believe that our proposal for an independent parliamentary
standards commissioner is the better option. I proposed amendments to the independent remuneration
tribunal bill to establish an independent parliamentary standards commissioner through legislation,
making it a permanent fixture for all MPs into the future, not requiring the next Parliament to reestablish the integrity adviser—or not, as the case may be, as is contained in this motion. We also
believe that the compliance regime implemented by the government is too fractured and that our
proposal for an independent parliamentary standards commissioner provides a more simple and robust
means of ensuring that there no more rorts or scandals that in reality affect the standing of all politicians
in the eyes of the public.
Having said that, we are looking forward to the Parliamentary Integrity Adviser starting their work
and to working with them and to this much-needed set of reforms improving the integrity of this place.
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Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan—Leader of the Government, Special Minister of
State, Minister for Priority Precincts, Minister for Aboriginal Affairs) (16:38): Years in the making;
minutes in the consolidation. I am very happy about that. I thank Mr O’Donohue and Dr Ratnam for
their support for this motion, and I hope that when we appoint the Parliamentary Integrity Adviser
they play an important educative role and advising role and in fact never lead to the circumstances
where MPs fall short of their obligations to the Parliament and to the community into the future. Then
all of us would be happy with that result.
Motion agreed to.
Bills
FAIR WORK (COMMONWEALTH POWERS) AMENDMENT BILL 2018
Second reading
Debate resumed on motion of Ms SYMES:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern Metropolitan) (16:39): I rise to speak on the Fair Work
(Commonwealth Powers) Amendment Bill 2018, which is actually one of the smaller bills dealt with
by this Parliament. It is a bill that runs to only six clauses, with the purpose clause and the repeal
clause, but the size of the bill actually belies just how important this bill is to the industrial relations
framework in Victoria and the way in which it applies to the public sector in Victoria.
As members of this house probably are aware, more than 25 years ago the Victorian government of
the day elected to abolish what had been a Victorian state-based industrial relations framework, which
provided for industrial relations oversight over workplaces in Victoria as distinct from workplaces in
other jurisdictions around Australia, which had different arrangements, and to vest those powers, or
cede the majority of those powers, to the commonwealth so Victorian workplaces were the subject of
the commonwealth industrial relations jurisdiction, which has over the last 25 years evolved in various
ways and is now the subject of the Fair Work Commission. In making that decision 25 years ago, the
Victorian government of the day, however, retained certain matters relating to the employment of
Victorian public servants within the Victorian context.
So the referral to the commonwealth was not a complete referral. It was a limited referral with respect
to matters that related to the employment of Victorian public sector staff. That referral has been the
subject of subsequent legislation in this Parliament over the course of the last 25 years. It was
considered by the Bracks government in 1999. It was considered again by the Brumby government in
2009. We now have a piece of legislation before the house today which is in fact a bill that was first
introduced by the Andrews government in the last Parliament. It did not proceed through the last
Parliament. It may have been defeated in the last Parliament, but it certainly did not proceed through
the last Parliament and it has been reintroduced. In fact it was reintroduced as one of the first bills of
the new government following the opening of Parliament in December of last year.
What this bill seeks to do is make, as I said, some fairly small changes to the referral legislation which
we currently have on the books here in Victoria, which is the Fair Work (Commonwealth Powers)
Act 2009, to change the scope of matters in relation to public sector employees that will fall under the
jurisdiction of the Fair Work Commission and fall within the scope of the Fair Work Commission to
approve and enforce enterprise bargaining agreements (EBAs). The matters which this bill now seeks
to put within the remit of the Fair Work Commission to approve and enforce in respect of new terms,
which have not historically been included within the remit for matters of the Fair Work Commission
as they relate to public sector employees, are matters which relate to: minimum staffing levels and the
number of employees per shift, which is referred to as the number of employees; that the work pattern
of staff be ongoing rather than casual or fixed-term employees, which is referred to as the identity of
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employees; and also restrictions on lateral entry, external recruitment or secondment, union involvement
in promotions, and training and staff selection, which are referred to as the appointment matters.
These three areas of employment—the number, identity and appointment of employees—are matters
which to date had not been included as part of the referral from Victoria to the commonwealth as it
relates to the employment of public sector staff. The bill also seeks to continue to exclude the existing
power of the Fair Work Commission to impose provisions relating to the number, identity or
appointment of public sector employees by way of arbitration of an enterprise agreement or an award,
and it continues to exclude the power of the Fair Work Commission to certify EBAs with provisions
relating to the number, identity or appointment of law enforcement officers, which is the one aspect
of the public sector which is to be carved out of this referral.
What we have with this bill is for the first time the intent to allow the Fair Work Commission, as the
current federal industrial relations body—and of course it has gone through a number of iterations
since referral was first made in the mid-1990s—to approve and enforce EBAs for the first time with
respect to the number, identity and appointment of public sector employees. It will continue not to
have the capacity to impose conditions with respect to those matters, and it will not be able to approve
or enforce EBAs in relation to those matters as they apply to law enforcement officers. But with respect
to the rest of the public sector employees, particularly as they relate to departments as distinct from
certain other government entities which have been considered by the Federal Court and determined to
be constitutional corporations and therefore already falling within a certain remit of federal industrial
relations, this essentially applies to the tens of thousands of public sector employees who are currently
within departments rather than outer agencies.
It goes to a very fundamental question as to the role of government in determining the way in which
government will operate in the future as opposed to government being hamstrung by provisions which
are put into EBAs—provisions which have historically never been the subject of, as far as the Victorian
public is concerned, approval and enforcement by the Fair Work Commission and which successive
Victorian governments from that original referral in 1996 to date have regarded as not appropriate for
referral.
These are, as I said, matters which were previously considered by this Parliament when the Fair Work
(Commonwealth Powers) Act 2009 was made. In fact the government of the day then, the Brumby
government, was very explicit in its view that the matters which the Andrews government is now
seeking to refer to the Fair Work Commission should not be referred. In fact ministers in this chamber
are on record as outlining at some length why matters of number, identity and appointment of
employees in the public service should not be referred to the predecessor of the Fair Work
Commission. Indeed Minister Jennings, as he was then, spoke at some length as to why those matters
should not be referred to the now Fair Work Commission, as in fact we are seeing this government do
today. So this bill is a major departure from where successive Victorian governments of both political
persuasions have been with respect to employment matters related to Victorian public servants and the
matters which are appropriately matters for EBAs and the matters which are appropriately considered
in the administration of government.
We have seen in other public sector EBAs in recent times which do not fall within the scope of this
legislation the extent to which they contain matters which have potentially been prejudicial to the good
administration of the state. I refer in particular to the infamous UFU EBA—the United Firefighters
Union position on the fire services EBAs—which has been a long-running sore for Victoria, for the
Victorian services and for the Victorian community and indeed has been substantially the subject of
industrial relations action through the commonwealth jurisdiction over the course of the last four years.
We saw the attempt to insert in those agreements related to fire services terms of the nature which we
are now seeking to facilitate for public service department EBAs—restrictions on the employment of
casual and part-time staff and controls through the EBAs on staffing levels and on the recruitment of
people in those organisations. These are all things which are appropriately in the hands of the
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government of the day and matters which, as we saw in the fire services EBAs, actually operated to
create discrimination against people seeking to enter careers in those organisations—for example,
conditions which made part-time or casual employment impractical. In doing so they limited the
capacity for certain women to seek employment in those organisations where they have got family
responsibilities et cetera.
We saw a framework advanced and, frankly, supported by this government which was absolutely not
in the interests of a whole cohort of the community in seeking employment in the fire services, and
the government’s intention today to amend the referral from Victoria to the commonwealth in respect
of public sector employees in departments, which would allow the same sorts of matters to fall within
the jurisdiction of approval and enforcement by the Fair Work Commission as part of an EBA, risks
creating exactly the same situation across our departmental workforce, which is a substantial part of
the public sector. Tens of thousands of people are employed across public sector departments. This
referral creates the potential for exactly those sorts of constraints on employment to be agreed between
the government of the day and the relevant public sector unions in the interests of those public sector
unions and not in the interests of the Victorian community, as we saw with the fire services EBAs. We
do not believe that is an appropriate step, an appropriate pathway, to open for that type of use of
industrial instruments.
It was very widely criticised through the course of the fire services EBA negotiations and consideration
by those within the commonwealth jurisdiction, and they are not the type of provisions we want to see
in a public service departmental EBA, which is obviously to be the subject of negotiations. There are
a number of significant public service EBAs to be negotiated in the next one to two years, and the
inclusion of terms like we have seen in the fire services agreements would be absolutely contrary to
the interests of the Victorian community and would be absolutely contrary to the interests of many
individuals in the Victorian community who seek flexible employment and who seek to combine
family responsibilities with public sector employment. We have seen the government seek to put in
place a model which has limited value and which has been criticised even by organisations such as the
human rights commission for seeking to include terms in EBAs which limit that sort of flexibility. So
we do not believe that this referral, this change to the commonwealth jurisdiction which would put
matters of number, identity and appointment of employees subject to Fair Work Commission
endorsement and approval and lead to the sort of outcomes the government was trying to force with
the fire services EBA, is in the state’s interest.
I also raise the issue that the advice the Victorian government has received and that we have also
received is that this bill as drafted by the Victorian government, as prepared by the Victorian
government, is not self-executing. So while the Victorian government may seek to amend the
Victorian Fair Work (Commonwealth Powers) Act 2009 to refer these matters to the commonwealth,
without matching commonwealth legislation this does not achieve the intention the government is
seeking. In fact what it does is create an ambiguous situation where the state of Victoria purports to
have referred matters to the commonwealth and the commonwealth does not agree that those matters
have been referred. The commonwealth government has expressed its concerns to the Victorian
Minister for Industrial Relations.
There is a letter from the commonwealth minister to the Victorian Minister for Industrial Relations
which very clearly expresses the commonwealth government’s view that this legislation is not, in the
words of the commonwealth minister, self-executing and that this bill by itself does not do what the
Victorian government is setting out to do, and that can only be achieved by commonwealth legislation
to also give effect to these changes. The commonwealth government has made it very clear to the
Victorian government that it is not its intention to legislate to receive the referral of these matters from
the Victorian government.
We have a situation where the Victorian government is suddenly seeking to depart in a very material
way from what has been the consistent approach on industrial relations referral for 25 years, an
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approach which has been supported by governments of both political persuasions. It is a position in
which governments of both persuasions were firmly of the view that matters of number, identity and
appointment in the public service were not matters appropriate to be referred to the commonwealth
jurisdiction. Indeed ministers in this chamber then, who are still ministers in this chamber today, are
on the record saying and outlining why these referrals are not appropriate to the commonwealth
jurisdiction. We have the commonwealth minister making it very clear that this legislation by itself
does not achieve referral and that commonwealth legislation is required, and it is the position of the
commonwealth government that it does not support making legislative changes at a commonwealth
level.
We have a situation where there has been either a breakdown in communications between the
Victorian government and the commonwealth or the Victorian government has ignored the advice
from the commonwealth minister. I have to say it is extraordinary to be in a situation where we are
debating legislative change, a policy position that absolutely requires agreement between the
commonwealth and the state government. We are talking about a matter that relates to the interaction
between the commonwealth and the state government, yet we have a state government seeking to
unilaterally change that relationship when the commonwealth has indicated it is not seeking and does
not support changing that relationship. We have a piece of legislation today with the state acting
unilaterally and the commonwealth saying this bill by itself does not achieve what it sets out to achieve
and it does not support that objective in any case.
If this bill is to pass, it risks leaving the Victorian public sector EBA negotiations in no man’s land.
We will have legislation in Victoria which does not adequately deal with the key matters the bill is
taking up—the number, identity and appointment of public service employees—because we will not
have commensurate legislation at a commonwealth level, and the commonwealth has made it very
clear that they do not support introducing that commensurate legislation.
This bill represents a major policy departure by this government from the position of its Labor
predecessors, a position which has been articulated in this place previously by Mr Jennings and by
now Minister Pulford and which was the longstanding practice of the Brumby and Bracks
governments as well as the Kennett, Napthine and Baillieu governments around it. We are seeing this
unilateral change by the Andrews government. It is not supported by the commonwealth. It will create
massive ambiguity for EBA negotiations if it is to pass by itself without commensurate commonwealth
legislation. Accordingly, the coalition will be opposing this bill, and we will be urging other members
of the house to do likewise.
Ms SHING (Eastern Victoria) (17:02): I rise today to speak in relation to the bill before the house.
At the outset I would like to address a number of the inaccuracies set out in Mr Rich-Phillips’s
contribution, which ignore a few of the industrial components and the history around the subject matter
referral of industrial relations matters to the commonwealth using the corporations power in the
commonwealth constitution as well as the operation of court-made precedent and rules that have been
set out and well-established in considerations such as those of the Melbourne Corporation in the
re AEU case as well as the subsequent Federal Court case with the CFA and United Firefighters Union
(UFU) matter in 2014, which was then followed by a full Federal Court determination by that
jurisdiction in 2015, which addressed very substantively a number of areas in which Mr RichPhillips’s analysis falls well short of understanding the nature of the subject matter referral itself.
It is actually really important that when we look at this particular bill and what it seeks to achieve we
have a very clear and simple understanding of the system itself. One good starting point for that is to
look at the nature of the subject matter referral as it was first enacted through Victorian legislation in
2009 and the interaction which that legislation has with the federal framework established under the
Fair Work Act 2009. That replaced the Workplace Relations Act 1996 and was an instrument which
set to create a national framework for industrial relations and to set out the circumstances by which
employers and employees could bargain over and agree to and have enforced various provisions that
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operate within the employer-employee relationship. It was broadened in a number of various areas to
include piece rates and other types of work as we recognised a range of modern circumstances in
which labour is provided for recompense.
We have seen the Fair Work Act 2009 continue to evolve in a way that incorporates not just
components of state and territory anti-discrimination law but also the way in which states like Victoria
can refer certain industrial relations powers to the commonwealth using the corporations power and
using a subject matter referral.
When the state of Victoria first referred powers to the commonwealth we did not have in place at the
time the now complicating factors that existed around the principles that were set out in the re AEU
case that were then found to complicate matters about what could be enforced and what could be
agreed to within a remit where in fact the number and identity of employees to be employed, the mode
of employment and the way in which redundancies might take place—so termination change and
redundancy provisions—might operate. This in fact created a morass of uncertainty.
One of the things that we have seen in recent times is that jurisdictions wrestle with the concept of
what is and is not allowed to be agreed within certain legislative frameworks for the purpose of
regulating the employment relationship, the way in which action might be taken to enforce those rights
and the penalties that might otherwise apply for breach of obligations set out in a document that moves
beyond simply a contract and becomes an instrument that is registered and approved by a federal quasijudicial tribunal in the Fair Work Commission, previously the Australian Industrial Relations
Commission.
What we have had in the intervening period between the initial referral of the subject matter of
constitutional corporations to the commonwealth are those cases in the UFU and CFA matters in 2014
and then in the full Federal Court decision, which in fact overturned the primary decision of Justice
Murphy and found that the CFA was a trading and financial corporation and that the volume of revenue
generated—being about $13 million—was sufficient to bring it within the remit of the constitutional
conditions which would effectively enable bargaining to occur. What we also see as a result of that
decision on the determination of terms and conditions within the subject matter referral and the
operation of constitutional coverage within a national framework is that the fire services reform and
the negotiations and bargaining that Mr Rich-Phillips talked about have actually got nothing to do with
this bill. They have no bearing on this bill at all, because what we have seen is that the CFA has been
recognised by the full Federal Court to be a trading corporation. When you say that a trading
corporation is in fact something that meets the character and the tests associated with an analysis by
the courts, you then have coverage within the constitutional framework because of the nature of the
subject matter referral by Victoria to the commonwealth.
So whatever you might be hearing about the way in which this might, as Mr Rich-Phillips set out in
his contribution, create a swathe of uncertainty in the public service and enable governments of the
day to bargain on all sorts of things that may create or entrench discrimination, this in fact is a bill that
actually addresses a disparity in the way in which trading and financial corporations are able to be
covered by the Fair Work Act and its associated regulations because of our subject matter referral in
Victoria and any other organisations within the public sector which may or indeed may not be
considered to be constitutional corporations. This is a test that is set out very clearly by the courts but
relates to an analysis of the intrinsic activities of a body and what it does—what its purpose is—and it
is a process that often takes a high degree of analysis to conclude.
So rather than inviting a series of legal challenges which may or may not deliver certainty to public
sector agencies and to workplaces this particular bill in fact creates an expansion of the referral of
industrial relations powers to Canberra to ensure that the validity of clauses in enterprise agreements
within the public sector are actually able to be not only approved by the Fair Work Commission but
also enforced.
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This gets around the situation that was created in the decision of re AEU and the Melbourne
Corporation principle that I talked about earlier, which carves out a capacity for state governments to
run their affairs and to have a constitutional power at a state level that cannot be interfered with by the
commonwealth. What we are doing with this bill is in fact preserving that right as it relates to law
enforcement and sworn officers to ensure that we retain a degree of independence—the necessary
degree of independence—between the government and the police commissioner, who has those
powers to dispense resources as he or she sees fit and, as we have seen in recent times, around the
allocation of 3135 additional police and the $1.9 billion that has been allocated. We will not seek to
determine where those resources are allocated, which is fit and proper when you consider that the
police need to have their own capacity to do this in accordance with their needs and their operational
priorities.
The bill, however, does actually remove the ambiguity that otherwise exists for a range of public sector
employers and gets rid of that inconsistency about who can bargain and what they can bargain and
reach agreement about. So what we seek to do is to apply fair and secure and equitable terms and
conditions for workers across the public sector.
Mr Rich-Phillips has raised a claim here that the commonwealth in fact needs to give some sort of
approval to the remittance of these employees and these workers to the jurisdiction of the
commonwealth, and Mr Rich-Phillips is wrong. The reason that Mr Rich-Phillips is wrong is that the
commonwealth in fact has umbrella coverage for constitutional corporations. It is written into the
constitution. Section 51(xxxvii), I believe, of the commonwealth constitution refers to constitutional
corporations coming within the remit of the federal umbrella. The reason that that has been carved out
previously was because of the nature of earlier versions of the Victorian referral.
So when we extend the handover of certain provisions from Victoria to the commonwealth, we are
simply removing our coverage, and when we remove our coverage section 109 of the commonwealth
constitution says that a commonwealth law shall operate to the exclusion of all laws where it has an
intention to cover the field. Victoria had carved out a portion of that field, and this bill in fact returns
a large portion of that public sector component to the commonwealth. So there is no requirement, and
in fact there is no capacity, for the commonwealth to block what Victoria can and cannot refer to the
commonwealth for regulation under the corporations power.
What we have seen is that there have been contributions in this place from ministers—including, as
Mr Rich-Phillips indicated, Mr Jennings—and they referred to matters which had not yet been
considered by a single justice of the Federal Court, Justice Murphy, or a full bench of the Federal
Court, which found in 2015 that you can in fact make your bed and be required to lie in it on matters
that may actually fall beyond the scope of a strict referral of subject matter on number and identity
where you have demonstrated that intention to do so. That fits very squarely with the Victorian
government’s obligation not just to be a model employer but to be a model litigant, and in fact the
obligations that are set out in the federal Fair Work framework to bargain in good faith.
In order to do that, this referral in fact cures an inconsistency; it cures a disparity. It does not create
any of the tension or the chaos that Mr Rich-Phillips’s contribution might suggest, because it will not
enable everyone to agree on matters which create a raft of discriminatory provisions that are
unregulated, that are rampant. Once you go into the federal framework there are very clear provisions
that preserve the operation of state-based discrimination law, that preserve the operation of certain
state laws and that also create an umbrella of minimum terms and conditions that are intended, along
with modern awards, to operate to regulate the terms in an employment relationship.
The bill, as I said earlier, does not alter the position of law enforcement officers. It ensures that we
preserve that level of integrity and operational independence of state laws and of Victorian police
operations. It will, however, extend to employees of VicPol who are not sworn officers, so that will
include Victorian public service staff and police custody officers, but it will not extend to police
officers or protective services officers.
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The other part of the coverage of this particular bill that warrants discussion is that we are now in a
position to refer matters that previously had a question mark on them, to cure and resolve that
ambiguity and to make sure that we are addressing the updates that have occurred through the Federal
Court for public hospitals, which employ around 110 000 employees; TAFEs, which include about
10 000 employees; and the MFB, CFA and Ambulance Victoria—as I indicated earlier, the CFA is
already deemed to be a constitutional corporation because of that federal framework—and that is about
9800 employees. Alpine resorts, water corporations and cemetery trusts are also included. There are a
number of arts agencies, a number of sport and recreation agencies and finance and insurance agencies,
some facilities management agencies and some transport agencies that are also included.
We also then have a position whereby public sector employers will be able to bargain over expanded
matters in the event that this bill is passed. They include Victorian public service departments,
authorities and offices; teaching services and school support services; land management and planning
entities; the Victoria State Emergency Service; and the Emergency Services Telecommunications
Authority. It also includes regulators, some transport agencies, some facilities management agencies
and miscellaneous groups such as Victoria Legal Aid and the Department of Parliamentary Services.
These are actually really important principles to free up the way in which bargaining and agreement
can occur. They do not seek to impose terms and conditions, but they do create a landscape whereby
employers and workers in the public sector and the public service more broadly can negotiate in good
faith. This is about equity; it is about the way in which people can arrive at concluded views on terms
and conditions. It makes good sense, and I would urge you to support the bill.
Mr QUILTY (Northern Victoria) (17:16): I will be brief. This bill is a bad idea. The purpose of
the bill is to give unions more power over the amount and promotion of staff in the public sector. This
would leave ministers with no control over the expenses in their portfolios. It will cause government
bureaucracy to grow without restraint. The weight of this expanding bureaucracy will be borne by an
ever-shrinking base of taxpayers, who are already overtaxed.
Additionally, this bill will give unions more power than ever to restrict access to non-union workers,
to control the advancement of union workers over non-union workers and to flood the public service
with unnecessary staff at the taxpayers’ expense. We have already seen examples of these dodgy
practices with the United Firefighters Union and the CFA. The Liberal Democrats reject this bill.
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) (17:17): I rise to speak to the bill before the house, the
Fair Work (Commonwealth Powers) Amendment Bill 2018. Unfortunately for the workers in this
state, Parliament did not pass this bill during our previous term of government, and this may, as a
consequence, severely impact on the bargaining rights of 130 000 Victorian workers, including
teachers, prison staff, transport planners and legal aid workers. Labor is all about fairness and equity
for its Victorian public sector workforce. We are committed to the principle of a fair day’s pay for a
fair day’s work. Victorian public sector workers should not be second-class citizens in the pay stakes,
which is why we are putting forward a bill that seeks to amend the Fair Work (Commonwealth
Powers) Act 2009, the referral act, in order to facilitate public sector employers that are covered by
this act—referral employers—and their employees to negotiate and reach agreement on countless
industrial matters.
The primary purpose of the bill is to remove the inequity between public sector employers that are
constitutional corporations and public sector employers that are not constitutional corporations. The
bill will ensure that section 5(1)(a) matters may be included in public sector enterprise agreements
covering referral employers and that those terms may be enforced by way of civil remedy provisions
under the Fair Work Act 2009. The bill provides the capacity to permit bargaining over the number,
identity and appointment of employees in the public sector.
For many years Victorian governments and Premiers have taken the position that the public sector will
not be a pacesetter in the employment wages market. The thinking at that time was that as public
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service staff are employed on a permanent basis, it was deemed sufficient for those workers to be paid
less than the prevailing wages in the private sector. But that permanency came at a price, which at that
time many public service workers were happy to pay. However, today the Victorian public sector
workforce is as transient or as insecure as any other workforce in the current employment market.
Today many public service workers are hired on a contract basis for a fixed time. Now we have a
situation whereby commonwealth public sector wages by far outstrip what we are paying our workers,
and this is not acceptable or equitable.
In 2009 the government undertook to ensure that all Victorians had the benefit and protection of federal
workplace laws by referring certain workplace relations matters to the commonwealth. The referral
act fulfilled that promise. Since then some workers in Victoria have had the benefit of the Fair Work
Act and some have been covered by an enterprise agreement approved by the Fair Work Commission.
But a large number of our workforce are not covered, so fundamentally this bill is all about parity and
equity for all our workers who at present do not have the benefit of this protection. I commend the bill
to the house.
Dr RATNAM (Northern Metropolitan) (17:22): I am pleased to speak on the Fair Work
(Commonwealth Powers) Amendment Bill 2018. The Greens are supporting this bill as we will
always support changes that seek to improve the rights of Victorian workers to collectively bargain.
This bill enhances the ability of Victorian public sector workers to negotiate the conditions of their
employment by expanding the matters that can be incorporated into an enterprise bargaining agreement.
the current act public sector workers are subject to exclusions on what topics they can bargain on as
part of their enterprise agreements, specifically on the number, identity and appointment of public
sector employees. Following a Federal Court decision in 2015 which found that these matters could
be included in an enterprise agreement, public sector workers employed by a constitutional corporation
could bargain on these matters but other public sector workers could not. This bill aims to resolve this
disparity and give employees and their unions across the public sector the same bargaining rights
regardless of whether they work for constitutional corporations or not. The amendments mean that the
majority of public sector employees will now be able to bargain on matters such as minimum staffing
levels, the number of casual or fixed-term employees and provisions around external recruitment and
secondments. The workers who will benefit from these changes include employees in government
departments, teachers, planners, legal aid workers and prison staff.
Our public sector workers play such an important and valuable role in keeping our state running, and
so the Greens are pleased that their ability to collectively bargain has been increased by this bill. We
believe that allowing these workers to negotiate on the previously excluded areas will help them fight
for safer, fairer conditions in their workplace—for example, by allowing them to set minimum staffing
numbers for shifts or to limit the use of unsecure work contracts. We wish all public sector workers
good luck in their bargaining in the next few months and years, despite the government’s proposed
2 per cent wage cap, which is barely more than inflation.
The Greens have a long history of supporting workers in their fight for fairer conditions in the
workplace. We believe that the right to collectively bargain, collectively withhold labour and
collectively organise in the workplace are essential to achieving a sustainable and democratic future.
In fact the Greens are unequivocal about the need for workers to be free to bargain at whatever level
they consider appropriate and with whoever has real control over their work, whether at a workplace,
industry or other level. It is workers who should determine what matters relevant to their social,
economic and environmental interests they want to bargain about. The current restrictions on
bargaining and industrial action in the Fair Work Act 2009 are a key reason why wages are stagnant
and inequality is growing.
We have fought against laws that undermine the autonomy of unions and reduce the ability of workers
to strike. Protecting and increasing the rights of workers to organise and to bargain for better conditions
is all the more important today when too many of us are in insecure and low-paid jobs. Despite decades
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of economic growth, wages are stagnant, insecure work is increasing and young people are struggling
to get the hours of work they need to live.
I was pleased to march with my colleagues at the Change the Rules rally earlier this month, where we
and 100 000 other Victorians called for an increase in the minimum wage, better job security, reduced
casualisation in our workforce and the restoration of penalty rates. The Greens are the only party that
has formally endorsed the Change the Rules campaign, and my federal colleagues are calling for our
labour laws to be rewritten to create a fairer industrial relations system.
The Greens will be supporting this bill as it increases the ability of public sector workers in Victoria
to negotiate fair, safe working conditions—a right which all workers in Victoria should have and a
right which should be protected.
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan—Leader of the Government, Special Minister of
State, Minister for Priority Precincts, Minister for Aboriginal Affairs) (17:27): I will not delay this
debate. This piece of legislation has been waiting a long time. It was on the notice paper for a long
time following the Federal Court determination in 2015. My colleague Ms Shing quite substantially
and significantly relied on that determination in her contribution to outline the circumstances by which
the clarification and the need for this legislation was made crystal clear by the determination of the
Federal Court in 2015.
Those in the chamber who actually say that there is no validity in relation to this piece of legislation
should try to understand what that 2015 determination means. It means that as a consequence of the
limitations of the current referral there are two classes of public servants in Victoria where there needs
to be one class of public servants who are covered by the different circumstances of their employment
relationships and who are entitled to be able to bargain on a similar footing. Without this referral to
remedy that situation, it is the view of the government that it is untenable to have two classes of public
servants in the state of Victoria where their circumstances in relation to their employment contracts
are different, where their terms of employment are different and where their entitlements are different
as a consequence of the limitations of the referral made prior to the Federal Court’s determination in
2015. It is as simple as that. People may actually bring other political arguments to it, but it is a matter
of equity, it is matter of fairness and it is a matter of complying with the Federal Court’s determination
in 2015.
House divided on motion:

Ayes, 23
Barton, Mr
Bourman, Mr
Elasmar, Mr (Teller)
Garrett, Ms
Gepp, Mr
Hayes, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Kieu, Dr

Leane, Mr
Meddick, Mr
Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Patten, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Ratnam, Dr
Shing, Ms

Somyurek, Mr
Stitt, Ms
Symes, Ms
Taylor, Ms (Teller)
Terpstra, Ms
Tierney, Ms
Vaghela, Ms

Noes, 15
Atkinson, Mr
Bath, Ms (Teller)
Crozier, Ms
Cumming, Dr
Davis, Mr

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.

Finn, Mr
Grimley, Mr
Limbrick, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Maxwell, Ms

O’Donohue, Mr (Teller)
Ondarchie, Mr
Quilty, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Wooldridge, Ms
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Committee
Clause 1 (17:36)
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: I would like to ask the minister about discussions between the Victorian
government and the commonwealth government regarding the referral that is proposed by this bill and
any commensurate legislation that is required at the commonwealth level. Can the minister outline
what discussions have taken place between the state industrial relations minister and his
commonwealth counterpart on this?
Mr JENNINGS: In terms of the recent line of communication, I am not absolutely certain but I
have been shown a copy of a piece of correspondence that the former Minister for Industrial Relations
sent to the commonwealth during the last term to which the government has not actually received a
reply from the commonwealth in relation to this matter, and whilst you might be in possession of a
piece of correspondence that is attributed to the commonwealth in relation to this, the state of Victoria
to the best of our knowledge has not received that piece of correspondence from the commonwealth
in response to our notification that this bill was intended to pass the Parliament.
Indeed on the concerns that you raised during the course of your contribution to the second-reading
debate, can I just front-foot those issues and say that the government in Victoria is acting confidently
on the basis of its legal advice that given the nature of the initial referral and the subsequent referral
that this piece of legislation amends in our referral act, it does not require the commonwealth
government to make any amendments to the Fair Work Act 2009.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Thank you, Minister. Minister, you referred to correspondence from the
previous minister—I presume you mean the Victorian industrial relations minister—to the
commonwealth. This is obviously a new government in a new Parliament with a new bill, which was
reintroduced in December of last year. Has there been no correspondence from the current Victorian
industrial relations minister to the commonwealth on this matter since the newly re-elected Andrews
government chose to reintroduce this piece of legislation?
Mr JENNINGS: I will double-check that matter, but regardless of the answer, my answer to your
first question is that the Victorian government is acting consistently with our foreshadowed policy
position and legislative intent to the commonwealth in the last term. This piece of legislation is the
same as the piece of legislation that was introduced by the Andrews government in the last term and
is in the same form, and we are basing our actions on our authority and the jurisdictional confidence
that the referral can be amended in the form that this piece of legislation provides for. But I will go
and check the answer to your question.
I am not able to add to my initial responses by being able to confirm, although somebody is actually
checking about whether there has been any direct conversation between the Treasurer, the current
Minister for Industrial Relations and the commonwealth minister in relation to this matter.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Minister, can you confirm whether there have been any discussions
between the current Victorian industrial relations minister and the federal shadow industrial relations
minister on this matter?
Mr JENNINGS: I will go to the box and ask the same question. Ultimately, at the end of the day,
the state of Victoria is acting in accordance with the state of Victoria’s legal advice in relation to the
application of a referral based upon the determination of the Federal Court in 2015, which we believe
has actually created two classes of public sector employees in Victoria. We are remedying that
situation. We are adding to the referral in accordance with our legal advice that we are entitled to do
so and can make that adjustment without the agreement of the commonwealth or requiring any
amendment to the Fair Work Act, but I will go and check about whether there has been any discussion
with the alternative government.
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I return to the table smiling because in fact when we were talking about the shadow industrial relations
minister my colleagues in the box thought I was referring to your shadow industrial relations minister,
and they could confidently tell me that, yes, those conversations had taken place.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Good to know.
Mr JENNINGS: But in relation to the conversations with the federal shadow industrial relations
minister, the answer may be—and it is the answer to your first question—it has not been an issue on
which the Victorian industrial relations minister has actually spent a lot of time talking to federal
colleagues or federal opponents or ministers during the course of this term.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Thank you, Minister. Minister, in your comments before, indeed your
comments summing up your comments in answering my last question, you referred to the 2015
Federal Court decision as the rationale for making this change, for getting rid of what you said is the
two-tier system, but is it not the case and indeed reflected in the second-reading speech that this was
an election commitment of the Labor Party prior to the 2014 election and therefore had nothing to do
with that 2015 Federal Court decision?
Mr JENNINGS: Mr Rich-Phillips, that is okay, I did not actually quite say that, although I could
be understood as having said that. My argument was mounted to the people who are actually not in
the chamber any longer, who opposed this piece of legislation being blithely ignorant of the
consequences of the Federal Court’s actions in 2015. In terms of the history of this, I am not denying
the history of this promise to introduce this legislation that was made prior to 2014 and then
implemented prior to the decision in 2015, but once the decision was made in 2015 by the Federal
Court clearly the effect of that decision was that there are two classes of public sector employee in
Victoria, whether they are a constitutional corporation or whether they are not, in accordance with the
determination of the court, and one of the things that this amended referral clearly does is that it
removes that inequality and provides for standard conditions across the public sector. The Federal
Court determination in 2015 clearly created the circumstances where there would be two tiers of
employment relationships in the Victorian public sector.
So I am not denying the history of the prior commitment that was made in 2014 and the expectation
that the government would create that level playing field. The Federal Court’s decision in 2015
actually reinforced the principal position that the government believes should be enacted through our
amending the referral.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Thank you, Minister. Minister, you said the government has legal advice
that it does not require matching legislation at the commonwealth level to give effect to this referral. I
can indicate, subject to the side discussion, that on 14 February this year the commonwealth Minister
for Jobs and Industrial Relations, the Honourable Kelly O’Dwyer, wrote to the Victorian Minister for
Industrial Relations. An email was transmitted on that date, with a letter attached, to the Victorian
industrial relations minister which acknowledges the government has introduced this bill and states:
The Australian Government considers that matters referred by the Bill are not ‘self-executing’, but require
corresponding Commonwealth legislation in order to be legally effective.

The letter from the commonwealth minister goes on to say:
The Commonwealth does not propose to make changes to the Fair Work Act and in that sense does not
support the referral.

Can you outline what legal advice the Victorian government is relying upon, which is clearly at odds
with the view of the commonwealth government as to whether federal legislation is required?
Mr JENNINGS: Well, we could spend a bit of time in relation to that in terms of whether the
correspondence that you seem to have that I do not seem to have actually included the legal advice
that the commonwealth relied on. I will go and have a conversation with my colleagues. I am sure it
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did not, and I am sure, if such a document exists, it was actually not reinforced by legal opinion. But I
will go and talk to others about ours.
I have just revisited the table. I am waiting for confirmation from the advisers in the box in relation to
two matters. I am confidently advised that there are three pieces of legal advice that were consistent
that were provided to the Victorian government in 2015 that underpin our assertion that we are quite
within Victoria’s rights to amend the referral in this way without rejoinder of commonwealth
legislation. One of the advisers is actually seeking to obtain that material so that I can at least describe
it to the chamber.
In relation to the email of 14 February I have asked the advisers to check with the Treasurer and the
Minister for Industrial Relations, who happens to be the same person, about the email trail to actually
verify the confirmation of receipt of that email that Mr Rich-Phillips is indicating. I have not received
a response at this moment. It is up to Mr Rich-Phillips whether we actually can go on or whether in
fact we wait for the response.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: I can proceed. I can indicate, if it helps, that that email that was sent to the
Treasurer was also sent to Minister Williams in her capacity as the Minister for Women, given there
were issues raised around potential discrimination in that letter from the commonwealth minister, so
both those ministers should have received that correspondence. While we wait—and I thank the
minister for seeking that information—obviously a referral like this, a shift of jurisdiction from the
state to the commonwealth, is a fairly significant decision, a fairly significant move by any
government. We have seen from time to time a harmonisation proposal between federal and state,
various funding proposals to shift responsibility between federal and state, and they are subject to
enormous correspondence. They are subject to enormous engagement and negotiation between federal
and state jurisdictions.
You have indicated in your earlier answers that, as best we know, this was the subject of one letter
from the former Victorian industrial relations minister to the commonwealth, which the state believes
is unanswered, and there is this other piece of correspondence which I have seen from the feds back
to the Victorian government, yet the Victorian government has proceeded with legislation and believes
everything is hunky-dory in terms of this change of jurisdiction. Can you outline any other interaction
between the commonwealth and the state or change of jurisdiction between the commonwealth and
the state where the Victorian government has just proceeded with legislation on the basis of having
sent one apparently unanswered piece of correspondence and where that is the basis on which to
legislate the transfer of jurisdiction?
Mr JENNINGS: I can understand what your concern may be in terms of whether there is any
encumbrance on the commonwealth in relation to a shift of responsibility, shift of risk or shift in
resource allocation, changing the boundaries of constitutional cover in terms of its jurisdiction and
acquitting its responsibilities. This referral, initially the referral from the state of Victoria to the
commonwealth government in relation to industrial relations, said that the state of Victoria would not
have a separate industrial relations mechanism and that we would operate within the federal
jurisdiction. That is what the referral does. That is the general transfer of responsibilities, saying we
are not going to duplicate the effort in relation to what had previously been a system of arbitration in
an industrial relations setting, with conciliation and those mechanisms that then became part of the
Fair Work Act. We said we would not replicate it by having a state-based system. That is what the
fundamental basis of the referral is about.
Within that referral then are some things that may be covered within enterprise agreements or other
circumstances that may cover employees of certain classifications in the state of Victoria, whereas the
original referral from the state of Victoria would have meant that the way in which the Fair Work Act
would have been interpreted by the courts would have created a level playing field in relation to the
terms and conditions that may apply to employees within the public sector—as one element of what
could be incorporated within an enterprise agreement—or what matters could be arbitrated by the Fair
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Work Commission and what may not be. This amendment to this referral is generated on the basis that
certain matters—in terms of security of tenure, the identity, the number of employees that actually may
be referred to within an enterprise agreement—could be covered but not arbitrated by the commission.
The state of Victoria has, on balance, recognised that the referral created two tiers of public sector
employee, and that that was something for the state of Victoria to negotiate, through its agencies, with
its employees, and that the impediment of this referral does not actually lead to any shift of
responsibility or shift of resources or shift of risk to the commonwealth. It is actually totally within the
gambit of the responsibility of the state of Victoria and its agencies to determine whether it negotiates
and reaches an agreement with its employees on the matters that are potentially within scope. It is not
something that would ultimately be a shift to the commonwealth or an onerous requirement for the
commonwealth.
I will take some advice about whether there are other circumstances where this may occur, but under
most circumstances of negotiation between the commonwealth and the states, there is always an
underlying issue about whether it is a fundamental shift in terms of the constitutional settings
established at the time of Federation in terms of which jurisdiction is responsible for what issues. To
simplify my answer, the commonwealth is responsible for industrial relations; Victoria is responsible
for the terms and conditions by which it engages with its employees.
Ultimately I cannot add much beyond what I have described in relation to the precedent for this or the
context of the precedent for this shift. What I can indicate is that the solicitor-general provided three
pieces of advice to the Victorian government in 2016 to provide us with the confidence to proceed
with this legislation. On the Treasurer and Minister for Industrial Relations, the ministerial email
address for 14 February has been checked and we have not found that email. It may have been sent to
the electorate office.
Mr Rich-Phillips interjected.
Mr JENNINGS: No?
Mr Rich-Phillips interjected.
Mr JENNINGS: You do not know. We are double-checking with the parliamentary email address,
but it did not arrive at the ministerial email address.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Minister, thank you for following up on that. I would like to take you to
the issue of the two-tier industrial relations system. You indicated that as a consequence of that Federal
Court decision there exists effectively a two-tier industrial relations system for Victorian public sector
employees and it is the government’s intention to illuminate that two-tier system through this bill
through making this referral. But it is also the case, Minister, that with the passage of this bill there
will remain a two-tier system, because this bill does not refer those matters of number, identity and
appointment in respect of all employees. There will remain a carve-out for law enforcement officers.
Given the rationale you gave earlier as to why there is the need to do this—the rationale for doing this,
to create a level playing field for public sector workers—why will there still be a two-tier system with
a carve-out for law enforcement officers?
Mr JENNINGS: Deputy President and Mr Rich-Phillips, thank you for providing me with some
opportunities to talk with my colleagues in relation to this matter. Politicians seem to have a great deal
of difficulty generally understanding the idea of the separation of powers and separating the
operational independence of the police force as a concept. Time and time again political parties make
commitments or seek to make commitments about where police stations should be, how police stations
should operate and how many police should be in a certain situation. Politicians often act as if it is
their prerogative to determine those circumstances.
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In terms of Victoria Police, it is the prerogative, as an independent statutory agency, that the Chief
Commissioner of Police and Victoria Police determine those matters. That is the reason why, in terms
of this limitation of the referral, the operational independence of the police force was not brought into
question in relation to how these matters would be dealt with.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Thank you, Minister. Notwithstanding the incumbent government’s
election promises that Mr O’Donohue reminds me of around police stations and the like that were
made leading up to the 2018 election, I take your point on the independence of VicPol—even if your
colleagues within the government do not take that point—how is that distinct from the operational
needs of other areas of government? This goes back to the original decision 20 years ago not to make
this referral because of matters that were deemed to be essentially in the purview of state governments
and for the independence of state governments. How is protecting that independence of Victoria Police
as a statutory agency separate from government different to protecting the independent operational
needs of other Victorian government agencies?
Mr JENNINGS: I remember in ancient history I did a subject on the sociology of law. In fact on
many occasions I would probably be discounted for actually volunteering that I did that subject. But
that subject was actually quite interesting in relation to the notion of the separation of powers in terms
of the role of law enforcement agencies and how the court system works in terms of being separated
from the activities or consideration of government. So there is a huge philosophical, political and
operational divide that is generally well accepted within the thinking about the way in which
governments relate to the justice system and in particular the police force. Despite the fact that
politicians quite often become confused about it, that separation and that independence have actually
been fairly deeply ingrained in my thinking from that time. So I think that is the justification for why
it would be deemed to be separate from other agencies. In terms of the fundamental role in community
safety and in applying sanctions and police force, that indicates that in fact the police force does operate
in a different operating environment than we would actually see in most if not all services that are
provided by the state.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Thank you, Minister, but fundamentally different to the operational
environment of the ambulance service, for example?
Mr JENNINGS: Yes, because you and I cannot be arrested by an ambulance officer.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: That is true, Minister, but I am not sure that that arrest function
fundamentally alters the industrial relations environment under which they should operate. There is
still a complex operational environment for ambulance officers as there is for a number of other public
service officers. You are seeking to preserve, for the reasons you outlined, quite appropriately, the
independence of Victoria Police, but equally many of those operational requirements apply to areas
where you are ceding that independence, such as for ambulance officers and other enforcement
officers within the public sector.
Mr JENNINGS: Well, yes, that is right. But the reason I volunteered my slightly strange academic
background is that by and large this is a philosophical question. Operationally you will be able to
actually say that there may be many similarities between the two organisations that you have already
called out and a whole range of others, but ultimately at the end of the day it is a matter of how deep
that cleft is between the state and the police force as distinct from between the state and other agencies.
Clause agreed to; clauses 2 to 6 agreed to.
Reported to house without amendment.
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Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan—Leader of the Government, Special Minister of
State, Minister for Priority Precincts, Minister for Aboriginal Affairs) (18:13): I move:
That the report be now adopted.

Motion agreed to.
Report adopted.
Third reading
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan—Leader of the Government, Special Minister of
State, Minister for Priority Precincts, Minister for Aboriginal Affairs) (18:13): I move:
That the bill be now read a third time.

The PRESIDENT: The question is:
That the bill be now read a third time and do pass.

House divided on question:

Ayes, 24
Barton, Mr
Bourman, Mr
Dalidakis, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Garrett, Ms
Gepp, Mr
Hayes, Mr
Jennings, Mr

Kieu, Dr (Teller)
Leane, Mr
Meddick, Mr
Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Patten, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Ratnam, Dr (Teller)

Shing, Ms
Somyurek, Mr
Stitt, Ms
Symes, Ms
Taylor, Ms
Terpstra, Ms
Tierney, Ms
Vaghela, Ms

Noes, 15
Atkinson, Mr
Bath, Ms
Crozier, Ms
Cumming, Dr
Davis, Mr

Finn, Mr (Teller)
Grimley, Mr (Teller)
Limbrick, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Maxwell, Ms

O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Quilty, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Wooldridge, Ms

Question agreed to.
Read third time.
The PRESIDENT: Pursuant to standing order 14.27, the bill will be returned to the Assembly with
a message informing them that the Council has agreed to the bill without amendment.
Questions without notice and ministers statements
WRITTEN RESPONSES
The PRESIDENT (18:21): Ms Maxwell raised a point of order concerning a response she had
from the Minister for Victim Support. I have deemed that she should get a further response. I find that
the response she got was inadequate, so I ask that the minister be advised that Ms Maxwell should
have a second response within two business days.
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Adjournment
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan—Leader of the Government, Special Minister of
State, Minister for Priority Precincts, Minister for Aboriginal Affairs) (18:21): I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

JOHN HENRY PRIMARY SCHOOL
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) (18:22): I raise a matter for the attention of the Minister for
Education, James Merlino, in the other place. It concerns the fantastic John Henry Primary School.
John Henry Primary School was funded by the Leader of the Opposition when he was the Treasurer
of Victoria in the 2014–15 budget of the Napthine government. It was one of a suite of new primary
and secondary schools that were funded by the coalition government in that budget. It meets a growing
demand for primary school enrolments in the Berwick-Pakenham growth corridor, and as I said, John
Henry Primary School from all reports is doing a terrific job. I congratulate all involved in the
construction, delivery and now operation of that fantastic school.
The issue I raise is the provision of disability parking—parking for parents and possibly students who
have a disability and need parking close to the entrance to the school. From my investigation it appears
that there is no statewide policy or direction perhaps from the department that may be needed. I am
advised after discussions between my office and several parents that there is insufficient provision of
disability parking at John Henry Primary School. That is no criticism of the school.
The action I seek from the minister, on the back of this example that I am aware of and about which I
have had representations, is for the minister to conduct a review of parking requirements for new
primary and secondary state government schools as they are constructed and include as part of that
review the adequacy of disability parking for parents and students. It is important that our schools are
as inclusive as possible, that parents are able to send their children to the school of their choice and
that wherever possible disabilities can be accommodated, as every student is different and every
student has his or her own requirements. If they can be met as much as possible, that is fantastic. The
issue I would like examined is the provision of parking for students and parents with a disability to
make it easier for them to access their local school.
ASYLUM SEEKER SUPPORT
Dr RATNAM (Northern Metropolitan) (18:25): My adjournment matter tonight is for the Premier,
and the action I seek is that the state government provide emergency relief to those asylum seeker
families who are being cut off from federal support and that state-funded relief organisations be
allowed to provide assistance to asylum seekers.
The Status Resolution Support Services program (SRSS) is a federal program that provides support to
asylum seekers waiting for their protection claims to be finalised. This support is vital for newly
arrived refugees, providing them with casework support, access to torture and trauma counselling, and
a living allowance to help them to start their lives in Australia. But the federal government is currently
rolling the program back, cutting funding from the $139 million spent in 2017–18 down to just
$52 million next financial year and more than halving the number of recipients. The withdrawal of
this support is leaving asylum seeker families in poverty, without access to medication, clothing or
food, and in many cases leaving people homeless. Council and community support services are already
overstretched and struggling to respond to the thousands of people now turning to them for help that
the federal government should be providing. This is the humanitarian crisis that community services
have been predicting for a long while now would occur because of punitive policies of successive
federal governments. And the crisis is now here.
It is devastating that those who have fled war and persecution overseas are now facing a humanitarian
crisis in their new home—one created by a federal government lacking in empathy and compassion
that prioritises tax cuts for the wealthy over support for those in need. When our federal government
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completely fails in its responsibility to look after our most vulnerable people it is our duty to step in.
Our state can support asylum seekers in a number of ways, including through direct financial support
and by providing additional funding to community services to assist families in need. I call on the
Premier to ensure that Victoria provides emergency relief to asylum seekers who have lost federal
support due to the cuts to the SRSS program and works with a host of organisations, councils and
campaigners to support the most vulnerable in our community.
PRESTON LEVEL CROSSINGS
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) (18:27): My adjournment matter tonight is for the
Minister for Transport Infrastructure, and it concerns the government’s planned removal of four level
crossings in Preston. The Bell Residents Group of Preston have made numerous approaches to MPs
and authorities so that their community can have a say in the future of their neighbourhood through
the removal of four level crossings in Preston.
I remind the house that the Premier has acknowledged that the best project outcomes are achieved
when the community is involved. To date the Bell Residents Group of Preston have contacted the
Premier’s office, the Minister for Transport Infrastructure, the Minister for Public Transport and the
Level Crossing Removal Project itself. Attempts to contact these offices have proved fruitless, with
the buck being passed around continually. Now, to be fair to Mr Elasmar, whose office is right across
the road from one of those crossings, he has tried to help, but we are not having much success with
the Premier’s office, the Minister for Transport Infrastructure, the Minister for Public Transport or
indeed the Level Crossing Removal Project. The Bell residents understand that major decisions on this
project are currently being made without any consultation, and they deserve to be a part of these
decisions.
The action I seek from the Minister for Transport Infrastructure is to allow the Bell residents
association and the community to be involved, as the Premier has called for, because they deserve to
be a part of these decisions. This is a very eager and willing community influence group that values
this project and that can add value to the planned project and the design of this project for the area.
They have made many contacts with MPs. I have met with them and talked to them. I have to say they
may not necessarily practise my way of politics, but they are a community group that really want to
have an influence on their local area, and they deserve to.
I remind the Minister for Transport Infrastructure that the Premier did say, ‘The best project outcomes
are achieved when the community is involved’. The action I seek from the minister is to allow the Bell
residents association to have a say in the outcome of these projects.
WASTE AND RECYCLING MANAGEMENT
Dr CUMMING (Western Metropolitan) (18:30): My adjournment matter this evening is for the
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change in the other place. The action I seek is in
relation to stronger penalties being applied for all those involved in the illegal and unsafe stockpiling
of rubbish and chemicals on industrial land and in private storage facilities and for all businesses and
individuals within the chain of illegal and unsafe waste collection, dumping, storage and disposal to
be held to account.
Dangerous stockpiling is a problem in Melbourne’s west as well as in other regions within Victoria.
This is highlighted with the news that authorities are currently investigating two dangerous stockpiles
of waste in Derrimut and Altona. One of these sites has reportedly been investigated on numerous
occasions. As many within this place are aware, a major fire engulfed a warehouse on Somerville
Road in West Footscray at the end of August last year. The site was stockpiled with rubbish and
hazardous chemicals. It took firefighters days to contain the blaze, and firefighting foam chemicals
washed into the waterways of Stony Creek, leaving it full of contaminants.
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One of my constituents, Mr Alfhaid, visited my office. He has a window overlooking the creek and
the surrounding reserve. The area, once abundant and full of wildlife, is now looking sick and yellow.
None of the native animals are returning, and birds stop briefly and then leave. I am aware that we
have had community consultation, and plans for recovery and investment to restore Stony Creek are
underway with the government. I am also aware that the Environment Protection Authority Victoria
is undertaking an independent investigation.
I also wish to inform that the former member for Footscray, Marsha Thomson, said in the
government’s media release that ‘the government is looking to ensure that we minimise any risk of
this incident occurring again’. My community deserves clarity as to what the minister’s plans are to
ensure that this does not happen again in anyone’s backyard. My community also has the right to
expect that this problem is managed to a high standard that meets regulations and that these regulations
are enforced at all levels with the highest penalties.
RETIREMENT HOUSING
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) (18:32): My adjournment matter is for the Minister for
Consumer Affairs, Gaming and Liquor Regulation, and it relates to the protection of older Victorians
living within the retirement housing sector. The action that I seek is for the minister to establish an
ombudsman for retirement housing to resolve disputes within the retirement housing sector to ensure
older Victorians living in retirement and lifestyle villages feel safe and protected.
There are in excess of 440 registered retirement housing operators in Victoria, housing approximately
45 000 residents. Retirement villages allow older Victorians the opportunity to continue to live
independently in a social and protected environment with other like-minded residents. In what should
be a time of less stress for retirees, the retirement housing sector can involve complicated contract
arrangements that are confusing for some residents. Disputes can arise between centres and residents,
and no dedicated statutory body is in existence to resolve such disputes.
In 2016 the Legal and Social Issues Committee from this place conducted a parliamentary inquiry into
management practices, pricing and dispute resolution within the retirement housing sector. One of the
recommendations of the inquiry was that the Victorian government introduce a new alternative for
low-cost, timely and binding resolution of disputes in the retirement housing sector, including the
appointment of an ombudsman to provide residents with a fast, free and fair forum to resolve their
housing disputes.
Currently residents are forced to take disputes to VCAT, a process that is often lengthy, stressful and
expensive. Many organisations involved in the sector, including the Council on the Ageing Victoria,
the Housing for the Aged Action Group and the Residents of Retirement Villages Victoria, have
advocated for a designated ombudsman to be appointed to oversee the retirement housing sector. In
response, the Liberal-National coalition in June 2018 committed to establishing an ombudsman for
retirement housing if successful at the last state election. It is time the Andrews Labor government
acted upon the recommendation of the parliamentary inquiry and established a designated ombudsman
who would look after the rights of retirement housing sector residents.
The action that I seek is for the minister to establish an ombudsman for retirement housing to resolve
disputes within the retirement housing sector to ensure older Victorians living in retirement and
lifestyle villages feel safe and protected.
POLICE RESOURCES
Ms MAXWELL (Northern Victoria) (18:35): My adjournment matter is directed to the Minister
for Police and Emergency Services in the other place. The action I seek is an update on the progress
of the Premier’s commitment last year that a re-elected Labor government would institute minimum
service standards for Victoria Police, including clarification of statistics on how many and which of
the state’s police stations are manned for the full 24 hours each day, as well as what changes, if any,
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will occur to the number of 24-hour stations as a result of the deployment of new officers through the
government’s commitments in their community safety statement.
It would also be interesting to know if there is any information or explanatory material about how the
assignment of those new officers is being managed so as not to create a too great or immediate influx
of inexperienced individuals in particular locations. My understanding is that there are currently
397 local police stations in the state. Of the 107 in my electorate of Northern Victoria Region, just 11
are manned for 24 hours a day. Just some very rough calculations suggest that by night-time each
station still open in northern Victoria is on average responsible for the safety of over 72 000 residents
and that those 11 stations are, on average, responsible for call-outs to an area of more than 9000 square
kilometres each. I am more than happy to be corrected on any of those numbers should they be wrong.
Whatever the precise figures are, in just five months since the election I have been inundated with
concerns about inadequate police resourcing in the northern half of the state, including many crimes
going unreported altogether, especially in locations where a local police station is shut for the night
and/or remains unmanned for many hours. This should hardly be surprising when one considers that
it is quite obviously the case that many criminals or would-be criminals would be more attracted to
the idea of committing their offences under the cover of darkness than during daylight hours in areas
that they know are not manned. Naturally this is also typically a more acute problem in communities
where people are a long way, in a geographical sense, from the next nearest police station.
I should say that I do appreciate the minister’s ongoing work in increasing the funding to Victoria
Police and its officer numbers. And equally I hope that she respects and understands the sincerity of
the very many people like me who are calling for more help with the lack of 24-hour resourcing. It is
an increasingly urgent problem in many rural and regional communities specifically.
NEWPORT AND LAVERTON RAILWAY STATION PARKING
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) (18:38): I wish to raise a matter for the attention of the Minister
for Transport Infrastructure. I have actually checked out that she is responsible for this, because I know
there is some confusion between the responsibilities of the Minister for Public Transport and the
Minister for Transport Infrastructure. I understand that the matter I am raising tonight is the
responsibility of the Minister for Transport Infrastructure.
It concerns the issue of parking at railway stations in the western suburbs. One of the biggest issues
that we face in the west is the matter of people finding a park when they seek to use the train to go into
town. It is exceedingly difficult at most railway stations, if not indeed at all railway stations, to get a
park much after 6.30 a.m. or 7 o’clock on most mornings. I have actually been to a number of the
railway stations in the west and I have seen this for myself. It is a race to the finish to get there first to
get that last parking spot.
I will put forward a suggestion to the minister and ask that she consider this and that, if indeed it meets
her approval and meets the standards set by her department, it be put into action. The Paisley railway
station was closed in 1985. It is approximately halfway between the Newport and Laverton stations.
There is an abundant area for parking, and it would be well used as it would capture a very densely
populated area, and it would ease both the Newport and Laverton parking problems. Certainly
Laverton is one of the stations I have been to, and I have seen just how bad the parking situation is
there, with cars parked illegally on both sides of the road. It is a real dog’s breakfast.
I am suggesting to the minister that she take into consideration the fact that the former Paisley station
may well be available for parking. This would be a big plus for the people of Newport and Laverton
and surrounding areas. Given that so much of that area is growing at a rapid rate, it would be a very,
very welcome decision if the minister were to give this the go-ahead. I ask the minister to take this
into consideration and, if it meets the requirements set out by her department, to get hold of the Paisley
railway station and turn it into a car park.
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HOSPITAL CLADDING
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (18:41): My adjournment matter this evening is for the
Minister for Health. It is in relation to the very serious issue that has been highlighted to all Victorians
in recent months around our cladding, in particular cladding on hospitals. This of course became a
very large issue when the Neo200 apartment building on Spencer Street caught fire in February of this
year. It was a very alarming sight for people to see what occurred and those residents that were
removed from that particular building, and others have now raised concerns about their own residential
homes. Equally, hospitals have also been caught up in this cladding issue.
In February of this year the Victorian planning minister, Mr Wynne, said that removing flammable
cladding from a variety of high-risk buildings in Melbourne will be a ‘complex problem which will
take some time to fix properly’. I note that in the Reviewing Health Services Buildings fact sheet of
December 2017 the Department of Health and Human Services audited more than 1100 health service
and related buildings to check for non-compliant cladding. The review found that it was on nine
hospital buildings and that more extensive assessments were being conducted on another 11 hospital
buildings. Those nine hospitals that were highlighted were the Royal Women’s Hospital, the Werribee
Mercy Hospital, the SN extension building at Casey Hospital, the subacute building at Casey Hospital,
Monash Medical Centre block A at Clayton, the acute services building at Sunshine Hospital, sections
of the block F building at Frankston Hospital, the north wing expansion at the Royal Melbourne
Hospital and St Vincent’s Hospital building A. There were a further 11 sites that were having detailed
assessments taking place. This review in December 2017 said that they needed to be ‘further
investigated’ and ‘are being publicly released to ensure complete transparency’.
So whilst there are concerns around residential towers, there are also concerns around hospitals. I note
that this review says:
The department is working closely with the Victorian Cladding Taskforce to make sure its … strategy for
removing non-compliant cladding across health service buildings is consistent with the broader state-wide
strategy.

The action I am seeking from the minister is to provide an update on which hospitals have had
dangerous cladding removed and whether the 11 remaining hospitals have had their assessments
undertaken and any dangerous cladding removed.
TRAM NETWORK PERFORMANCE
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (18:44): I want to raise a matter
for the Minister for Public Transport in the other place. It relates to the performance of our trams. We
know the March 2019 metropolitan tram punctuality and performance data shows that the government
has failed to provide a reliable system, with 21.9 per cent—more than one in five—of trams not on
time, well below any reasonable benchmark and below the specific benchmark the government sets
itself. Seventeen of the 22 tram routes—over 77 per cent of tram routes—failed to meet the
benchmark.
It is interesting to look at some of these. For route 48, 72 per cent of trams met the punctuality
benchmark in March and over 12 months only 79.5 per cent. It was 77.4 per cent on route 59 in March
and 81 per cent over 12 months. On the 75 route 67.4 per cent of trams met the benchmark, the others
did not. That is almost two-thirds of trams on time and the other one-third not. That is a massive failure
for Daniel Andrews and his government. It was 76.2 per cent over a 12-month period. The 109 route
was on 72.7 per cent, the 16 route was on 70.1 per cent, the 72 route was on 73.3 per cent, the 86 route
was on 69.2 per cent, the 70 route was on 63.6 per cent and 74.4 per cent over a 12-month period, and
the 11 route was on 77 per cent.
These are shocking, shocking figures. In the case of three of the routes—the 48, the 59 and the 75—
they are the worst performance figures recorded since records were kept back to the early 2000s. For
those three routes the performance is so bad under Daniel Andrews and his transport minister, Minister
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Horne, and the new contracts that have been signed by Jacinta Allan—the new franchise agreements
that were signed by the previous minister and are being implemented by the current minister—are
delivering the worst performance on record.
Ms Stitt interjected.
Mr DAVIS: You may well laugh, Ms Stitt, but people in your electorate are being impacted by
these tram failures as well. I think that metropolitan members who have trams will be very unhappy
with the performance that is being offered here. It is a serious matter. People expect their trams to be
on time. They expect to be able to get to work. They expect to be able to rely on not just trains but
trams. If people think the trains are bad, the trams are bad—even worse. Those three lines—the 48,
the 59 and the 75—have the worst punctuality results on record. That is a travesty. It is an appalling
performance by Daniel Andrews and his ministers. What I seek from the minister is that she
immediately review this, find out why this performance is falling so badly and act to fix it.
RESPONSES
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria—Minister for Training and Skills, Minister for Higher
Education) (18:47): There were nine matters in the adjournment debate tonight. The first was from
Mr O’Donohue to the Minister for Education in relation to disability parking provision at John Henry
Primary School. The second was from Dr Ratnam to the Premier, seeking assistance for asylum
seekers. The third was from Mr Ondarchie to the Minister for Transport Infrastructure in relation to
four level crossing removals in Preston and community involvement. The fourth was from
Dr Cumming to Minister D’Ambrosio, seeking stronger penalties for those stockpiling unsafe
materials. The fifth was from Ms Lovell to the Minister for Consumer Affairs, Gaming and Liquor
Regulation, seeking the establishment of an ombudsman for the retirement housing sector. The sixth
was from Ms Maxwell to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services, seeking information on
staffing levels at police stations. The seventh was from Mr Finn to the Minister for Transport
Infrastructure, and it was in relation to parking at train stations in western Melbourne suburbs. The
eighth was from Ms Crozier to the Minister for Health in relation to cladding. The final adjournment
matter was from Mr Davis to the Minister for Public Transport in relation to train punctuality.
I also have written responses to a number of adjournment debate matters. I have one that was raised
on 5 February by Dr Ratnam. I have two that were raised on 6 February: Mr Davis and Ms Shing. I
have five that were raised on 19 February: Ms Bath, Mrs McArthur, Mr O’Donohue, Mr Ondarchie
and Ms Patten. I have four from 20 February: Ms Garrett, Ms Maxwell, Mr Melhem and Mr Quilty. I
have two from 21 February: Ms Lovell and Ms Vaghela. There are seven responses from 5 March:
Mr Atkinson, Ms Crozier, Mr Davis, Mr O’Donohue, Mr Melhem, Dr Ratnam and Ms Shing. There
are seven from 6 March: Mr Atkinson, Mr Barton, Ms Bath, Ms Lovell, Mrs McArthur, Mr Ondarchie
and Ms Patten. There are seven from 7 March: Ms Bath, Mr Davis, Mrs McArthur, Mr Meddick,
Mr Ondarchie, Ms Taylor and Ms Terpstra. There are five from 19 March: Dr Cumming, Mr Davis,
Ms Lovell, Ms Maxwell and Mrs McArthur. There are eight from 20 March: Mr Barton, Ms Bath,
Mr Finn, Mr Hayes, Ms Lovell, Mr Meddick, Mr Quilty and Ms Wooldridge. And there are three
from 21 March: Ms Crozier, Mr Davis and Mr Limbrick.
The PRESIDENT: The house stands adjourned.
House adjourned 6.50 p.m.
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26 JANUARY
In reply to Dr RATNAM (Northern Metropolitan) (5 February 2019)
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave—Premier):
There is growing support for an Australia Day date that is inclusive of all Victorians. Australia Day provides
an opportunity for conversation, deep reflection and understanding of our shared history, including the
experiences of Aboriginal people.
For Aboriginal communities, 26 January can be a particularly difficult day and holds a different meaning to
many groups and individuals. Many people in the Victorian Aboriginal community consider 26 January as a
day of mourning. For some Aboriginal Victorians it is a day to mark the survival of their ongoing history,
traditions and cultures.
There is growing community discussion about which date Australia Day should be celebrated on. It’s
important that this discussion occurs and that people feel free to share their opinions on this day.
The Victorian Government is committed to promoting respectful conversation on the matter of Australia Day.
We strive to have both a meaningful reflection and a hopeful celebration of what makes our state and nation
special to us.
Our government’s commitment to progress self-determination and treaty is central to its efforts to promote
reconciliation, truth-telling and healing.
The Advancing the Treaty Process with Aboriginal Victorian Act 2018 (Act) sets out the pathway to treaty,
this includes the establishment of an Aboriginal Representative Body. The Aboriginal Representative Body
and the State work together to develop the treaty negotiation framework that will set out rules for the
negotiation of a treaty or treaties. The Act requires that this framework provides for the negotiation of treaty
or treaties that recognise historic wrongs, address ongoing injustices, help heal wounds of the past and support
reconciliation, amongst other things.
The treaty process could be a means for Aboriginal Victorians to tell their stories and for all Victorians to
understand the truth of our shared history, and in doing so promote reconciliation and healing.

BUILDING CLADDING
In reply to Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (6 February 2019)
Mr WYNNE (Richmond—Minister for Planning, Minister for Housing, Minister for Multicultural
Affairs):
The Victorian Building Authority (VBA) is leading the Victorian Statewide Cladding Audit on behalf of the
Victorian Government. The project’s focus is on reducing the fire safety risk of buildings found to have
combustible cladding—such as expanded polystyrene or aluminium composite panels with a polyethylene
core.
These buildings are safe to live in, provided that an evacuation has not been ordered, and that a building’s
Essential Safety Measures are maintained correctly.
To date, no building audited through the Victorian government’s state-wide audit had been required to be
evacuated.
The Owners Corporation Act 2006 (the Act) states that an Owners Corporation must have mandatory
insurance to replace or repair damaged buildings on common land. As per the requirements under the Act,
the Neo200 building was covered by the building’s insurance.
The Neo200 building’s insurance policy contained provisions that covered eligible out of pocket expenses for
occupiers during the initial evacuation of up to $2500 per unit.
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Owner-occupiers and owner-landlords who will be displaced for longer than the initial 14 day long evacuation
may also be eligible for additional support through their insurer, including funding for temporary
accommodation and ‘loss of rent’.
The Department of Health and Human Services also has emergency relief assistance available for eligible
occupants affected by the fire. For Neo200 this consisted of a one-off payment of up to $540 per adult and
$270 per child to a maximum of $1890 per household/family. This funding was intended for immediate needs
such as emergency food, accommodation, clothing and personal items.

EQUALITY FUNDING
In reply to Ms SHING (Eastern Victoria) (6 February 2019)
Mr FOLEY (Albert Park—Minister for Mental Health, Minister for Equality, Minister for Creative
Industries):
Building on the Victorian Government’s Equality portfolio achievements in its first term of government, the
Government has committed to delivering new initiatives for LGBTI Victorians across the state.
These commitments include a whole of Government LGBTI Strategy a new major event—Melbourne
Pride—in 2021 to mark 40 years since the Victorian Parliament decriminalised homosexuality; a funding
boost to the Pride Events and Festivals Fund for regional pride events; establishment of Victoria’s first LGBTI
Homelessness Grants Program; a boost to family counselling services for LGBTI Victorians and their loved
ones; increased mental health support through existing services; and support for the ongoing operation and
relocation of community broadcaster JOY 94.9 to the Victorian Pride Centre.
We will also embark on the second stage of our successful LGBTI Rural and Regional Roadshow, to provide
tailored training and capacity building at a sub-regional level to improve and strengthen connections in those areas.
LGBTI Australians have higher than average rates of mental health problems, with trans and gender diverse
men and women reporting the highest rates. The Victorian Government recognises that additional, and
inclusive, mental health supports are needed. It is also investing in extra assistance for families so that they
can understand and support their LGBTI loved ones. This is about keeping families together and making sure
LGBTI Victorians feel safe and valued.
As well as these initiatives, the Victorian Government recognises the need for tailored supports around
particular issues and experiences. The Government has recently announced work on laws to ban so-called
‘conversion therapies’, which have been shown to cause deep and long-lasting psychological harm and
distress. The legislation will be complemented by targeted counselling and support services for survivors and
for their families and loved ones. Part of this will include community resources to provide information on the
harms of conversion practice and information regarding supports available for people affected by it.

CRAIGIEBURN ROAD DUPLICATION
In reply to Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) (19 February 2019)
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East—Leader of the House, Minister for Transport Infrastructure):
I thank the Member for his question and his interest in the Andrews Labor Government’s Craigieburn Road
Upgrade.
The duplication of Craigieburn Road is the result of the tireless advocacy of the Parliamentary Secretary for
Road infrastructure and Member for Yuroke, Ms Ros Spence MR, on behalf of the local community.
This project will slash congestion for the more than 28,000 drivers who rely on this road every day.
The number of bus stops along Craigieburn Road from Hume Highway to Mickleham Road will be retained.
Major Road Projects Victoria (MRPV) is working closely with Public Transport Victoria (PTV) to ensure the
best possible public transport outcomes, including exact stop locations, are achieved in this area.
Bus stops will be retained on both sides of Craigieburn Road near the Craigieburn Health Service. New traffic
lights at Dorchester Street will improve safety for community members crossing Craigieburn Road to access
the bus stop on the opposite side of the road.
Engagement with the community commenced once a preliminary design was developed in consultation with
other agencies, including PTV. Online community consultation for the Craigieburn Road Upgrade was open
throughout late 2018 and early 2019. Community feedback provided during this time will allow for further
refinement of the design.
Local residents know that only the Andrews Labor Government is investing in the suburban roads that
Victorians use every day.
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ROYAL COMMISSION INTO VICTORIA’S MENTAL HEALTH SYSTEM
In reply to Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) (19 February 2019)
Mr FOLEY (Albert Park—Minister for Mental Health, Minister for Equality, Minister for Creative
Industries):
The Andrews Labor Government recently announced the Terms of Reference and Commissioners for the
Royal Commission into Victoria’s Mental Health System—the first of its kind in Australia.
Through the Terms of Reference, the Royal Commission has been asked to consider how to most effectively
prevent mental illness and suicide, recognising that strong mental health is a key factor that helps people to
feel included in society, participate in the community, and connect with their friends and family.
Alongside the Royal Commission, the Productivity Commission is conducting a national inquiry examining
the effect of mental health on people’s ability to participate and prosper in the community and workplace, and
the effects it has more generally on our economy and productivity.
Together, these inquiries will explore new ways to most effectively prevent mental illness, including through
tackling the impact that isolation and loneliness can have on a person’s health and wellbeing.
The Andrews Labor Government currently supports a range of community participation programs and
platform for particular cohorts, such as young people, people with a disability and older Victorians. This
includes support for over 400 neighbourhood houses and 100 men’s sheds.

COMPANION THERAPY ASSISTANCE DOGS
In reply to Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) (19 February 2019)
Mr CARROLL (Niddrie—Minister for Crime Prevention, Minister for Corrections, Minister for
Youth Justice, Minister for Victim Support):
The Government recognises that prisoner engagement in caring for and training dogs can have a rehabilitative
effect.
In recognition of those benefits, Corrections Victoria currently partners with Greyhound Racing Victoria
through the Prison Pet Partnership, which involves ex-racing dogs being trained by selected prisoners so they
are suitable for adoption. The program currently operates at Dhurringile and Tarrengower prisons. The
prisoners participating in this program are learning valuable skills, which help with their rehabilitation and
reduce their risk of re-offending after they complete their sentence. The program not only supports prisoners
but also helps give back to the local community.
Beechworth Correctional Centre also partners with a local animal rescue program which helps rehabilitate
prisoners whilst re-homing abandoned dogs.
The Government is currently considering further opportunities to enhance programs focused on rehabilitation
and reducing recidivism.

BAIL JUSTICES
In reply to Mrs McARTHUR (Western Victoria) (19 February 2019)
Ms HENNESSY (Altona—Attorney-General, Minister for Workplace Safety):
The Andrews Labor Government recognises that bail justices are extremely dedicated individuals, committed
to ensuring access to justice.
I value the work of all our volunteers within the justice system and do not question the valuable contribution
that bail justices make to the Victorian community.
In the context of the 2017 Bail Review by the Honourable Paul Coghlan QC, there are now increased
requirements for bail justices and I am advised that the Department of Justice and Community Safety will
support bail justices to meet these requirements.
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DROUGHT ASSISTANCE
In reply to Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (19 February 2019)
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Minister for Regional Development, Minister for Agriculture,
Minister for Resources):
On 22 February 2019, I visited Giffard and Orbost, both in the electorate of Eastern Victoria. I had the
opportunity to meet with farmers, local government representatives and regional stakeholders, and discuss
the ongoing impact of drought conditions in Central and East Gippsland.
While there, I announced an additional $12.6 million package of targeted support to farm businesses and rural
communities impacted by drought and dry conditions. This support includes:
•

$5.6 million funding for Farm Business Assistance for farm businesses in Central and East Gippsland
and targeted farm businesses in Northern Victoria

•

$5 million for the continuation of the On-Farm Drought Infrastructure Support Grants

•

$1 million to improve access to emergency water supply points

•

$1 million to establish a Farm Support Fund.

This builds on the Victorian Government’s announcements in 2018 of almost $30 million, bringing the total
amount announced to date to almost $43 million.

WEST GATE TUNNEL
In reply to Mr MELHEM (Western Metropolitan) (20 February 2019)
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria—Minister for Roads, Minister for Road Safety and the TAC,
Minister for Fishing and Boating):
Keeping the West Gate Freeway safe for drivers is very important to the West Gate Tunnel Project team and
the project’s builder has responded to feedback from drivers by doing more intensive line marking removal
on sections of the freeway in February 2019.
As part of the project all old line markings on the West Gate Freeway have been blocked out or hydro blasted.
However, the challenge on the West Gate Freeway is that the east-west orientation of the freeway and certain
weather conditions like morning and afternoon sun can make it more difficult to see the new white lines and
make the old white lines we have removed more visible because of the reflection.
The West Gate Tunnel Project’s builder is working closely with road safety auditors to make sure the new
line markings are as safe and visible as possible after each change. The project’s builder is also working with
industry providers to come up with ways to improve the visibility of new line markings and the removal of
old line markings.

DROUGHT ASSISTANCE
In reply to Ms GARRETT (Eastern Victoria) (20 February 2019)
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Minister for Regional Development, Minister for Agriculture,
Minister for Resources):
On 22 February 2019, I visited Giffard and Orbost, both in the electorate of Eastern Victoria. I had the
opportunity to meet with farmers, local government representatives and regional stakeholders, and discuss
the ongoing impact of drought conditions in Central and East Gippsland.
While there, I announced an additional $12.6 million package of targeted support to farm businesses and rural
communities impacted by drought and dry conditions. This support includes:
•

$5.6 million funding for Farm Business Assistance for farm businesses in Central and East Gippsland
and targeted farm businesses in Northern Victoria

•

$5 million for the continuation of the On-Farm Drought Infrastructure Support Grants

•

$1 million to improve access to emergency water supply points

•

$1 million to establish a Farm Support Fund.

This builds on the Victorian Government’s announcements in 2018 of almost $30 million, bringing the total
amount announced to date to almost $43 million.
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MENTAL HEALTH FUNDING
In reply to Ms MAXWELL (Northern Victoria) (20 February 2019)
Mr FOLEY (Albert Park—Minister for Mental Health, Minister for Equality, Minister for Creative
Industries):
The Andrews Labor Government is committed to reducing the harm caused by alcohol and other drugs, and
this is why, in 2018-19, we are investing $259.9 million into drug treatment and services (including harm
reduction)—an increase of 57 per cent in the last four State Budgets.
The Government provides almost $20 million per year to support a number of initiatives that aim to reduce
harm caused by alcohol and other drugs. This includes the Victorian Needle and Syringe Program, opioid
substitution treatment and overdose response education and training incorporating use of the life-saving
medication naxolone.
For those young people who experiment with drugs at festivals and parties, we continue to invest in the
Dancewize program, provided by Harm Minimisation Victoria. This program involves peer educations
attending dance parties, festivals and nightclubs to provide trusted, friendly and non-judgemental advice to
people considering using pills. These peer educations host chill-out spaces at festivals, to provide a place for
young people to access advice about safer drug use and health resources. The Andrews Government has
invested $500 000 a year to establish 6 peer networks at key hotspots around the State to prevent overdose
deaths from dangerous drug consumption.
These peer networks will enable better information sharing among the drug taking community about what is
risky, where to find help and how to access medical assistance and drug treatment services. This is because
we know that a person considering taking a pill is likely to listen to the advice of a trusted peer with lived
experience of drug usage.
We also fund the P.A.R.T.Y Program, which aims to help young people understand risks, choices and
consequences by spending time with hospital patients and discussing how their choices have impacted on
their lives.
Our priority in tackling drug and alcohol consumption in our community will always be to ensure safety and
minimise harm.
Publication of reporting against funding can be found in the Victorian State Budget Paper 3: Service Delivery
and the annual report of the Department of Health and Human Services.
The department advises that the implementation of a new Victorian Alcohol and other Drug Collection
(VADC) system will allow the evaluation of new and emerging data with a view to improving public
reporting.

INLAND RAIL PROJECT
In reply to Mr QUILTY (Northern Victoria) (20 February 2019)
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East—Leader of the House, Minister for Transport Infrastructure):
Questions relating to the Commonwealth’s Inland Rail Project should be addressed either to the
Commonwealth Government, which is funding this project, or to the federal Australian Rail Track
Corporation (ARTC). The ARTC is leading the delivery of this project, including the route between
Melbourne and Brisbane, and any associated connections.
Neither the Commonwealth Government nor the ARTC have briefed the Andrews Labor Government on any
plans associated with modifications to, or replacement of, the rail bridge over the Murray River.

LA TROBE UNIVERSITY SHEPPARTON CAMPUS
In reply to Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) (21 February 2019)
Mr PALLAS (Werribee—Treasurer, Minister for Economic Development, Minister for Industrial
Relations):
Thank you for your adjournment matter requesting a funding commitment towards the planned extension of
the La Trobe University Shepparton Campus.
It is pleasing to see La Trobe University’s ongoing commitment to working with industry partners and
addressing the challenges of regional students.
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In last year’s budget, $120.4 million was provided to modernise TAFE facilities and during last year’s election
we committed to an additional $220 million to build better TAFEs. These funding commitments highlight
this government’s commitment to upgrade campuses and buildings across our state and improve lifelong
education pathways.
As with all funding determinations, competing priorities must be considered and assessed to deliver the
greatest benefit to the Victorian Community.

JOAN KIRNER WOMEN’S AND CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL
In reply to Ms VAGHELA (Western Metropolitan) (21 February 2019)
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services):
I thank my colleague Ms Vaghela for her invitation to join her in visiting the new state-of-the-art hospital and
was pleased to have joined her and other colleagues on a recent tour. This new hospital will meet rising
demand for maternity and paediatric services in Melbourne’s western suburbs.
The Andrews Labor Government promised to build a new Women’s and Children’s Hospital for Melbourne’s
west, and we have, with the world class hospital to be officially opened on 5 May.
The new facility is named in honour of the late Joan Kirner AC, Victoria’s first female Premier. Joan Kirner
was a passionate advocate over many decades for women and children and it is only fitting that this new
hospital carrying her name will specialise in maternity and paediatric services and be based in the area she
lived in and campaigned for over decades.
Construction work at Sunshine Hospital will continue after the Women’s and Children’s Service has relocated
to the new Joan Kirner Women’s and Children’s Hospital, with vacated areas refurbished as additional adult
acute beds to support an additional 8,000 admissions per year. In addition, the Government has committed
$29.6 million to extend the emergency department at Sunshine Hospital with capacity to treat an extra 59,000
emergency patients every year as well as $5.3 million to develop a Mental Health Drug and Alcohol Hub.
The expanded emergency department is scheduled to be completed by 2021.
With more families choosing to make the west their home, there is more to do to meet the growing demand
for healthcare from local families. That’s why the Andrews Labor Government will invest up to $1.5 billion
to build a new 504 bed hospital in Footscray. Construction is expected to commence in 2020, with the hospital
set to open in 2025.
I look forward to opening the world-class Joan Kirner Women’s and Children’s Hospital with the member
on 5 May.

VICTORIAN BUSHFIRES
In reply to Ms SHING (Eastern Victoria) (5 March 2019)
Mr SOMYUREK (South Eastern Metropolitan—Minister for Local Government, Minister for Small
Business):
I was extremely saddened by the losses caused by the recent bushfires in Victoria’s south east.
These fires have yet again demonstrated the importance of the work councils do in helping their communities
before, during and after emergency events.
Cardinia Shire Council, Baw Shire Council, Wellington Shire Council, Latrobe City Council and East
Gippsland Shire Council all stepped up to support those effected by the fires through a range of activities
including the opening of relief and recovery centres, community engagement and providing support to
affected residents. They are now in the process of developing recovery plans to ensure that affected areas are
safe, and residents have access to the services they need.
The jointly funded Commonwealth-State Disaster Recovery Funding Arrangements provide financial
assistance to councils to assist in the recovery process and to alleviate some of the financial burden that may
be experienced following a bushfire. This enables councils to have surety in relation to costs and expenditure
incurred as part of relief and recovery efforts as well as allow them to plan for longer term recovery.
In addition, councils are being supported locally through the establishment of Regional Recovery Committees
that bring together councils and key government agencies to plan and deliver recovery services to affected
communities.
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Representatives from my Department have remained in contact with the Chief Executive Officers of the fire
affected councils and will continue to support the councils going forward to ensure they have the resources
and assistance they require.
Thank you for your support of these councils and communities as we begin the long process of recovery from
these devastating fires in Victoria’s south east.

FOOTSCRAY HOSPITAL
In reply to Mr MELHEM (Western Metropolitan) (5 March 2019)
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services):
The current Footscray Hospital, built in the 1950’s, was originally founded as a result of the drive and
resourcefulness of the Footscray community. That same enthusiasm today will enable us to capture the views
and priorities of this diverse local community as we plan for and deliver their new Footscray Hospital.
As the member has outlined, I have asked the Member for Footscray, Katie Hall, to Chair a Community
Consultation Committee to ensure the views of hospital staff, volunteers, patients and their families as well
as the broader community, including existing community health service providers, local council and other
relevant community groups are heard in this process.
I would encourage all community members and organisations interested in having their say in the
development of the new Footscray Hospital and who have not yet done so, to submit an Expression of interest
for the committee. Information about this process (which commenced on 2 April and is scheduled to close on
Friday, 10 May) has been made available in local papers as well as via social media and on the project website
(https://vhhsba.vic.gov.au/health-infrastructure/new-footscray-hospital).
Additionally, the Department of Health and Human Services has hosted a series of information sessions
during March and April 2019 to provide the local community with the opportunity to meet the project team
and find out more about this important project.
Further community information sessions will be held later in the year including sessions with a multilingual
focus catering for multiple languages. Dates and times for these information sessions will be made available
online and in local media.
I thank the member for his continued interest and advocacy for better health services for Melbourne’s growing
western suburbs.

AUSTRALIAN HONOURS SYSTEM
In reply to Mr ATKINSON (Eastern Metropolitan) (5 March 2019)
Mr WYNNE (Richmond—Minister for Planning, Minister for Housing, Minister for Multicultural
Affairs):
I thank the Member for Eastern Metropolitan for his question regarding the diversity of Australian Awards
and Honours recipients. Like yourself, I also recently had the privilege of congratulating members of the
community on their Australian Honours and Awards. Our Government is committed to seeing Victorians
from all walks of life recognised for their outstanding contributions and achievements, including within the
Australian Honours system.
In the spirit of this commitment, the Recognition Matters campaign was launched in February 2019 to
increase nominations for women in Australia’s Honours system. At present, less than one third of nominations
in Australia’s Honours system are for women. Increasing the number of women nominated for and receiving
an Australian Honour, will help shift perceptions of women in leadership, place women’s achievements on
the public record and create more visible role models. The Recognition Matters campaign provides easy to
use tools to guide people through the nomination process.
The Department of Premier and Cabinet is currently investigating how best to build upon the success of the
Recognition Matters campaign to encourage nominations of exceptional individuals from culturally and
linguistically diverse backgrounds. This includes a review of all relevant Victorian Government materials
with the view to making them available in a range of languages.
The Victorian Government is committed to celebrating and recognising the contribution of Victoria’s diverse
cultural and faith communities, including through Victoria’s Multicultural Awards for Excellence. The
Multicultural Awards for Excellence honour outstanding individuals and organisations that foster crosscultural understanding, support migrants and refugees, and celebrate and preserve the diversity of cultures
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that make Victoria such a great place to live and visit. Now in its 17th year, the awards are coordinated by the
Victorian Multicultural Commission on behalf of the Victorian Government. In September of 2018 Victoria’s
Diversity Heroes were recognised at a ceremony at Government House attended by high profile dignitaries
and guests with a total of 64 recipients recognised across 10 categories. The awards celebrate the passionate
work of individuals, communities and organisations that are working to strengthen multiculturalism and foster
inclusion in Victoria.
The Victorian Government also operates a range of initiatives to build capacity and strengthen leadership
within Victoria’s multicultural communities. For example, last year the Victorian Government launched the
African Communities Action Plan, developed in partnership with Victoria’s diverse African communities. A
key objective of the plan is to support the development of emerging leaders through a range of initiatives.
These include annual grant funding for activities that build capacity, participation and community harmony;
and leadership programs including the African Development Leadership Program, which has supported
122 emerging leaders since 2014.
It is my pleasure to support the celebration and recognition of Victorians of all backgrounds nominated within
the Australian Honours and Awards system. The Victorian Government is committed to creating a thriving
multicultural community where current and emerging leaders are recognised and rewarded for their
contributions to the community.

JETTY ROAD–MORNINGTON PENINSULA FREEWAY, ROSEBUD
In reply to Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) (5 March 2019)
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East—Leader of the House, Minister for Transport Infrastructure):
I thank the Member for his question; however, the matter raised falls within the portfolio of responsibilities
of the Minister for Roads, the Hon Jaala Pulford MR. Therefore, the question should be directed to the
Minister for Roads.

NORTHERN METROPOLITAN REGION PUBLIC HOUSING
In reply to Dr RATNAM (Northern Metropolitan) (5 March 2019)
Mr WYNNE (Richmond—Minister for Planning, Minister for Housing, Minister for Multicultural
Affairs):
The 2017 Victorian Auditor-General report, Managing Victoria’s Public Housing, found that the public
housing portfolio is ageing and misaligned to demand. It reported the postponement of renewal and
acquisition programs to support an operating surplus was an ‘unsustainable’ strategy.
The Victorian Government recognises that existing public housing does not meet the requirements of today’s
tenants. That is why one part of the Victorian Government’s housing strategy, Homes for Victorians, is
focused on replacing existing public housing with new environmentally sustainable homes.
The Victorian Government also recognises that more social housing is required and is addressing that need
through record investment in initiatives like the Social Housing Growth Fund. The $2.1 billion of new
investments will support delivery of 2,200 new social housing homes over the next five years.
The land at North Melbourne, Northcote and Preston has not been sold to developers. The land is owned by
the Director of Housing and will remain so until the development is completed. The Director of Housing will
enter into sales contracts with private purchasers and get a share of the profits to reinvest in social housing.
The sales process is completely transparent. The Director of Housing has contracted MAB Corporation to
redevelop the sites with a socially diverse community that includes social, affordable and private housing.
MAB Corporation will receive their payment only after the Director of Housing has retained what is due
based on the sale price. That amount has to be certified by the Valuer General of Victoria and the Government
Land Monitor.
There will be a 50 per cent increase in social housing across the North Melbourne, Northcote and Preston
sites. The homes built on these sites will be largely one and two-bedroom properties to match the demand that
exists on the Victorian Housing Register and in line with the Victorian Auditor General’s recommendation
for the stock profile to better match demand. The buildings are constructed on flexible design principles which
enables a number of these one and two-bedroom homes to be converted into larger three and four-bedroom
properties to house the small number of larger families that need social housing.
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BOROONDARA DEVELOPMENT
In reply to Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (5 March 2019)
Mr WYNNE (Richmond—Minister for Planning, Minister for Housing, Minister for Multicultural
Affairs):
The City of Boroondara is currently the responsible authority for planning decisions regarding the Bills Street,
Hawthorn site owned by the Director of Housing and the University of Melbourne former Hawthorn campus.
No formal proposals have been submitted to the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning
regarding the renewal of either site.
Any future proposal for the renewal of either site will be subject to community consultation and Council input.

ST KILDA PUBLIC HOUSING SAFETY
In reply to Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (5 March 2019)
Mr WYNNE (Richmond—Minister for Planning, Minister for Housing, Minister for Multicultural
Affairs):
The Andrews Labor Government believes all Victorians have a right to safe, secure and affordable housing
and does not tolerate anti-social behaviour on or around public housing properties. The government is
committed to ensuring that public housing tenants abide by conditions of their tenancy agreement which is
governed by the Residential Tenancy Act.
My department is working closely with Victoria Police and local residents to actively pursue all issues raised.
I am advised that the department and support agencies are working to address these issues including the
installation of CCTV cameras and increased policing of the area. Local residents and neighbours should report
any anti-social or illegal activity to the Victoria Police.

NIXON–WYNDHAM STREETS, SHEPPARTON
In reply to Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) (6 March 2019)
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria—Minister for Roads, Minister for Road Safety and the TAC,
Minister for Fishing and Boating):
A road safety audit was conducted on 9 July 2018. The road safety audit concluded that while the traffic
signals at the intersection of Wyndham Street and Nixon Street complied with the VicRoads guidelines, there
was a risk of the westbound motorists on Nixon Street not complying with the traffic signals at the Wyndham
Street intersection.
Regional Roads Victoria advises me that options to reduce this risk were considered, and a new lantern was
installed on the existing mast arm on the north-west comer of the intersection, which has signals facing
westbound traffic. This additional traffic lantern will provide motorists with improved guidance on the
westbound approach.

MERNDA RAIL BRIDGE
In reply to Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) (6 March 2019)
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East—Leader of the House, Minister for Transport Infrastructure):
I thank the Member for Northern Metropolitan for his continued interest in one of the Andrews Labor
Government largest rail infrastructure projects—the $600 million Mernda Rail Extension.
Passenger trains returned to Mernda for the first time in almost 60 years last August, with the South Morang
line becoming the Mernda line.
It was a Labor Government that extended the line to South Morang, and the Andrews Labor Government
extended the line to Mernda.
As part of the Andrews Labor Government’s investment in our rapidly growing outer suburbs, the new
Mernda line means families in Melbourne’s north have the transport they need to get home, and to and from
work, sooner. This project was overwhelmingly endorsed by Victorians at last November’s election.
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Regarding aspects of this new infrastructure, non-structural cracking was identified through routine
inspections of the rail bridge built as part of the Mernda Rail Extension Project. The cracks do not affect the
structure of the bridge, which is safe, and there is no risk the public. The contractor is responsible for rectifying
these defects, and the Level Crossing Removal Project (LXRP) is working with the contractor to ensure this
occurs.
As with all infrastructure projects there is a process to identify and fix any defects, and LXPR will continue
to work with the contractor to rectify any defects.
Victorians continue to use both the Mernda Rail Line and adjacent bridges safely.

BOX HILL TRANSIT INTERCHANGE
In reply to Mr BARTON (Eastern Metropolitan) (6 March 2019)
Ms HORNE (Williamstown—Minister for Public Transport, Minister for Ports and Freight):
I thank the Member for his question. I recently had the opportunity to visit the Box Hill Transit Interchange,
a key public transport hub, incorporating the bus interchange, train station and terminus for the route 109 tram,
it is the second busiest train-bus interchange in the metropolitan network and the train station is the
10th busiest overall.
The former Minister for Public Transport, Jacinta Allan, directed Transport for Victoria to appoint an
independent Chair for the new Box Hill Transit Interchange Committee. On 17 May 2018, it was announced
that Knowles Tivendale had been appointed to Chair of this Committee. The Committee includes
representation from local government, the shopping centre lessee and relevant transport operators and
agencies.
While a range of improvements have already been made to the interchange in the past few years, the
Committee is working towards agreeing on short, medium and long-term actions, that may then inform
Government on business case options for future development of the interchange. I look forward to receiving
this advice from the Committee.
The North East Link will be the biggest transport project in Victoria’s history to date, finally fixing the missing
link in Melbourne’s freeway network and connecting Melbourne’s key growth areas in the north, east and
south-east.
The Government is also looking at the bigger picture, having released a Strategic Assessment of the Suburban
Rail Loop. The proposed Loop includes plans for Box Hill to become a key precinct.
The proposed Suburban Rail Loop will connect every major railway line from the Frankston Line to the
Werribee line via Melbourne Airport. It will also connect the Monash, La Trobe, Sunshine and Werribee
National Employment and Innovation Clusters (NEIC) with key precincts such as Box Hill, Burwood,
Broadmeadows and the Airport.
I thank the Member for his invitation and his keen interest in this area.

SOCIAL AND COMMUNITY HOUSING
In reply to Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) (6 March 2019)
Mr WYNNE (Richmond—Minister for Planning, Minister for Housing, Minister for Multicultural
Affairs):
I thank the Member for the Northern Metropolitan region for her question.
The Government’s $2.6 billion commitment to increase and renew public housing and address homelessness
is demonstrated through the Homes for Victorians package. The Inclusionary Housing Pilot (Pilot) is key part
of this package.
The Pilot is utilising surplus government land for housing on six sites with good access to jobs and transport.
The Pilot will provide a minimum of 100 new social housing homes across the six sites which will be
delivered in partnership with registered community housing providers. In addition to social housing, there
will be provision of affordable housing on each site.
The Government intends to use the findings of the Pilot to inform its future decision making around the sale
of surplus government land and in developing its affordable housing policy.
I also note recent amendments to the Yarra Planning Scheme which require provision for 20 per cent of
dwellings as affordable housing at the former Fitzroy Gasworks site and up to 10 per cent of affordable
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housing at 64 Alexandra Parade, Clifton Hill. In addition, recent changes to the Bayside Planning Scheme
require provision of 10 per cent affordable housing on the former Highett Gas Works Site.
I acknowledge the Member’s ongoing interest in the Inclusionary Housing Pilot and her ongoing advocacy
around social and community housing, if the Member would like to discuss any of these matters with me
further, I encourage her to contact my office to organise a meeting.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT RATES
In reply to Mrs McARTHUR (Western Victoria) (6 March 2019)
Mr SOMYUREK (South Eastern Metropolitan—Minister for Local Government, Minister for Small
Business):
Councils are responsible for the setting of council rates in their municipality. They are required to consult
with their communities through council planning and budget setting processes in making decisions about
rating levels in accordance with the Local Government Act 1989 which also includes compliance with the
Fair Go Rates cap.
As you would be well aware rural councils are also heavily dependent on Federal grants. In Buloke Shire
Council rates make up only 52 per cent of the council’s total revenue.
This is why Buloke Shire Council and other rural councils were hard hit by the Commonwealth Government’s
indexation freeze on Financial Assistance Grants in the 2014 Federal Budget. The cumulative loss over the
past five years for Victorian councils is at least $230 million, with more than half of those funds being stripped
from rural and regional councils.
This is also why the Victorian Government is working with Rural & Regional Councils to improve their
sustainability including the $20 million Rural Councils Transformation Program (RCTP) and not seeking a
co-contribution from small rural Councils in a number of grant programs.
I note your comments regarding the difference in rates between Stonnington City Council and Buloke Shire
Council. Comparing the rate on the dollar between councils does not provide an accurate comparison as
property values across municipalities differ considerably. The average value of a property in Stonnington is
$1.5 million. This is more than five times the average value of property in Buloke.
Property values are used by councils to distribute the rate burden across ratepayers. The rate on the dollar
differs for each council depending on the amount of rates being levied and the total capital improved value of
properties in the municipality.
As shown in the table below, when comparing the average cost of a rates bill across different councils there
is less disparity than would be suggested when comparing the rates using the same property values.
Rate in
the dollar
2018-19

Average
Assessment (incl.
Municipal Charge)

Alpine Shire Council

0.004424

$1,633

Ararat Rural City Council

0.006649

$1,997

Ballarat City Council

0.004159

$1,857

Banyule City Council

0.001956

$1,814

Bass Coast Shire Council

0.003450

$1,518

Baw Baw Shire Council

0.003858

$1,873

Bayside City Council

0.001082

$1,791

Benalla Rural City Council

0.005227

$1,783

Boroondara City Council

0.001219

$1,970

Borough of Queenscliffe

0.002227

$2,036

Brimbank City Council

0.002011

$1,639

Buloke Shire Council

0.007715

$1,888

Campaspe Shire Council

0.004350

$1,735

Cardinia Shire Council

0.002728

$1,749

COUNCIL
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Casey City Council

0.002442

$1,562

Central Goldfields Shire Council

0.005131

$1,383

Colac Otway Shire Council

0.004271

$1,775

Corangamite Shire Council

0.003814

$2,040

Darebin City Council

0.001939

$1,778

East Gippsland Shire Council

0.003912

$1,542

Frankston City Council

0.002181

$1,517

Gannawarra Shire Council

0.006468

$1,675

Glen Eira City Council

0.025206

$1,393

Glenelg Shire Council

0.004940

$1,727

Golden Plains Shire Council

0.003482

$1,793

Greater Bendigo City Council

0.004049

$1,671

Greater Dandenong City Council

0.001567

$1,808

Greater Geelong City Council

0.002390

$1,560

Greater Shepparton City Council

0.005157

$2,170

Hepburn Shire Council

0.003666

$1,537

Hindmarsh Shire Council

0.005319

$1,484

Hobsons Bay City Council

0.002060

$2,346

Horsham Rural City Council

0.004908

$1,891

Hume City Council

0.003387

$1,885

Indigo Shire Council

0.003317

$1,520

Kingston City Council

0.001802

$1,691

Knox City Council

0.001522

$1,527

Latrobe City Council

0.004684

$1,489

Loddon Shire Council

0.004283

$1,206

Macedon Ranges Shire Council

0.002735

$1,793

Manningham City Council

0.001468

$1,777

Mansfield Shire Council

0.002514

$1,346

Maribyrnong City Council

0.056116

$2,440

Maroondah City Council

0.001905

$1,498

Melbourne City Council

0.039961

$2,489

Melton Shire Council

0.002648

$1,746

Mildura Rural City Council

0.006105

$2,041

Mitchell Shire Council

0.003143

$1,801

Moira Shire Council

0.003612

$1,649

Monash City Council

0.001415

$1,509

Moonee Valley City Council

0.001747

$1,792

Moorabool Shire Council

0.003856

$1,741

Moreland City Council

0.002200

$1,710

Mornington Peninsula Shire Council

0.001717

$1,396

Mount Alexander Shire Council

0.004145

$1,607

Moyne Shire Council

0.002176

$1,439

Murrindindi Shire Council

0.003273

$1,754
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Nillumbik Shire Council

0.002709

$2,371

Northern Grampians Shire Council

0.006894

$1,565

Port Phillip City Council

0.034808

$1,726

Pyrenees Shire Council

0.004228

$1,406

South Gippsland Shire Council

0.005202

$1,976

Southern Grampians Shire Council

0.005237

$1,661

Stonnington City Council

0.000941

$1,414

Strathbogie Shire Council

0.004830

$2,192

Surf Coast Shire Council

0.002155

$2,021

Swan Hill Rural City Council

0.006313

$1,999

Towong Shire Council

0.004211

$1,509

Wangaratta Rural City Council

0.004994

$1,683

Warrnambool City Council

0.003777

$1,855

Wellington Shire Council

0.005297

$1,662

West Wimmera Shire Council

0.003560

$1,472

Whitehorse City Council

0.001473

$1,562

Whittlesea City Council

0.049308

$1,688

Wodonga City Council

0.005560

$1,944

Wyndham City Council

0.004316

$1,819

Yarra City Council

0.035306

$2,005

Yarra Ranges Shire Council

0.002863

$1,857

Yarriambiack Shire Council

0.006497

$1,607

NORWOOD SECONDARY COLLEGE
In reply to Mr ATKINSON (Eastern Metropolitan) (6 March 2019)
Mr MERLINO (Monbulk—Minister for Education):
I am informed as follows:
The Andrews Labor Government is committed to growing educational opportunities for all Victorians and
has invested more than $3.8 billion in the past four State Budgets to deliver new schools and more than
1,300 school upgrades, supporting more than 5,000 construction jobs for Victorians.
The Andrews Labor Government has made significant investments to upgrade the facilities at Norwood
Secondary College.
The Andrews Labor Government has now invested more than $7 million to upgrade Norwood Secondary
College over the past four budgets.
This compares to not once cent invested to upgrade Norwood Secondary College under the former Liberal
Government.
Our challenge, however, is to responsibly balance and prioritise the needs of over 1,500 government schools
in Victoria, all in varying condition.
I trust this information is of assistance.
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HAZELWOOD HOUSE
In reply to Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (6 March 2019)
Mr DONNELLAN (Narre Warren North—Minister for Child Protection, Minister for Disability,
Ageing and Carers):
The Commonwealth Government is the primary funder and regulator of aged care services under the Aged
Care Act 1997. You may wish to make representation to the federal Minister for Senior Australians and Aged
Care, the Hon. Ken Wyatt AM, MP, Minister for Aged Care.
In contrast to other jurisdictions, Victoria has remained a provider of aged care as the Commonwealth
expanded its role and remains committed to public sector services. There are 55 locations in rural Victoria in
which the public sector is the sole provider of residential aged care.
Unlike the former Liberal-National Government who sought to sell off public sector aged care beds, the
Andrews Labor Government is committed to the future of public sector aged care and will continue to
advocate for an aged care system that recognises the importance of supporting older Victorians to receive care
in their communities.

RETIREMENT HOUSING
In reply to Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) (7 March 2019)
Ms KAIROUZ (Kororoit—Minister for Consumer Affairs, Gaming and Liquor Regulation, Minister
for Suburban Development):
The Victorian Government appreciates that there is significant concern about dispute resolution in the
retirement housing sector.
In tabling its response to the Inquiry report into the Retirement Housing Sector made by the Legislative
Council’s Legal and Social Issues Committee in September 2017, the Government committed to investigate
further the Inquiry’s recommendation that the Government introduce a new alternative, low cost, dispute
resolution body for the retirement housing sector.
In its response to the inquiry, the Government also committed to undertake a review of the Retirement Villages
Act 1986. The review of the Act, which will commence in 2019, will provide an opportunity for dispute
resolution in retirement villages to be considered further and for interested members of the community to
contribute to the review.
Where a resident of a retirement village is unable to resolve a complaint or dispute through the internal dispute
resolution process that retirement villages must have in place, I encourage those residents to contact Consumer
Affairs Victoria (CAV) for information and advice or seek assistance from the Dispute Services Centre of
Victoria (DSCV) which provides free dispute resolution services to retirement housing residents.
CAV has published useful guidance material for residents and their families about how to resolve retirement
village complaints and disputes, including details of organisations that can help retirement village residents.
Relevant publications include: ‘Retirement villages: internal dispute resolution guidelines for retirement
village owners and managers;’ and ‘Retirement villages: good practice to address key issues—a guide for
residents’.
These publications can be accessed via CAV’s website at: www.consumer.vic.gov.au/housing/retirementvillages.
The Victorian Government’s Tenancy and Consumer Program 2017-21 funds community organisations to
deliver a range of services to support vulnerable and disadvantaged tenants and consumers. One of the four
service areas that is funded is the Retirement Housing Assistance and Advocacy Program (RHAAP). This is
a state-wide service that supports older financially disadvantaged Victorians who live in retirement housing,
through the provision of casework, advocacy and specialist advice to workers.
Over the four years to June 2021, the Housing for the Aged Group will receive $1.2 million to deliver the
RHAAP.
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KANGAROO PET FOOD TRIAL
In reply to Mr MEDDICK (Western Victoria) (7 March 2019)
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes):
A Kangaroo Pet Food Trial has been operating in Victoria since March 2014. The purpose of the trial was to
test a process to reduce waste of kangaroo carcasses controlled under Authorities to Control Wildlife
(ATCWs), which are issued where landholders can demonstrate that wildlife are causing damage. The trial
has been extended until 30 September 2019, after which an ongoing kangaroo pet food program will
commence. Extending the trial will provide continuity to current participants of the trial while arrangements
for the new program are established.
The new program will contain safe guards to ensure that harvesting is sustainable, animal welfare
requirements are met, and stronger compliance and enforcement requirements are in place than under the
current system.
The new regulatory framework will be supported by a Kangaroo Management Plan which will establish
kangaroo harvesting zones and set appropriate annual quotas for each zone, based on information gained from
recent statewide kangaroo population surveys, to ensure Victoria’s kangaroo population is managed
sustainably.

SOLAR HOMES PACKAGE
In reply to Ms TAYLOR (Southern Metropolitan) (7 March 2019)
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes):
The Victorian Government’s landmark Solar Homes Package is delivering clear benefits to Victorian
households including people in the Southern Metropolitan Region.
The $1.3 billion program is investing in our energy future and helping Victorians with a household income
of up to $180,000 who live in their own home valued at up to $3 million to take control of their energy bills.
We have had tremendous interest in the program already, with more than 30,000 people across Victoria,
including 1,500 from the Southern Metropolitan Region, who have already applied to participate in the
program.
We have already paid more than 8,500 rebates (as of 4 April 2019) to people who have invested in their solar
future. That’s more than $18.8 million. We’re already seeing it supporting low and mid-income households,
with over 40% of all rebate recipients on income levels below $65,000.
50,000 rental properties will also soon be eligible along with 10,000 rebates for Victorians to install batteries.
The safety of workers and families is of the highest priority for the Victorian Government, which has a strong
track record in proactive action on safety and consumer protection. To ensure the best outcomes for workers
and households, Victoria has taken a leadership role on this issue and is setting new standards for best practice
risk controls.
Solar Victoria will facilitate work-site inspections while installations are underway and independent postinstallation audits of 5% of all rebates systems supported by the Solar Homes program.
It’s generous and will be of great value to residents in the Southern Metropolitan Region and right across the
state.

CULTURAL BURNING
In reply to Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (7 March 2019)
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes):
The National Indigenous Firesticks Conference will be held in Victoria for the first time in June this year. The
workshop will be co-hosted by the Yorta Yorta National Aboriginal Corporation and will take place along
the Dhungala (Murray River). The workshop presents an opportunity for Victorian Traditional Owners to
connect with other Traditional Owners and Aboriginal communities from around Australia to share
knowledge cultural burning knowledge and practice.
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The Victorian Government is committed to supporting Victorian Traditional Owners to meet their aspirations
regarding cultural fire knowledge and practice. The government recognises the need to increase collaboration
between Traditional Owners and land and fire management agencies to facilitate the reintroduction of cultural
burning in Victoria’s natural landscapes.
In demonstration of this commitment, the Victorian Government has worked in partnership with Victorian
Traditional Owners to develop the Victorian Traditional Owner Cultural Fire Strategy, due to be launched in
mid-April.
The strategy was developed in accordance with the Victorian Government’s Victorian Aboriginal Affairs
Framework 2018-2023 and the principle of self-determination. This is achieved through supporting Victorian
Traditional Owner Corporations to set the direction for the development and use of cultural fire, including the
strengthening of knowledge and practice.
The 2019 National Indigenous Fire Workshop provides an opportunity to contribute to the implementation of
the Victorian Traditional Owner Cultural Fire Strategy.
Senior representatives from the, Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, Parks Victoria and
Emergency Management Victoria have met with Mr Victor Steffensen on several occasions to discuss the
upcoming workshop and the broader Firesticks program. Most recently, senior agency staff met with a
delegation from the Firesticks Alliance Indigenous Corporation, including Mr Steffenson, on Monday
25 March to discuss opportunities to provide support to the workshop.
This support would follow on from the financial support provided by the Victorian Government for a
delegation of Victorian Traditional Owners to attend the 2018 National Indigenous Fire Workshop in Nowra,
NSW.
I will continue to work with my department regarding opportunities for me to meet with cultural burning
knowledge holders and practitioners, including Mr Steffenson.

TAFE FUNDING
In reply to Ms TERPSTRA (Eastern Metropolitan) (7 March 2019)
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes):
Prospective students who are seeking support and advice in relation to commencing training at a TAFE
institute are able to access the Victorian Skills Gateway, contact the TAFE and Training Line or visit a Skills
and Jobs Centre.
The Victorian Skills Gateway is a one-stop-shop of Victorian vocational education and training to help
prospective students find the best option.
Searches can be performed on occupations, courses, training providers, video and written case studies.
The TAFE and Training line is a free telephone and email help service for vocational training provided by the
Victorian Government.
Prospective students can contact the TAFE and Training line for:
•

help with information found on the Victorian Skills Gateway

•

tailored information to help you find the right course or training provider

•

guidance with eligibility criteria for training subsidised by the Victorian Government

•

referrals to other helpful services.

Based in TAFEs across Victoria, Skills and Jobs Centres provide expert advice on training and employment
opportunities, including:
•

careers advice

•

help with job searching

•

assistance preparing resumes

•

apprenticeship and traineeship advice

•

assistance using the Victorian Skills Gateway

•

referral to welfare support and financial advice
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•

assistance in using your existing skills to align to a new job or to undertake new training (Recognition
of Prior Learning (RPL))

•

assistance with career and training plans, identifying training qualifications that could be undertaken to
make a successful career transition.

The Centres also engage with a broad range of local industries, ensuring that the centres are tailored to meet
the needs of their local communities and industries.
The Andrews Labor Government has also invested over $16 million into the Skills and Jobs Centres, as onestop shops for career, skills and jobs advice.
In addition, individual TAFE institutes are offering guidance and support to prospective students at all stages
of the enquiry and application process. Institutes are providing support in person, online and over the phone
in relation to areas such as:
•

enrolment processes

•

course options

•

fee payment options.

MIDDLE ISLAND MAREMMA PROJECT
In reply to Mrs McARTHUR (Western Victoria) (7 March 2019)
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes):
The Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) currently provides financial and
technical support to the Middle Island Little Penguin Project.
Following the penguin deaths of 2017, DELWP provided $95,000 to the Warrnambool City Council for
priority unfunded actions from the Middle Island Working Group Operational Plan 2017 and Middle Island
Strategic Plan 2014-2017. Additional actions identified by Warrnambool City Council were also funded.
The actions are expected to be completed by 31 July 2019.
DELWP also provides ongoing technical advice and support to the project through involvement with the
Middle Island Project Working Group and has provided input to the external review.

TOORAK ROAD, KOOYONG, LEVEL CROSSING
In reply to Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (7 March 2019)
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East—Leader of the House, Minister for Transport Infrastructure):
The Andrews Labor Government is removing 75 of level crossings across Melbourne, including the
dangerous and congested level crossing at Toorak Road, Kooyong. These 75 level crossings were all clearly
outlined prior to the election, with their selection based on the Government’s level crossing removal
prioritisation framework.
The Member for Southern Metropolitan claims that the removal of the Toorak Road level crossing is long
overdue and is supported by all sides of politics. This claim reveals that he has not seen the election costings
of the Victorian Liberal Opposition. This document, which bares the signature of the current Leader of the
Opposition, shows that the Liberal Opposition committed to delaying the removal of the Toorak Road level
crossing until after 2023.
Not one level crossing the Glen Waverley line was removed during the four years the previous Liberal
Government was in government, and list of crossings the Liberal Opposition committed to removing at the
last election did not include any on the Glen Waverley line.
The schools the Member refers to are all in the electorate of Hawthorn. Fortunately, Hawthorn now has a
local Member who supports the removal of level crossings.
I am aware that the Member for Hawthorn, Mr John Kennedy MP, has met with all these schools to discuss
the removal of this dangerous and congested level crossing.
The Level Crossings Removal Project (LXRP) is also consulting with these schools, with for recent
community information sessions happening at Auburn South Primary School.
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SHEPPARTON AND SWAN HILL INFRASTRUCTURE FUNDING
In reply to Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) (19 March 2019)
Mr PALLAS (Werribee—Treasurer, Minister for Economic Development, Minister for Industrial
Relations):
Thank you for your adjournment matter of 19 March 2019 requesting funding commitments towards
infrastructure projects across Shepparton and Swan Hill.
Last year, the Victorian Government invested just under $760 million to deliver on key Regional Partnership
priorities. For the Goulburn Region, this included funding for a range of infrastructure upgrades and
community projects, including the Shepparton Line Upgrade.
Previous budgets have allocated $171.234 million for the planning and development of the Goulburn Valley
Health redevelopment, $7.64 million for the Shepparton bypass and $19.231 million to Shepparton heavy
vehicle alternative freight route upgrade. In 2018, the Government also committed a further $201.51 million
in output funding for Goulburn Valley Health.
These funding commitments highlight this Government’s commitment to the ongoing development of and
investment in regional and rural Victoria.
As with all funding determinations, competing priorities will be considered and assessed to deliver the greatest
benefit to the Victorian community.

WATERGARDENS RAILWAY STATION
In reply to Dr CUMMING (Western Metropolitan) (19 March 2019)
Ms HORNE (Williamstown—Minister for Public Transport, Minister for Ports and Freight):
Watergardens station was re-built in 2002. At this time three lifts were installed to provide access to the
platforms and across the train lines for people who use wheelchairs, other mobility aids or travel with prams,
from a new pedestrian overpass.
In October 2017, these lifts were mechanically refurbished which improved their reliability. Investigations
were undertaken to ascertain the viability of constructing additional ramps and lifts at the station.
The 2018-19 state budget committed $8.998 million to install an additional three lifts at Watergardens Station
to improve accessibility.
The detailed design of the new lifts is underway. The new lifts will be larger and transparent, and feature
CCTV, better lighting and an uninterruptable power supply which will maintain lift operation if the main
power supply fails.

MEN’S BEHAVIOUR CHANGE PROGRAMS
In reply to Ms MAXWELL (Northern Victoria) (19 March 2019)
Mr CARROLL (Niddrie—Minister for Crime Prevention, Minister for Corrections, Minister for
Youth Justice, Minister for Victim Support):
Family violence is our nation’s number one law and order issue. That is the reason that the Andrews Labor
Government established a Royal Commission and has invested more than $2.7 billion, which is more than
every state and territory combined, to keep women and children safe.
Our funding boost has included doubling the number of places on Men’s Behaviour Change Programs, so we
can hold male perpetrators to account for their actions.
In relation to Corrections Victoria specifically, there has not been a reduction in funding. Corrections Victoria
has used external service providers, who are accredited according to the No To Violence Standards, to deliver
Men’s Behaviour Change Programs since 2015.
The Andrews Labor Government will continue to support relevant agencies to ensure male perpetrators get
access to these important programs, as we work to end the violence.
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CHILWELL PRIMARY SCHOOL
In reply to Mrs McARTHUR (Western Victoria) (19 March 2019)
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria—Minister for Training and Skills, Minister for Higher Education):
I am informed as follows:
As you are aware, Chilwell Primary School was allocated $2.41 million for the upgrade and modernisation
of its facilities by the Victorian Government.
I am advised that Victorian School Building Authority (VSBA) staff have continuously engaged with the
school and school council throughout the design stages of this project. Unfortunately, the option of a twostorey building was over budget by nearly $3.102 million beyond the amount allocated in the State Budget.
The VSBA has informed me that, on 24 August 2018, three refurbishment design options were presented to
the principal, school council and senior staff, and a preferred option was selected. On 19 September 2018, the
chosen design was presented to the principal, school council and senior staff along with colour and material
samples, which the principal confirmed after the meeting.
The flexible learning general purpose classrooms were designed to expand through the circulation spaces. As
requested by the school, sliding doors will provide the flexibility to work in groups. Considering that the
footprint of the building has not changed, the school is not losing space but, rather, having spaces repurposed
in line with the needs of the school.
On 22 January 2019, the VSBA undertook further consultation with the principal, assistant-principal and
school council president. The purpose of the meeting was to clarify and review the tender documentation
prior to the start of tender, on 7 February 2019. Furthermore, VSBA staff visited the school on 30 January
2019 to review and confirm the electrical layout of power and data points with the school principal.
The VSBA visited the school again on 14 February 2019, as part of the tender process with four local builders
to perform a site inspection. On 13 of March 2019, the school was informed of a successful tender outcome
and agreed to meet upon the engagement of a building contractor to discuss strategies moving forward.
I am further advised that a building contractor was officially appointed on 19 of March 2019 and a
construction start-up meeting was held on 25 March 2019. Construction will commence during the April 2019
school holidays for stage 1, with the expected completion of stage l and 2 scheduled for later this year.
I trust this information is of assistance.

EEL RACE ROAD, CARRUM, LEVEL CROSSING
In reply to Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (19 March 2019)
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East—Leader of the House, Minister for Transport Infrastructure):
The Andrews Labor Government made an election commitment to remove the Eel Race road level crossing,
which is one of 18 level crossings being removed on the Frankston line.
The former Liberal Government did not remove a single level crossing on the Frankston line and went to the
election with a commitment to not remove the level crossing at Eel Race road.
The Andrews Labor Government delivers on our election commitments and work to remove the Eel Race
road crossing, along with two other congested level crossings in Carrum, is underway.
The request from the Member for Southern Metropolitan for Labor to break this election commitment will
not be considered.
The extension of McLeod Road through to the Nepean Highway and the new Station Street bridge over the
Patterson River means travel times will be stashed for all residents of Carrum, including those who live near
Eel Race Road.
The Member for Carrum, Ms Sonya Kilkenny MP, is continuously meeting with residents to discuss ail
aspects relating to the removal of dangerous and congested level crossings in Carrum.
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LARA WASTE RECYCLING SITE
In reply to Mr MEDDICK (Western Victoria) (20 March 2019)
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes):
The former materials recycling site at 300–400 Broderick Road, Lara has been a site of focus for the Resource
Recovery Facilities Audit Taskforce, which was established following a significant fire at SKM’s recycling
plant in Coolaroo in 2017.
Members of a Local Reference Group and relevant agencies have been working together to hold the site
owner TASCG to account for implementation of VCAT orders, including immediate fire mitigation, and to
remedy the stockpile left by a previous operator, C&D Recycling.
After TASCO went into liquidation on 14 March 2019, the ERA and City of Greater Geelong are engaging
with the liquidators on the continued implementation of the VCAT enforcement orders. Detailed emergency
management plans have been developed. Site fire management plans are in place and significant emergency
management and contingency planning between emergency services agencies and relevant stakeholders
continues.
City of Greater Geelong and the ERA are committed to holding TASCO and its associated entities to account
for the ongoing implementation of site security, fire prevention measures and monitoring at the site as well as
clean-up costs and remediation.

WHITTLESEA AND MITCHELL INFRASTRUCTURE FUNDING
In reply to Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) (20 March 2019)
Mr PALLAS (Werribee—Treasurer, Minister for Economic Development, Minister for Industrial
Relations):
Thank you for your adjournment matter of 20 March 2019 requesting funding commitments towards
infrastructure projects across Whittlesea and Mitchell.
Last year, the Government provided funding for road upgrades in Whittlesea and Mitchell as part of the
$2.2 billion Suburban Roads Upgrade package, a further $20 million was provided to acquire land necessary
for the Kilmore Bypass. Government is committed to delivering high quality education services In Whittlesea
and Mitchell through the provision, in the 2018-19 budget, of $39 million to upgrade and build new schools
in Whittlesea and Mitchell.
Previous budgets have allocated $220.4 million for upgrades to O’Herns Road, Epping and Plenty Road, Mill
Park, in addition to $600 million for the Mernda rail extension, and $162.7 million for expansion of the
Northern Hospital.
These funding commitments highlight this Government’s commitment to infrastructure delivery and
improvements in Whittlesea and Mitchell.
As with all funding determinations, competing priorities must be considered and assessed to deliver the
greatest benefit to the Victorian Community.

COMMERCIAL PASSENGER VEHICLE LICENCES
In reply to Mr BARTON (Eastern Metropolitan) (20 March 2019)
Ms HORNE (Williamstown—Minister for Public Transport, Minister for Ports and Freight):
Insurance
All operators of vehicles registered in Victoria pay a Transport Accident Commission charge. These charges
cover personal injury insurance for all drivers and passengers and provides treatment and income support for
people injured in transport accidents.
The government has not specified any requirements for commercial passenger vehicle insurance in the
Commercial Passenger Vehicle Industry Regulations 2017. The Regulatory Impact Statement and
consultation for these regulations considered mandating insurance requirements for commercial passenger
vehicles, and determined that this was not appropriate, other than as part of a "Driver Agreement" (driver
agreement).
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A driver agreement is between the owner of a registered commercial passenger vehicle and the driver. It
contains certain conditions relating to insurance that are implied in every driver agreement.
The commercial passenger vehicle industry is changing, and these changes extend to how vehicles and drivers
are insured. Many major booking service providers have introduced their own minimum insurance
requirements.
In some rare instances Commercial Passenger Vehicles Victoria has imposed specific insurance requirements
on booking service providers where their services have a significantly higher risk profile, such as scooterbased services.
These developments reinforce the findings of the Regulatory Impact Statement, that there is an incentive for
people to obtain insurance and individuals are motivated to insure their own vehicles (and income). Booking
service providers also have an interest in ensuring their drivers are protected.
Roadworthy
Commercial passenger vehicles are required to obtain an approved safety inspection every 12 months.
Vehicles must pass an inspection undertaken by a VicRoads Licensed Vehicle Tester or by an approved
Commercial Passenger Vehicles Victoria inspection provider.
The VicRoads Vehicle Standards Information 26 (VSI26) roadworthy process is well understood and a
historic feature of the commercial passenger vehicle regulatory environment. Commercial Passenger Vehicles
Victoria’s new process is based on the key safety elements of the VSI26 inspection combined with an
obligation on the inspector to provide Commercial Passenger Vehicles Victoria with data on inspections. This
allows Commercial Passenger Vehicles Victoria to monitor the quality of the fleet and to identify any trends.
As the government expected, opening up the commercial passenger vehicle market and introducing specific
obligations to keep passengers safe, has seen the industry respond with a range of practices exceeding an
annual safety inspection. These include:
•

active monitoring of customer feedback to identify vehicles of concern, and

•

booking service providers introducing their own regular safety check regimes.

Some urban, country and regional booking service providers are currently seeking to replace annual
inspections with a more thorough and regular inspection/auditing process.
At this stage the current inspection processes overseen by Commercial Passenger Vehicles Victoria, together
with additional safety initiatives by the industry, are addressing vehicle safety.

ELIZABETH DRIVE, SUNBURY
In reply to Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) (20 March 2019)
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria—Minister for Roads, Minister for Road Safety and the TAC,
Minister for Fishing and Boating):
I am advised that the Hume City Council manages Elizabeth Drive in Sunbury. As this matter does not fall
within my portfolio, you may wish to raise it with Council.

DRIVER FATIGUE
In reply to Mr QUILTY (Northern Victoria) (20 March 2019)
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria—Minister for Roads, Minister for Road Safety and the TAC,
Minister for Fishing and Boating):
This adjournment matter relates to the availability and currency of statistics concerning the incidence of driver
fatigue in road crashes. Mr Quilty notes that the data currently listed on the Transport Accident Commission
(TAC) website date from a 1998 publication. Mr Quilty has requested information on what efforts have been
made to gather and share more recent data about fatigue-related crashes in Victoria and further, measures to
improve data collection regarding the incidence and role of fatigue in crashes.
Driving when tired or becoming sleepy is a high-risk behaviour, and is recognised as a significant contributor
to road crashes. Fatigue or drowsy driving is estimated to contribute to 20–30% of all lives lost and serious
injuries on our roads. Estimates are typically based on police investigation and determination at the crash
scene, and this has not changed in recent times. While estimates have not changed, more recent publications
are available and I have requested the TAC to update its website to reflect this.
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Drowsy driving is primarily due to insufficient sleep. This includes: sleep deprivation, sleep restriction, long
distance driving, and driving at times when one would normally be asleep. Warning signs of drowsy driving
include: increased yawning, micro-sleeps, slow eye blinks and more frequent blinking, and difficulty keeping
head upright (head-snaps). The TAC periodically runs fatigue awareness campaigns. These campaigns focus
on the effects of drowsy driving and the involuntary nature of sleep. Tips for preventing or minimising the
effects of drowsy driving are also included in these campaigns.
There is increasing research evidence of the specific factors which contribute to drowsy driving, as well as
measures for detecting drowsy driving-this includes research published in 2014 and 2016. However, due to a
number of issues including an absence of an objective measure, historic differences in reporting criteria, and
the fact that crashes may be reported as a result of other factors, it is likely that there remains a general
underestimation of the reported incidence of fatigue in casualty crashes.
As objective roadside testing for driver fatigue does not currently exist, there are no specific road safety laws
that regulate drowsy driving of passenger vehicles. However, there is optimism that advances in technology
which are currently being explored will present new opportunities for reporting of fatigue in the future.
Under the Towards Zero 2016-2020 Road Safety Strategy and Action Plan, I recently launched a fatigue test
trial. Funded by the Transport Accident Commission, the trial is an Australian-first, testing new technology
that will detect fatigued drivers. As part of the trial, drivers will be kept awake for up to 32 hours before
conducting a two-hour drive on a controlled track, supervised by a qualified instructor in a dual control
vehicle. Drivers will be tested before and after their drive to measure involuntary movement of their pupils,
which is proven to be strongly linked with increasing levels of fatigue. This trial has the potential to combat
one of the biggest killers on our roads and I look forward to its outcomes.

LIQUOR CONTROL REFORM
In reply to Ms WOOLDRIDGE (Eastern Metropolitan) (20 March 2019)
Ms KAIROUZ (Kororoit—Minister for Consumer Affairs, Gaming and Liquor Regulation, Minister
for Suburban Development):
Melbourne’s local pubs, restaurants and bars are part of what makes our city great. Removing the dry areas
in Boroondara and Whitehorse will reduce costs and time delays in the licence application process. It will
encourage new business growth and be great for jobs.
The requirement to hold polls in the dry areas dates back to a ‘local option vote’ conducted in 1920 which
created the two ‘dry’ areas now in parts of Boroondara and Whitehorse, it does not apply to any other parts
of Victoria.
Since 2004, the compulsory polls in the dry areas have cost Victorian taxpayers in excess of $450,000. Every
poll undertaken since 30 June 2004 by affected residents in the dry areas, as identified by the Victorian
Commission for Gambling and Liquor Regulation and the Victorian Electoral Commission, has supported
the granting of the proposed liquor licence.
This change will bring these parts of our city into line with the rest of our state and makes sure that liquor
licensing rules are consistent, wherever you live.
Following our successful first phase of the review of the Liquor Control Reform Act 1998, where we imposed
a range of measures to protect Victorians from alcohol- related harm, residents in Melbourne’s dry areas voted
overwhelmingly in favour of our election commitment to abolish these areas.
Victorians support our plans to strike an appropriate balance between the benefits of a responsible liquor
industry and the need to minimise alcohol-related harm, and we will deliver for them.
As undertaken during the first phase of the Act’s review, the government will consult on this change and on
amendments to the Act during 2019, with legislative proposals to be brought before Parliament in 2020.

REGIONAL COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS
In reply to Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (20 March 2019)
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Minister for Regional Development, Minister for Agriculture,
Minister for Resources):
The Victorian Government is committed to developing regional leaders across Victoria to increase
community resilience.
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Since 2011, the Victorian Government’s Regional Community Leadership Program has invested $12 million
into programs that support the development of people across rural and regional Victoria. It is estimated that
this investment has generated $22.1 million in social and economic value in leadership capabilities across
rural and regional Victoria.
There are currently nine annual programs which are funded until the end of the 2019 with one further program
(Alpine Valleys Leadership Program) to finish in mid-2019. The Committee for Gippsland is currently funded
to deliver the Gippsland Community Leadership Program until February 2020.
The Victorian Government is investigating funding options to continue to support training and development
opportunities that build community resilience and leadership capabilities across the state.
Deliberations are still underway ahead of the Treasurer handing down the budget on 30 April.

KEW COTTAGES
In reply to Mr HAYES (Southern Metropolitan) (20 March 2019)
Mr WYNNE (Richmond—Minister for Planning, Minister for Housing, Minister for Multicultural
Affairs):
I note the recent public meeting convened by the Kew Cottages Coalition and the resolutions that were put
forward and passed.
The Kew Residential Services project is being delivered through the Kew Residential Services Development
Agreement between Kew Development Corporation Pty Ltd which is a subsidiary of Walker Corporation,
and the State of Victoria which is represented by Development Victoria.
The project, which is substantially completed, has so far delivered:
•

261 private dwellings that are integrated with 20 State owned and operated group homes accommodating
about 100 people with intellectual disabilities.

•

More than seven hectares of very high quality public open space equivalent to 29 per cent of the total site area.

•

Restoration of three historic buildings within the site’s heritage core, in accordance with Heritage
Victoria’s requirements.

A Seventh Deed of Variation to the Development Agreement was executed on 9 April 2018, extending the
Project Term to 31 December 2020. This will facilitate completion of the project including:
•

Stage 8 apartment complex of 17 apartments.

•

Sale of Stage 9 as a vacant lot.

•

Sale of the three heritage core buildings.

Until project completion, I will remain the responsible authority for the Kew site.
I also note the concerns that were raised at the public meeting in relation to compliance with heritage
requirements at the site. The specific concerns in relation to the condition of the heritage trees and the 1996
fire memorial are noted. The Executive Director of Heritage Victoria met with representatives of the Kew
Cottages Coalition on 6 March 2019 to discuss these concerns. I understand that Heritage Victoria is
investigating the matter and any non-compliance with the Heritage Act 2017 will be further considered.

MELBOURNE OBSERVATORY
In reply to Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (21 March 2019)
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes):
The Melbourne Observation site is of scientific significance as a record for the development of 19th century
astronomical, magnetic and meteorological technology, and like the Royal Botanic Gardens more broadly,
has international, national and Victorian significance. As the responsible land manager, the Royal Botanic
Gardens Victoria works closely with Museums Victoria, the Bureau of Meteorology and the Astronomical
Society of Victoria to maintain and promote this historic site.
A key component of the draft master plan is the development of a nature and science precinct including the
area extending from the Melbourne Observatory through to the National Herbarium of Victoria. This new
precinct is planned to include a new herbarium storage area with a public interface, nature gallery, learning
and participation centre and the reinstatement of the Great Melbourne Telescope. This initiative seeks to
reinvigorate the Melbourne Gardens as a destination for nature and science activities.
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As part of the draft master plan planning process, the Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria is undertaking extensive
public consultation, offering key stakeholders and interested parties the opportunity to share their ideas and
thoughts. The Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria has met directly with the Astronomical Society of Victoria to
discuss the development of the master plan. The master plan will consider the natural, heritage and cultural
values of the Melbourne Gardens including those of the Melbourne Observatory site.

BOROONDARA NEIGHBOURHOOD HOUSES
In reply to Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (21 March 2019)
Mr DONNELLAN (Narre Warren North—Minister for Child Protection, Minister for Disability,
Ageing and Carers):
The Andrews Labor Government recognises the important role that neighbourhood houses play as places of
inclusion for many people, as well as assisting in social cohesion, education and the opportunity to volunteer
in local communities.
Through the 2018-19 State Budget the government committed an additional investment of $21.8 million over
four years for the Neighbourhood House Coordination Program. Consequently, funding to the neighbourhood
house sector has grown to $36 million per annum.
The additional funding is to strengthen and expand the sector and has enabled:
•

162 neighbourhood houses to increase their coordination hours to 25 per week

•

all neighbourhood house networks the capacity to spend more time with individual houses to improve
access to key services and activities

•

the establishment of 27 newly funded neighbourhood houses

•

36 neighbourhood houses to receive grants for equipment and communication technology upgrades and
small-scale infrastructure modifications.

This has been the biggest ever boost to coordination hours, with an extra 76,700 hours to be delivered each
year from more houses across the state.
Funding for new neighbourhood houses was allocated following a competitive application process.
Successful applicants demonstrated community demand and detailed the benefits to their communities.
Future funding decision will be made through the usual budget process.

PRIVACY AND DATA PROTECTION
In reply to Mr LIMBRICK (South Eastern Metropolitan) (21 March 2019)
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan—Leader of the Government, Special Minister of State,
Minister for Priority Precincts, Minister for Aboriginal Affairs):
I am advised by the Office of the Victorian Information Commissioner (OVIC) that a total of 623 incidents
were recorded on the Security Incident Register (SIR) for the 2017/18 financial year. Of those incidents, 29
were categorised as moderate, 307 as minor, 262 as insignificant and 25 as no incident. The most reported
types of breaches were lost or stolen identity documentation and unauthorised release or disclosure of
information.
In the 2016/17 financial year, a total of 547 incidents were recorded on the SIR. While there was a 14%
increase of incidents reported between the 2016/17 to 2017/18 financial years, OVIC have advised that this
does not necessarily point to an increasing number of incidents occurring.
The increase in reported incidents may be attributed to a strong focus by the SIR unit within Victoria Police
on education and awareness raising around privacy and data protection. Some recent educational initiatives
from this unit have focused on clarifying what constitutes a security incident and how to report incidents to
the SIR unit. I am advised by Victoria Police that a mandatory online training module on the SIR, and faceto-face SIR training at the Victorian Police Academy have also been rolled out.
The increased number of reported incidents suggests an improved organisational maturity around information
security incident identification and reporting.

